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Abstract.Over the years, many different agent programming languages have been proposed. In this
paper, we propose a concept called Agent Programs using which, the way an agent should act in
various situations can be declaratively specified by the creator of that agent. Agent Programs may
be built on top of arbitrary pieces of software code and may be used to specify what an agent is
obliged to do, what an agent may do, and what an agent may not do. In this paper, we define
several successively more sophisticated and epistemically satisfying declarative semantics for agent
programs, and study the computation price to be paid (in terms of complexity) for such epistemic
desiderata. We further show that agent programs cleanly extend well understood semantics for logic
programs, and thus are clearly linked to existing results on logic programming and nonmonotonic
reasoning. Last, but not least, we have built a simulation of a Supply Chain application in terms of
our theory, building on top of commercial software systems such as Microsoft Access and ESRI’s
MapObject.
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1 Introduction
Over the last few years, there has been intense work in the area of intelligent agents [57, 110]. Applications
of such agent technology have ranged from intelligent news and mail filtering programs [75], to agents that
monitor the state of the stock market and detect trends in stock prices, to intelligent web search agents [36],
to the digital battlefield where agent technology closely monitors and merges information gathered from
multiple heterogeneous information sources [4, 67, 68, 100, 108].
In the long run, a platform to support the creation and deployment of multiple software agents will need
to interoperate with a wide variety of custom-made, as well as legacy software sources. Any definition
Def of what it takes for a software package   (in any programming language) to be considered an agent
program, must come accompanied with tools to augment, modify, or massage   into an agent according to
the definition Def.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of our IMPACT System for the creation and deployment of multiple
interacting agents. IMPACT is a joint project between the University of Maryland, Bar-Ilan University
(Israel), the Technical University of Vienna, and the University of Gießen (Germany). In IMPACT, an agent
consists of two parts:
1. A body of software code (built in any programming language) that supports a well defined application
programmer interface (either part of the code itself, or developed to augment the code). In general,
we will assume that a piece of software   is represented by a pair  
	 where:

 is the set of all data types manipulated by the software package   .  is assumed to be closed
under sub-types, i.e. if  is a subtype of a type in   , then  must also be in   .

 is the set of all pre-defined functions of the package   that are provided by the package’s
application programmer interface.
In other words, in the strict sense of object systems,   is definable as a collection (or hierarchy)
of object classes in any standard object data management language such as ODL [21]. Almost all
existing servers used in real systems, as well as most commercial packages available on the market
are instances of the above definition.
For example, consider the well known Oracle DBMS. This may be viewed as a body of software code
 
	 where:

 consists of the following types: a set of attribute domains, tuples over different combinations
of these attribute domains, and relations (sets of tuples) over different attribute domains.

 consists of the classical relational operations: select, project, cartesian product, joint, union,
intersection, difference and aggregate operations, together with combinations of these.
At any given point  in time, the state of an agent will refer to a set  of objects from the types
 , managed by its internal software code. An agent may change its state by taking an action –
either triggered internally or by processing a message received from another agent. However, one
agent cannot directly change another agent’s state, though it might do so indirectly by shipping the
other agent a message issuing a change request. The precise definitions of messages and message
management, as well as actions and action management, will be described in detail below.
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2. A semantic wrapper that contains a wealth of semantic information. Such information includes, but
is not restricted to the following:
(a) A service description expressed in some tightly specified language. While a multiplicity of lan-
guages may be used for this purpose, in IMPACT [5] we have developed an HTML-like language
for creating and manipulating service descriptions. This language has been characterized with
a formal declarative semantics, as well as sound and complete algorithms for matching requests
for services with an archive of service descriptions. Such matches are “correct” only w.r.t. an
underlying similarity measure.
(b) A message manager that (a) manages the data structures associated with an IMPACT agent’s
mailbox, and (b) specifies and implements policies on how commonalities between requests
may be exploited to reduce the load on the agent.
(c) An action module that will take as input, a newly read message (which will constitute an event),
and use this to trigger zero, one, or many actions. For this purpose, the action module will
require a specification of:
i. (Action Base) The actions that the agent may take in principle, and the conditions that the
agent state must satisfy for these actions to be executable, as well as the effects on the agent
state of taking such actions;
ii. (Action Requirements) The conditions (on the agent state) under which the agent is either
obliged or forbidden to take certain actions, as well as the conditions under which an agent
is permitted (at its discretion) to take an action;
iii. (Action Policy) The conditions on the agent state that determine how to choose which of
several permissible actions should in fact be executed.
(d) A metaknowledge module that provides the agent valuable information both about itself, as
well as about other existing agents in the world. Such metaknowledge may include statistical
information on the reliability of other agents, the speeds with which other agents provided certain
services, and the financial charges (if any) levied for such transactions. It may also include self-
knowledge – such self-knowledge may include statistics about its own performance, as well as
analyses of operations on which it has performed well or badly.
The IMPACT architecture contains a set of replicated, mirrored IMPACT servers that provide a variety of
services. Such services include agent yellow-page location services (to find agents that provide a requested
service), an agent ontology service, as well as type/thesaurus services. The locations of all mirrored rep-
licas of the IMPACT servers are known to all agents – mirroring and replication guarantee that the system
infrastructure will survive “downtimes” experienced by one or more servers. A synchronization layer guar-
antees that different IMPACT servers will reflect the same state, propagating changes at one server to other
mirrored sites. Due to space concerns, the reader interested in details of the IMPACT architecture is referred
to [5].
With this background in mind, we are now ready to go into the main aim of this paper – which is to design
a theory and implementation of methods by which an agent may decide what actions it is obligated to take
in a given state, what actions it is permitted to take (in a given state), and how it chooses which actions to in
fact perform, given such a state of the world. Such choices are expressed by an agent program developed in
a logical agent programming language that we introduce in this paper. We are not the first to propose agent
programming paradigms – several others, notably [97, 55, 45], have done so before us. Our work builds
upon these previous, pioneering efforts, in the following ways:
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Figure 1: IMPACT Architecture
1. We will formally define the concept of an Agent Program that allows agents (of the sort described
above) to be built on top of arbitrary software code with application programmer interfaces;
2. We will show that using such Agent Programs, we can access legacy software as well as custom built
software;
3. We will provide several alternative declarative semantics specifying the meaning of such Agent Pro-
grams. In particular, this declarative semantics will specify what actions an agent will perform, given
a currently prevailing agent state, and how the execution of these actions will modify the agent state.
4. We will develop results on the computational cost of these alternative semantics, giving rise to a
hierarchy of increasing complexity.
5. We will establish relationships between some of these semantics and existing semantical characteriz-
ations of non-monotonic logic programs.
6. We will report on an application we have built based on a simulation of our Agent Program Lan-
guage and experimental results based on this implementation. This application involves specifically
building agents on top of commercial software packages including Microsoft ACCESS and ESRI’s
MapObjects.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents a brief example of a multiagent system used
for automated ordering of supplies by a company. A simulation of this system, adhering to the principles
described in this paper, has been implemented by us. Section 3 specifies how agent reasoning may be built
on top of existing legacy software and how this may be used to define the concept of an agent state. Section 4
specifies the language within which agents’ actions are specified, and the language of agent programs which
specifies the conditions governing an agent’s behavior. Section 5 forms the main contribution of this paper,
and describes the semantics of agent programs. In fact, Section 5 gives a set of successively more desirable
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semantics. We discuss the advantages and disadvantages of these semantics. Section 6 introduces the reader
to the assumptions under which our complexity results (presented in detail in Section 7 and 8) are obtained,
and also present an overview of these results. The reader who is not interested in details of the complexity
results may safely skip Sections 7 and 8, but still understand the gist of the results by reading Section
6. However, Sections 7 and 8 do contain descriptions of algorithms to compute the semantics, which the
reader who is not interested in complexity may wish to read. More efficient and sophisticated algorithms
that we have developed and we are currently implementing in IMPACT will be reported on in a companion
paper currently in preparation [35]. Section 9 shows the relationship between our semantics and well known
semantics in logic programming. As the relationship between logic program semantics and nonmonotonic
reasoning semantics (for default logic, autoepistemic logic and truth maintenance systems) is well known,
this section also shows the relationship between our semantics and classical nonmonotonic logic semantics.
Assumption. As this paper is long and contains a fair amount of notation, Appendix C contains a table
summarizing the notation, as a handy reference for the reader.
2 Motivating Examples
In this section, we present two very simple multiagent scenarios – the first can be used for automated supply
chain management. The second may be used by a tax agency to take relevant actions on which tax returns
should be audited, how these audits will be conducted, etc. As we go through the paper, we will revisit these
examples many times.
2.1 Supply Chain Example
Supply chain management [17] is one of the most important activities in any major production company.
Most production companies like to keep their production lines busy and on schedule. To ensure this, they
must constantly monitor their inventory to ensure that components and items needed for creating their
product are available in adequate numbers.
For instance, an automobile company is likely to want to guarantee that they always have an adequate
number of tires and spark plugs in their local inventory. When the supply of tires or spark plugs drops to a
certain predetermined level, the company in question must ensure that new supplies are promptly ordered.
This may be done through the following steps.
 In most large corporations, the company has “standing” contracts with producers of different parts
(also referred to as an “open” purchase order). When a shortfall occurs, the company contacts suppli-
ers to see which of them can supply the desired quantity of the item(s) in question within the desired
time frame. Based on the responses received from the suppliers, one or more purchase orders may be
generated.
 The company may also have an existing purchase order with a large transportation provider or pro-
viders. The company may then choose to determine whether the items ordered should be: (a) delivered
entirely by truck, or (b) delivered by a combination of truck and airplane.
This scenario can be made significantly more sophisticated than the above description. For example, the
company may request bids from multiple potential suppliers, the company may use methods to identify
alternative substitute parts if the ones being ordered are not available, etc. We have chosen to keep the
scenario relatively simple for pedagogical purposes.
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The above automated purchasing procedure may be facilitated by using an architecture such as that shown
in Figure 2. In this architecture, we have an Inventory-Agent that monitors the available inventory at the
company’s manufacturing plant. We have shown two suppliers, each of which have associated agents that
monitor two databases:
 An ACCESS database specifying how much uncommitted stock the supplier has. For example, if the
tuple (widget-50,9000) is in this relation, then this means that the supplier has 9000 pieces of
widget-50 that haven’t yet been committed to a consumer.
 An ACCESS database specifying how much committed stock the supplier has. For example, if the
tuple (widget-50,1000,company-A) is in the relation, this means that the supplier has 1000
pieces of widget-50 that have been committed to company-A.
Thus, if company-B were to request 2000 pieces of widget-50, we would update the first relation, by repla-
cing the tuple (widget-50,9000)by the tuple (widget-50,7000)and adding the tuple (widget-
50,2000,company-B) to the latter relation – assuming that company-B did not already have widget-50
on order.
Once the Plant Agent places orders with the suppliers, it must ensure that the transportation vendors can
deliver the items to the company’s location. For this, it consults a Shipping Agent, which in turn consults a
Truck-Agent (that provides and manages truck schedules using routing algorithms) and an Airplane-Agent
(that provides and manages airplane freight cargo). As described later in Example 4.1, the Truck Agent may
in fact control a set of other agents, one located on each truck. The Truck Agent we have built is constructed
by building on top of ESRI’s MapObject system for route mapping. These databases can be made more
realistic by adding other fields – again for the sake of simplicity, we have chosen not to do so.
In this paper, we will work out exactly how the behavior of these different agents can be represented, and
how they communicate with each other through messaging (though messaging is not discussed in detail in
this paper). Rather, this paper focuses on how an agent takes decisions when it receives messages from
another agent. The theory in this paper has been simulated through a prototype implementation of this
supply chain example. (In fact, for space reasons, we have chosen not to describe several features of this
implementation as just a few of them are enough to illustrate the concepts provided in this paper).
2.2 Tax Auditing Example
An alternative example involves a situation that may be used by a tax agency to determine which returns to
audit. Tax agencies are usually required to follow some explicit rules in who to audit (so that tax officers
cannot audit ex-spouses against whom they hold a grudge, or unfairly prosecute one or another racial/ethnic
group, etc.).
A simple tax application may in fact have several agents. For the sake of simplicity, we will consider just
one agent, which we shall call the Audit-Agent that determines which users should be audited. It may do so
by monitoring two relations:
 The first relation, called returns, contains a relational representation of the returns filed by tax-
payers.
 The second relation, called employer declarations, specifies the payments to various indi-
viduals that have been reported by employers.
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Figure 2: Agents in Supply Chain Example
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The agent monitors discrepancies between the amounts reported by individual taxpayers, and amounts re-
ported by all employers who have made payments to that person. Based on these discrepancies, it may either
be obliged to take some audit actions, or forbidden to do so, or permitted to do so at its discretion. Based on
the actions this agent takes, it may be forced to take other actions (such as notifying the taxpayer that he is
required to explain his return, or to appear in person in tax court, etc.).
As in the case of the Supply Chain example, this scenario is a simplified scenario, that permits pedagogical
clarity when it is used to illustrate the theories and definitions introduced in this paper. In fact, we will use
this example extensively throughout this paper.
3 Software Code Access
In this section, we focus on the “internal” data managed by the software code underlying an agent. As
mentioned in the Introduction, we may characterize the code implementing an agent to be a pair   

	 where  is the set of all data types provided by   and  is a set of predefined functions   which
makes access to the data objects in the agent’s state   available to external processes.
This characterization of a piece of software code is a well accepted and widely used specification – for
example, the Object Data Management Group’s ODMG standard [21] and the CORBA framework existing
industry standards that are consistent with this specification.
3.1 Code Calls and Code Call Atoms
In this section, we introduce the reader to the important concept of a code call atom – this concept forms the
basic syntactic object using which we may access multiple heterogeneous data sources. Before proceeding
to this definition, we need to introduce some syntactic assumptions.
The content of Section 3.1 is not new work. It builds upon a previous effort called HERMES by one of
the authors on heterogeneous data and software integration [1, 19, 74, 73, 76]. The reader familiar with that
syntax may skip this section.
Suppose we consider a body      	   of software code. Given any type     , we will assume
that there is a set    of variable symbols ranging over  . If      is such a variable symbol,
and if  is a complex record type having fields 	
 	 		 , then we require that 	 be a variable of type
 where  is the type of field 	  . In the same vein, if 	  itself has a sub-field  of type  , then 	   is a
variable of type  , and so on. In such a case, we will call X a root-variable, and the variables 	

, 	

 ,
etc. path-variables. For any path variable  of the form  ﬀﬂﬁﬃ  , where  is a root variable, we refer to  as
the root of  , denoted by "!"!  #  ; for technical convenience, $!"!  %  , where  is a root variable, refers to
itself.
An assignment of objects to the variables is a set of equations of the form & 
 (' 
 	 	)&* +'$* where the
&

’s are variables (root or path) and the '

’s are objects – such an assignment is legal if the types of objects
and corresponding variables match.
Definition 3.1 (code call) Suppose    	  is some software code and 	   is a predefined function
with , arguments, and - 
 	 	-  are objects or variables such that each -  respects the type requirements
of the . ’th argument of 	 . Then  0/ 	 %-


	 	-

 is called a code call. A code call is ground, if all the -

’s
are objects. 1
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In general, as we will see later, code calls are executable when they are ground. Thus, non-ground code calls
must be “instantiated” prior to attempts to execute them.
In general, each function 	   has a signature, specifying the types of inputs it takes, and the types of
outputs it returns. Here are some examples of code calls that we have implemented:

'  ﬁ

/

"ﬃ

	
ﬀ  

	"ﬁ

ﬁ  	 	
  .
Consider a domain called oracle representing the Oracle Universal Server. One of the relations
in such a database may be called emp.rel. The above code call executes a select operation on the
emp.rel table, and returns as output, the set of all tuples in emp.relwhose salary field is over
150,000 (dollars).

	 ﬁ

/
	
ﬁﬃ  
	
 ﬂ'ﬃ -	ﬀ

  	 ﬁ

 .
Consider a domain called face implementing a face recognition program. This program may man-
age a mugshot archive called mugshotdb of individuals whose identities are known. The match
function takes a picture of someone whose identity is to be determined, and matches it against the
mugshot database, returning a ranked set of pairs (File,Name), of faces and associated names that
match the query face.

ﬃ

   ﬁﬁﬃﬂ / ﬀ

ﬁﬂ  '

ﬃ


	
ﬁ$ﬀ 	! " 	! " 	
# 	
$ .
Consider a domain called terrain representing a terrain reasoning system. map1 may be one of
several maps in this system. The function planroute plans an optimal route (according to some
trafficability criteria we will not go into here) from a given origin to a given destination. The above
code call asks the terrain reasoner to plan an optimal route from the point &%' 	!%'  on map1 to the
point (
# 	
$ on map1.
Assumption. We will assume that the output signature of any code call is a set. There is no loss of generality
in making this assumption – if a function does not return a set, but rather returns an atomic value, then that
value can be coerced into a set anyway – by treating the value as shorthand for the singleton set containing
just the value.
Definition 3.2 (code call atom) If cc is a code call, and X is either a variable symbol, or an object of the
output type of cc, then ﬁﬃﬂ % 	)  is a code call atom. 1
Code call atoms, when evaluated, return boolean values (i.e. they may be thought of as special types of
logical atoms [96]). Intuitively, a code call atom succeeds just in case X is in the result set returned by cc
(when X is an object), or when X can be made to point to one of the objects returned by executing the code
call. Let us return to the code calls we introduced earlier, and see examples of some code call atoms.

ﬁﬃﬂ % 	'  ﬁ

/

 ﬃ

	
ﬀ  

	"ﬁ

ﬁ  	 	* .
Here, this code call atom would succeed, instantiating X to any single tuple in relation emp that has a
salary field of over 150,000.

ﬁﬃﬂ % 		 ﬁ

/
	
ﬁ ﬃ+  
	
+ ﬂ'ﬃ -	ﬀ

  	 ﬁ

 .
This code call atom would succeed, instantiating X to any record R (having a file and name fields)
whose , 	ﬁ  image matches the queryface image as determined by the image processing code
implementing the match operation.
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
ﬁﬃﬂ
% 	)ﬃ

   ﬁﬁﬃﬂ / ﬀ

ﬁﬂ  '

ﬃ


	
ﬁ$ﬀ 	! " 	! " 	
# 	
$ .
This code call atom would succeed, instantiating X to some optimal route (as deemed by the route
planner code) between points (97,97) and (102,103).
Definition 3.3 (code call condition) A code call condition is defined as follows:
1. Every code call atom is a code call condition.
2. If s,t are either variables or objects, then  +ﬃ is a code call condition.
3. If s,t are either integers/real valued objects, or are variables over the integers/reals, then   ﬃ 	  ﬃ 	 ﬃ 	
are code call conditions.
4. If  	
	 are code call conditions, then 	 is a code call condition.
A code call condition satisfying any of the first three criteria above is an atomic code call condition. 1
An example of a code call condition is:
in(X,oracle:select(emp.rel,salary,>,150000))& (1)
in(Y,face:findpictureof(mugshotdb,X.name))
This condition may be viewed as a query requesting that we find all X,Y such that X is a person who makes
over 150K (as determined by querying an Oracle relation called emp.rel), and finding all pictures Y of
such a person from the mugshot database.
One aspect to keep in mind about code calls is that while code call syntax allows variables to appear in
a code call, it is usually impossible to evaluate a code call when it has uninstantiated variables. Thus, any
time we attempt to actually execute a code call, the code call must be fully instantiated.
Definition 3.4 (safe code call) A code call   / 	%- 
 	 	-   is safe iff each -  is ground. A code call
condition   , , is safe, if and only if there exists a permutation  of  	 	 such that
for every .  	 	), the following holds:
1. If ﬀ
ﬂﬁ
has the form  +ﬃ or   ﬃ ,  ﬃ ,   ﬃ ,  ﬃ , then one of s, t (or both) is either a
constant or one of the ﬃ! 
ﬁ
’s for "#  ﬁ ; let 

ﬁ
denote a possible new variable;
2. If  
$ﬁ
is a code call atom ﬁﬃﬂ
% ﬀ

ﬁ
	)


ﬁ
 , then for each variable  occurring in  ﬀ
ﬂﬁ
, $!"!  #  is
from the set % $! !  % ! 
ﬁ
&('#  .) . 1
For example, the code call (1) described earlier in this section is safe. However, the code call
in(X,oracle:select(emp.rel,salary,>,150000))&
in(Y,face:findpictureof(mugshotdb,Z.name))
is not safe. The reason is that if the ordering of code call atoms above is used, then the face database is
looking for an instantiated argument, Z.name, which it does not find. The reader can easily ascertain that
reordering the literals in the example does not establish the safety property either.
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Definition 3.5 (code call solution) Suppose  is a code call condition involving the variables   , and   

	 is some software code. A solution of  w.r.t.   in a state   is a legal assignment of objects ! to
the variables  in   , written as a compound equation   
 
! , such that the application of the assignment
makes  true in state   .
We denote by   ! 	 
 (omitting subscripts   and  when clear from the context), the set of all
solutions of the code call condition  in state   , and by    !  
 (where subscripts are occasionally
omitted) the set of all objects appearing in   !     
  1
For example, consider the Oracle/Face database code call discussed earlier. A valid solution to this code
call may be the assignment
 '$ﬂ
	
ﬁ"ﬃ 	) " '$ﬂ 
	
ﬁ"ﬃ  ﬁ"	 
We are now ready to introduce an important assumption we make in our paper. As the reader surely knows,
most legacy programs that manipulate a certain data structure have existing code to insert and delete objects
from that data structure. This is certainly true of most commercial relational DBMSs, geographic inform-
ation systems (e.g. ArcInfo, ArcView), spatial databases (quadtrees, R-trees), face databases (e.g. Informix
face data blade), scheduling systems (e.g. Microsoft Schedule), etc.
Assumption. Throughout this paper, we assume that the set   associated with a software code package
  contains two functions described below:
 A function   , which takes as input a set of objects  manipulated by   , and a state   , and returns
a new state 

  	    which accomplishes the insertion of the objects in  into   , i.e.
ﬀ is an insertion routine.
 A function ﬁﬃﬂ  , which takes as input a set of objects  manipulated by   and a state  , and returns
a new set of objects  

 ﬁ!ﬂ

  	 

 which describes the deletion of the objects in  from   ,
i.e. ﬁ!ﬂ  is a deletion routine.
In the above two functions, it is possible to specify the first argument,  , through a code-call atom or a code-
call condition involving a single variable. Intuitively, suppose we execute the function, #"$&%')()*,+)+  .- 0/ 
where 1-
0/
is a code call involving the (sole) free variable  . This may be interpreted as the statement:
“Insert, using a quadtree insertion routine, all objects ! such that .- 2/ is true w.r.t. the current agent state
when

 ! .” In such a case, the code call condition,  is used to identify the objects to be inserted, and
the ﬀ "$&%')()*,+)+ function specifies the insertion routine to be used. Assuming the existence of such insertion
and deletion routines is very reasonable – almost all implementations of data structures in computer science
include insertion and deletion routines !
As a single agent program may manage multiple data types   	 	   , each with its own insertion routine,
)3,4 	 	5)376 , respectively, it is often more convenient to associate with any agent  , an insertion routine,
,8 , that exhibits the following behavior: given either a set  of objects (or a code call condition .- 2/
of the above type), ﬀ&8  .- 2/ 	    is a generic method that selects which of the insertion routines ﬀ93;: ,
associated with the different data structures, should be invoked in order to accomplish the desired insertion.
A similar comment applies to deletion as well. Throughout the rest of this paper, we will assume that an
insertion function ,8 and a deletion function ﬁ!ﬂ<8 may be associated with any agent  in this way. Where
 is clear from context, we will drop the subscript.
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At this point, we have briefly shown how the mechanism of code-calls, and code-call atoms, provides
a unified syntax within which different software packages and databases may be accessed through their
application programmer interfaces. All the above code call mechanisms have been implemented by us.
Code calls, and code call atoms, form the basic theoretical mechanism through which an agent may access
its internal code. In addition, using the code call mechanism, an agent A might send a request to agent B,
with full assurance that agent B will be able to execute what is being requested by agent A. The service
description layer of the IMPACT architecture will include descriptions of the code-calls provided by each
agent – this will also be included in the Yellow Pages server contained as part of the IMPACT Server.
These sources can be used by agent A to structure its code call message to agent B. We will not go into the
description of the service description component of IMPACT here – that is done in a companion paper [5].
3.2 Integrity Constraints
In addition to code-calls, each agent also has an associated set of Integrity Constraints. Agent integrity
constraints specify properties that states of the agent must satisfy. For example, if we have an Oracle agent
maintaining an employee database, we may have an integrity constraint of the form:
ﬁﬃﬂ % 	'  ﬁ

/

 ﬃ
ﬃ	
ﬀ  

	$ﬁ

ﬁ  	 	
    ﬁ-

ﬂ
This integrity constraint on the Oracle software states requires that the emp.rel relation must always
ensure that individuals with salaries over 100K are at salary grade 6 or higher.
Similarly, consider an agent whose internal state is determined not just by one package, but by a hybrid
of two packages – a face recognition system and an image processor. Here, we may want to use an integrity
constraint which states that:
in(X,face:match(mugshotdb,queryface))&
in(Y,oracle:select(convicts.rel,name,=,X.name)&
=(X.sex,male)
 
in(X,face:match(mugshotdb male,queryface)).
This constraint says that if X is returned by matching a query face using a face recognition program, and
we know that the person shown in X is a male convict (using a relational database), then it should be the
case that X is also returned by executing the match on just male mugshots.
Definition 3.6 (integrity constraint) An integrity constraint is an expression of the form

   8
where

is a safe code call condition, and  8 is an atomic code call condition such that every root variable
in  8 occurs in

. 1
Note that the safety requirement on the precondition of an integrity constraint guarantees a mechanism to
evaluate the precondition of an integrity constraint whose head is grounded.
Definition 3.7 (integrity constraint satisfaction) A state  satisfies an integrity constraint  of the
form

   8 , denoted   & 	
 , if for every legal assignment of objects from   to the variables in

 , either

is false or  8 is true.
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Let  be a (finite) collection of integrity constraints, and let   be an agent state. We say that  
satisfies  , denoted   &   , if   satisfies every constraint 
   . 1
4 Agent Actions
Every agent’s actions are completely determined by three parameters that the individual creating the agent
must specify:
 An “Action Base” specifying a set of actions that the agent can execute (under the right conditions),
 A set of “Action Constraints” that specify, for example, mutual exclusion between actions, etc.
 An “Agent Program” that determines which of the (instances of) actions in the agent base the agent is
obligated, permitted, or forbidden to execute, together with a mechanism to actually determine what
actions will be taken. Actions are triggered by events. For example, reading a message may be an
event that triggers one or more actions. A clock-event (e.g. the clock reaching 0800 hours) may be
another event that triggers another action.
In this section, we will introduce the concepts of an Action Base, Action Constraint, and Action Program,
and discuss how they work together.
4.1 Action Base
In this section, we will introduce the concept of an action and describe how the effects of actions are im-
plemented. In most work in AI [82, 44, 90] and logical approaches to action [11], it is assumed that states
are sets of ground logical atoms. In the fertile area of active databases, it is assumed that states reflect the
content of a relational database. However, neither of these two approaches is adequate for our purpose be-
cause the state of an agent which uses the software code     
	 is described by the set   . The
data objects in   could be logical atoms (as is assumed in most AI settings), or they could be relational
tuples (as is assumed in active databases), but in all likelihood, the objects manipulated by   are much more
complex, structured data types.
Definition 4.1 (action; action atom) An action  consists of five components:
 A name, usually written  %  	 	   , where the   ’s are root variables;
 A schema, usually written as   	 	    , of types. Intuitively, this says that the variable   must be
of type  , for all   . , .
 a code-call condition  , called the precondition of the action, denoted by      ;
 a set     of code-call conditions;
 a set 	
#   of code-call conditions.
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The precondition      must be safe modulo the variables   ,. . . ,  . This means that      is a safe
code-call condition if every variable  in      such that $!"!  #   % ﬂ &   . 0, ) were considered as
an instantiated object (constant) from the domain. Furthermore, every code-call condition  in     
	
#

 must be safe modulo the union of   ,. . . ,   and the root variables   	  occurring in      ,
i.e., it is safe if every variable  in  such that $! !  #   %    	ﬀ ,   	   ) were considered as though
it were a constant.
An action atom is a formula    	 	   , where   is a term, i.e., an object or a variable, of type   , for
all .  	 	), . 1
Let us now consider some examples of action and their associated descriptions in specific domains.
Example 4.1 (Routing Agent Example) Consider the Truck Agent described in Section 2. This agent
may coordinate the route plans and routes of multiple trucks. For each truck, it may have an intended route
(sequence of points). Typically, this route will be a schedule (and hence will have temporal attributes), but
we shall ignore that for the sake of simplicity. This agent may have several associated actions one of which
is shown below.

ﬀ

ﬁ

 

  	
	 ' 	
 

# 	
	 '#  
This action might be executed when a truck has suffered a breakdown. The truck gets replaced by a new
truck. This action may be specified as follows.
 Name:  ﬀ  ﬁ       	
	 ' 	
   # 	
	 '# 
 Schema:    	
  ﬁ  	
   	
  ﬁ   where Place is a pair of integers.
 Pre:
in(T1,oracle:select(truckstatus,trucki id,=,Truck1)) &
=(T1.location,Loc1)&
in(T2,oracle:select(truckstatus,trucki id,=,Truck2)) &
=(T2.location,Loc2) &
=(T1.status,down(Loc1))&
=(T2.status,free).
 Add:
=(T3.truckstatus,enroute(Loc2,Loc1))&
=(T3.location,T2.location)&
=(T3.truck id,T2.truck id).
 Del:
in(T2,oracle:select(status,trucki id,=,Truck2)) &
=(T2.location,Loc2) &
=(T2.status,free).
In the above, we are assuming that all trucks have an associated status – free or enroute or down. Further-
more, we are assuming that the truckstatus relation has only three fields – truck id, status and
location. If it had additional fields, then for each additional field  , we would need to add a conjunct of
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the form # 	 	
$ﬂ	  in the “Add” list above. Intuitively, in the above add-list, T3 is identical to T2 in all
respects except for the status field. 1
In our framework, we assume that any explicit state change initiated by an agent is an action. For example,
sending messages and reading messages is an action. Similarly, making an update to an internal data struc-
ture is an action. Performing a computation on the internal data structures of an agent is also an action (as
the result of the computation in most cases is returned by modifying the agent’s state).
Example 4.2 (Message Box) Throughout this paper, we will assume that each agent’s associated software
code includes a special type called msgbox (short for message box). The message box is a buffer that may
be filled (when it sends a message) or flushed (when it reads the message) by the agent. In addition, we
assume the existence of an operating-systems level messaging protocol (e.g. sockets or TCP/IP [109]) that
can fill in (with incoming messages) or flush (when a message is physically sent off) this buffer.
We will assume that the agent has the following functions that are integral in managing this message box.
Note that over the years, we expect a wide variety of messaging languages to be developed (examples of
such messaging languages include KQML [68] at a high level, and remote procedure calls at a much lower
level). In order to provide maximal flexibility, we will merely specify below, the “core” interface functions
available on the msgbox type. Note that this set of functions may be augmented by the addition of other
functions on an agent by agent basis.
 SendMessage(Src,Dest,Msg): This causes a quintuple %! 	     	 	
   	   	 .   to be placed
in msgbox. The ! signifies an outgoing message. When SendMessage(Src,Dest,Msg) is ex-
ecuted, the state of msgbox changes by the insertion of the above quintuple denoting the sending of
a message from the source (Src) agent to a given destination agent (Dest) involving the message
body Msg; Time denotes the time at which the message was sent.
 GetMessage(Src): This causes a collection of quintuples #. 	     	  , - .  	   	 .   to be
read from msgbox. The . signifies an incoming message. Note that all messages from the given
source to the agent agent-idwhose message box is being examined, are returned by this operation.
Time denotes the time at which the message was received.
 TimedGetMessage(op,Val): This causes the collection of all quintuples 
	 #. 	     	" , -
.  	

  	 .   to be read from msgbox, where 
	  +ﬁ 	  '$ﬀﬂ  holds; '$ﬀ is required to be any of
the standard comparison operators  	(  	( 	 	  . 1
Agents interact with the external world through the msgbox code – in particular, external agents may
update agent A’s msgbox, thus introducing new objects to agent A’s state, and triggering state changes
which are not triggered by agent A.
Throughout this paper, we will assume that every agent has as part of its state, the specialized type ms-
gbox defined here, together with the code calls on this type defined here.
Example 4.3 (Java Agents) In today’s world, the word “agent” is often considered (in certain non-AI com-
munities) to be synonymous with the Java applets. What is unique about an applet is that it is mobile. A Java
applet hosted on machine H can “move” across the network to a target machine T, and execute its operations
there. The actions taken by a Java agent agent-id, may be captured within our framework as follows.
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1. Name: do(Op,Host,Target,ArgumentList)
which says “Perform the operation op on the list ArgumentList of arguments located at the Tar-
get address by moving there from the Host address.
2. Precondition:
ﬁﬃﬂ  ﬂ' ﬃ 	 "ﬁ ﬁ /

'$ﬁﬃ+ﬁ$'ﬂ  ﬁ

ﬂ ﬃ - ﬁ"-  
ﬁﬃﬂ '  ” 	



 ﬁ"ﬃ / ﬁ

ﬃ ' ﬁ

 ﬁ

ﬂ ﬃ - ﬁ$- 	  ﬀ	
 ﬁ  

ﬃ 	
  
	+
ﬂ ﬃ	+ﬁ ﬃ  .
This says that the Java implementation recognizes that the agent in question is currently at the Host
machine and that the security system of the remote machine authorizes the agent to download itself
on the target and execute its action.
3. Add/Delete-Set: This consists of whatever insertions and deletions must be done to data in the
Host’s workspace. 1
We are now ready to define an action base. Intuitively, each agent has an associated action base, consisting
of actions that it can perform on its object state.
Definition 4.2 (action base) An action base,  , is any finite collection of actions. 1
The above definition states what an action is, but allows the possibility that an action should simultan-
eously add and and delete some object. Classical AI systems like STRIPS also allow this to happen in the
syntax (e.g. in a STRIPS rule, an atom could occur in both the    and 	
#    lists) and handle potential
problems of this sort by first doing deletions and then insertions. We mimic this as well. Later, in Sec-
tion 4.1, we will show that it is possible using a simple syntax to be introduced in Section 4.1 to forbid
execution of any action whose add and delete sets have an overlap.
A difference between our work and classical AI systems, is that in the latter, change is modeled solely
as the insertion and deletion of logical atoms from a state which is a set of logical atoms [82]. In the
real world, however, states are usually instances of fairly complex data structures. Therefore, in our case,
changes affect components of objects in   where   is the software code manipulated by the agent in
question. The following definition shows what it means to execute an action in a given state.
Definition 4.3 (  	   -executability) Let      be an action, and let      	  be an underlying soft-
ware code accessible to the agent. A ground instance      of      is said to be executable in state   ,
if and only if there exists a solution  of       

 w.r.t.   . In this case,    

 is said to be  	   -
executable in state   , and       	 	   is a feasible execution triple for   . By    .   	   we denote
the set of all pairs  	   such that   1 

 	 	   is a feasible execution triple in state   . 1
Intuitively, in  1 

 , the substitution  causes all variables in   to be grounded. However, it is entirely
possible that the precondition of  has occurrences of other free variables not in   . Appropriate ground
values for these variables are given by solutions of          with respect to the current state   . These
variables can be viewed as “hidden parameters” in the action specification, whose value is of less interest
for an action to be executed.
The following definition tells us what the result of  	  -execution is.
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Definition 4.4 (action execution) Suppose       	 	  is a feasible execution triple in state   . Then the
result of executing    

 w.r.t.  	   is given by the state
    

  

 	 	  	     ﬀ   8 	,ﬁﬃﬂ  	 	    	
where  8     !        

   and  
     ! 	
#    

   ; i.e., the state which results if
first all objects in solutions of call conditions from 	
#        on   are removed, and then all objects
in solutions of call conditions from            on   are inserted. 1
We reiterate here that ﬀ refers to the insertion routine associated with the agent whose actions are being
discussed above. The  function may in turn call specific insertion routines associated with each data
structure manipulated by the agent in question.
Furthermore, observe that in the above definition, we do not pay attention to integrity constraints. Possible
violation of such constraints due to the execution of an action will be handled later in the definition of the
semantics of agent programs that we are going to develop, and will of course prevent that integrity-violating
actions from being executed on the current agent state.
While we have stated above what it means to execute a feasible execution triple on an agent state   , there
remains the possibility that many different execution triples are feasible on a given state, which may stem
from different actions  .   and  .    , or even from the same grounded action  1   . Thus, in general,
we have a set    of feasible execution triples which should be executed. It is natural to assume that    is
the set of all feasible execution triples. However, it is perfectly imaginable that only a subset of all feasible
execution triples should be executed. E.g., if only one from many solutions  is selected –in a well-defined
way– such that      	 	  is feasible, for a grounded action      ; we do not discuss this any further here.
Suppose then we wish to simultaneously execute a set of (not necessarily all) feasible execution triples
   . There are many ways to define this. We present three possible definitions below, and assess their merits
and disadvantages.
Definition 4.5 (weakly-concurrent execution) Suppose    is a set of feasible execution triples in the
agent state   . The weakly-concurrent execution of    in   , is defined to be the agent state
        	      
8
	,ﬁﬃﬂ  	 	   	
where

8


ﬃ

ﬁ    ﬁﬁﬀ
   !    

. 

   	


	


ﬃ


ﬁ    ﬁﬁﬀ
   ! 	 

. 

   
For any set  of actions, the execution of  on   is the execution of the set %     

 	 	  &


 
 

   	


 

 


 
  ground,  	         

 ) of all feasible execution triples stemming from some
grounded action in    , and      	   denotes the resulting state. 1
As the reader will note, this is a definition which does everything in parallel – it first does all deletions and
then all insertions. While weakly-concurrent executions work just fine when the set  of actions involve no
“conflicts”, they are problematic when the actions in  compete for resources.
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Example 4.4 (Grid) Suppose we have a two-dimensional grid and an object is placed at location   	 ' 
on the grid, and suppose two actions go-right and go-left are both possible. If we define go-
right(X,Y) and go-left(X,Y) in the obvious way, then on the execution of both left(5,7) and
go right(5,7), the final result says that the object is at both locations  	 '  and  	 '  which is clearly
absurd! 1
Thus, before attempting to perform a weakly-concurrent execution of a set of actions, we must ensure that
the set of actions satisfy some consistency criteria, otherwise there is a danger of doing something absurd.
The following definition, called sequential-concurrent execution, (or   -concurrent execution for short)
removes some, but not all of these problems, and in turn, introduces some new problem. In effect, it says
that a set of actions is   -concurrently executable iff there is some way of ordering the actions so that they
can be sequentially executed.
Definition 4.6 (sequential-concurrent execution) Suppose we have a set    %        	  	   &  
. , ) of feasible execution triples and an agent state   . Then,    is said to be   -concurrently executable
in state   , if and only if there exists a permutation  of    and a sequence of states 

	 	 


such that:




 
 and
 for all   . , , the action  ﬀ
ﬂﬁ
  


$ﬁ
 is  ﬀ
$ﬁ
	 
$ﬁ
 -executable in the state   

, and  


   
 

ﬀ
$ﬁ
	 ﬀ
$ﬁ
	 
$ﬁ
 	 
 

 .
In this case,    is said to be  -executable, and  

is the final state resulting from the execution    -  / .
A set  of actions is   -concurrently executable on the agent state   , if the set %     

 	 	  &


 
 

   	

  

 


 
  ground,  	           ) is   -concurrently executable on   . 1
  -concurrent executions eliminate the problems of consistency that plague the weakly-concurrent execu-
tions. For instance, in the go-right, go-left example above, if the two moves are made one after the
other, then the object ends up in one location, which is in this case (5,7) (i.e., the original one). However,
this also introduces two weaknesses:
 First, we would like to deterministically predict the result of executing a set of actions concurrently.
Weakly-concurrent executions allow such predictions, but   -concurrent ones do not.
 Second, the problem of checking whether a set of feasible execution triples is   -concurrently execut-
able is NP-hard (see below), and the intractability shows up already in rather simple settings.
The notion of full-concurrent execution (  -concurrent execution given below), removes the first of these
problems, but not the second. It removes the first problem by saying that a set of feasible execution triples
is  -concurrently executable iff each and every sequence of triples from this set is serially executable and
the results of each of these serial executions is identical.
Definition 4.7 (full-concurrent execution) Suppose we have a set     %       	
	    	    &  (. 
, ) of feasible execution triples and an agent state   . Then,    is said to be  -concurrently executable in
state   , if and only if the following holds:
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1. For every permutation  ,    is  -executable.
2. For any two permutations  	  	 of    , the final states resulting from the executions    -  
/
and
   - 	
/
are identical.
A set  of actions is  -concurrently executable on the agent state  , if the set %     

 	 	   &


 


  	

  

 


 
  ground,  	       .   ) is  -concurrently executable on   . 1
For instance, the go-right, go-left example from above is an  -concurrently executable action set,
since regardless in which order we execute the actions, we always end up in the same location as moves
on the grid commute. However, like   -concurrent execution,  -concurrent execution also suffers from
intractability.
The following result specifies the complexity of weakly-concurrent executability,   -concurrent execut-
ability, and F-concurrent executability of a set of feasible execution triples. In general, it shows that only
weakly-concurrent executability is tractable, while the other notions are intractable.
For deriving this result, we assume that we have a set of feasible execution triples    to be executed on a
given state   , such that following operations are possible in polynomial time:
1. testing whether the grounded precondition        " for any triple   .   	 	      is satisfied
in an agent state;
2. determining all objects in solutions of       " and in 	
#  .  " on an agent state, as well
as insertion/deletion of objects from an agent state;
3. construction of any object that may be involved in the state evolving from execution of    on  
under any permutation  .
Such a setting applies e.g. in the case where the agent state is a collection of ground facts, which is main-
tained under the domain closure axiom.
Theorem 4.1 Let    be a given set of feasible execution triples, and let  be a given object state. Then,
under the previous assumptions, deciding whether    is
 weakly-concurrently executable is polynomial;

  -concurrently executable is NP-complete; and

 -concurrently executable is co-NP-complete.
The polynomial time result for weakly-concurrent execution is immediate from the assumptions that we
made. The other results are established in Appendix A. In fact,   -hardness (resp. coNP-hardness) is
present already in a very simple and relevant setting, in which the software package   is a relational database,
and the actions insert and delete tuples from tables, while the preconditions of actions are simple conjunctive
queries.
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4.2 Action Constraints
As we have already seen in the preceding section, concurrent execution of multiple actions is often difficult.
An action constraint is an explicit statement saying that a given set of actions is not concurrently executable
if certain conditions are met.
Definition 4.8 (action constraint) An action constraint  
 has the syntactic form:
%

   

  	 	
  
  

 
 ) (2)
where     

  	 	
 
  

 
 are action names, and  is a code call condition. 1
The above constraint says that if condition  is true, then the actions        	 	         are not concur-
rently executable.
Example 4.5 (Grid cont’d) Returning to our simple go-left and go-right actions on a grid, we may
have an action constraint of the form:
%  '

	ﬃ 


	


	 

 	 '  +ﬁ"  ﬃ 

	
	

	
	 
	
 ) 



 

	
 


	

This says that two objects cannot be simultaneously moved onto the same grid location. 1
Definition 4.9 (action constraint satisfaction) A set   of ground actions satisfies an action constraint  

as in (2) on a state   , denoted  	   &   
 , if there is no legal assignment  of objects in   to the
variables in   such that   is true and %       , . . . ,        )   holds (i.e., no concurrent execution
of actions excluded by  
 is included in   ). We say that   satisfies a set   of actions constraints on   ,
denoted  	  &    , if   	   &   
 for every  
    . 1
Clearly, action constraint satisfaction is hereditary w.r.t. the set of actions involved, i.e.,   	  &   
implies that    	   &    , for every       .
The reader might notice that the action constraint in the previous example can also be simulated by an
integrity constraint which says that the agent state cannot allow two objects to simultaneously occupy the
same grid location. As we will see later in Section 5.5, various action constraints can be simulated with the
machinery already in place. In particular, it will turn out that action constraints merely provide syntactic
sugar for operations that can be executed within our existing framework. Hence, we do not go into further
detail on them for now.
4.3 Agent Programs: Syntax
So far, we have introduced the following important concepts:
 Software Code Calls – this provides a single framework within which the interoperation of diverse
pieces of software may be accomplished;
 Software states – this describes exactly what data objects are being managed by a software package
at a given point in time;
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 Integrity Constraints – this specifies exactly which software states are “valid” or “legal”;
 Action Base – this is a set of actions that an agent can physically execute (if the preconditions of the
action are satisfied by the software state);
 Action Constraints – this specifies whether a certain set of actions is incompatible.
However, in general, an agent must have an associated “action” policy or action strategy. In certain applic-
ations, an agent may be obliged to take certain actions when the agent’s state satisfies certain conditions. For
example, an agent monitoring a nuclear power plant may be obliged to execute a shutdown action when
some dangerous conditions are noticed. In other cases, an agent may be explicitly forbidden to take certain
actions – for instance, agents may be forbidden from satisfying requests for information on US advanced air
fighters from Libyan nationals.
In this section, we introduce the concept of Agent Programs – programs that specify what an agent must
do (in a given state), what an agent must not do, and what an agent is permitted to do, and how the agent
can actually select a set of actions to perform that honor its permissions, obligations, and restrictions. Agent
Programs are declarative in nature, and have a rich semantics that will be discussed in Section 5.
Definition 4.10 (action status atom) Suppose  
 
  is an action atom, where
 
 is a vector of terms (variables
or objects) matching the type schema of  . Then, the formulas     
 
  ,  


 
  ,  


 
  ,  


 
  , and




 
  are action status atoms. The set     %  	 	  	
 	

) is called the action status set. 1
We will often abuse notation and omit parentheses in action status atoms, writing    
 
  instead of
  


 
  , and so on.
An action status atom has the following intuitive meaning (a more detailed description of the precise
reading of these atoms will be provided later in Section 5.2):

 
 means that the agent is permitted to take action  ;


 means that the agent is forbidden from taking  ;


 means that the agent is obliged to take action  ;


 means that obligation to take action  is waived; and,


 means that the agent does take action  .
Notice that the operators   	 	  	 and  have been extensively studied in the area of deontic logic [79, 3].
Moreover, the operator

is in the spirit of the “praxiological” operator  8  [62], which informally means
that “agent  sees to it that  is the case” [79, p.292].
We borrow from the field of deontic logic the syntax of deontic statements; however we do not lay down
the semantics of action programs on the basis of one of the numerous deontic logical systems (e.g., Standard
Deontic Logic (SDL), which amounts to the modal logic  	 [3, 79]). We discuss the relationship between
our approach and deontic logic in detail in Section 11.
Another reason for not building upon existing deontic logic systems is that actions in deontic logic typic-
ally do not have effects – hence, the fact that a set of actions may all be individually permitted, but mutually
impossible to be concurrently executed is not addressed in deontic logic.
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Definition 4.11 (action rule) An action rule (rule, for short) is a clause  of the form
    	 	   (3)
where  is an action status atom, and each of    	 	  is either an action status atom, or a code call atom,
each of which may be preceded by a negation sign (  ). 1
We require that every root variable which occurs in the head  of a rule  and every root- or path-variable
occurring in a negative atom also occurs in some positive atom in the body (this is the well-known safety
requirement on rules [102]).
A rule  is to be understood as being implicitly universally quantified over the variables in it. A rule is
called positive, if no negation sign occurs in front of an action status atom in its body.
Definition 4.12 (agent program) An agent program  is a finite collection of rules. An agent program 
is positive, if all its rules are positive. 1
Example 4.6 (Simple Tax Audit Agent) Here are some examples of a simple agent program  , that may
be used by a tax agency. As described in Section 2, this agent uses two relations – one called returns
that contains a relational representation of the returns filed by tax-payers, and another relation called em-
ployer declarationswhich specifies the payments to various individuals reported by employers. The
agent monitors discrepancies between the amounts reported by individual taxpayers, and amounts reported
by all employers who have made payments to that person. If the amount reported by the individual is less
than 70% of the employer-reported income, then triggering an audit program is mandatory. If the amount
reported by the individual is less than 80% of the employer-reported income, then triggering an audit pro-
gram is permitted. However, if the amount reported by the individual is over 80% then it is forbidden to run
the audit program. This is captured by the following agent program:
O(run audit(Person))  in(R,taxdb:select(returns,name,=,Person)) ,
is(AllRecs,taxdb:select(employer declarations,name,=,person)),
is(TotalInc,taxdb:sum(AllRecs,amount)),
	 
ﬀﬂﬁ
TotalInc.
P(run audit(Person))  in(R,taxdb:select(returns,name,=,Person)) ,
is(AllRecs,taxdb:select(employer declarations,name,=,person)),
is(TotalInc,taxdb:sum(AllRecs,amount)),
	 
 ﬃﬁ
TotalInc.
F(run audit(Person))  in(R,taxdb:select(returns,name,=,Person)) ,
is(AllRecs,taxdb:select(employer declarations,name,=,person)),
is(TotalInc,taxdb:sum(AllRecs,amount)),
	 
  ﬃﬁ
TotalInc.
Do(run audit(Person))  P(run audit(Person)) ,
in(R,taxdb:select(returns,name,=,Person)) ,
is(AllRecs,taxdb:select(employer declarations,name,=,person)),
is(TotalInc,taxdb:sum(AllRecs,amount)),
!"#
%$'&()" *((+,(
.
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O(send notification(Person))  Do(run audit(Person)).
The second last rule says that audits are run on all people making over 200K (according to employer filed
returns) on whom an audit run is permitted. The last rule says that if the agent decides to run an audit
program on the person’s tax return, then the agent is obliged to notify the person that such an audit has been
run. The second last rule causes a change in object state – something that classical deontism does not do as
it reasons about actions that cause such state changes, but does not trigger them directly. 1
Before we complete our discussion of the syntax of agent programs, we add some useful notation. For any
rule  of the form (3), we denote by  #  the atom in the head of  , and by  #  the collection of literals in
the body; by   #  we denote the negative literals among them, and by  #  the positive ones. Moreover,
by    #  we denote the atoms of the negative literals in   #  . Finally, the index   (resp.,     ) for any
of these sets denotes restriction to the literals involving action status atoms (resp., code call atoms).
Example 4.7 For rule 


  

	 

 	 

	   	     	
we have  #  


,  #   #   

#  where  #   %   	  

	   ) , 

#   % 

 	
     ) . Furthermore,  8
	  
8	
 

8	
, where  
8	
 % 

) , 

8
	
 % 

) and   

 


, where


 % 

	   ) and  

 %      ) . Likewise,    #     
8	
   


where   
8	
 %

)
and   

 %     ) . 1
Having defined the syntax of agent programs, we are now ready to turn to developing a formal semantics
for agent programs.
5 Semantics for Agent Programs
If an agent uses an action program  , the question that the agent must answer, over and over again is: What
is the set of all action status atoms of the form   that are true with respect to  , the current state,   ,
the underlying set   of action constraints, and the set  of underlying integrity constraints on agent
states? This defines the set of actions that the agent must take. In this section, we will provide a series of
successively more refined semantics for action programs that answers this question.
In Section 5.1, we will introduce the concept of a feasible status set. Feasible status sets do not, by
themselves constitute a semantics for agent programs, but they form the basic construct upon which all our
semantics will be built.
In Section 5.2, we will define the semantics of Agent Programs to be those feasible status sets that are
deemed to satisfy certain rationality requirements. In Subsection 5.3, we add a further requirement – the
semantics of an agent program  is characterized by a subset of rational status sets – those that satisfy an
additional reasonable-ness condition. This is further refined in Section 5.6.1, where two alternative policies
for selecting the “right” reasonable status sets are provided. As feasible status sets may allow certain actions
to be neither permitted nor forbidden, we introduce the notation of a complete status set in Section 5.6.2.
Two policies are allowed – one of these policies is akin to the closed world assumption in databases [85] (all
actions that are not explicitly permitted are forbidden) and the other is akin to the open world assumption
(all actions that are not explicitly forbidden are allowed).
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feasible SS
complete SS
rational SS
F-preferential SS
P-preferential SS
weak rational SS
reasonable SS
Figure 3: Relationship between different Status Sets (SS)
All the preceding semantics describe ways of syntactically selecting one or more feasible status sets as
somehow being the “right” feasible status sets. For example, rational status sets are all feasible status sets,
but not vice-versa. Reasonable status sets are also feasible status sets (and in fact rational status sets) but not
vice-versa. The same applies to the other types of status sets. In Section 5.7, we use numerical cost measures
to select status sets. Given a semantics ﬂ where ﬂ  % Feasible, Rational, Reasonable, F-preferential,
P-preferential, Weak Rational ) , Section 5.7 shows how to associate a “cost” with each ﬂ -status set. An
optimal     -status set is one which minimizes cost. A status set’s cost may be defined in terms of (1) the
cost of performing the

actions in that status set, and/or (2) the “badness” value of the state that results,
and/or (3) a mix of the previous two criteria. Section 5.7 will define these expressions formally.
Figure 3 captures the relationship between these different semantic structures. The definition of     -
status sets is layered on top of the definitions of the other semantics – hence, to avoid clutter, we do not
include them in this figure.
5.1 Feasible status sets
In this section, we will introduce the important concept of a feasible status set. While feasible status sets
do not constitute a semantics for agent programs, every semantics we define for Agent Programs will build
upon this basic definition.
Intuitively, a feasible status set consists of assertions about the status of actions, such that these assertions
are compatible with (but are not necessarily forced to be true by) the rules of the agent program and the
underlying action and integrity constraints.
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In what follows, we assume the existence of a body of software code     	  , an action base
  , and action and integrity constraints   and  , respectively, in the background. The first concept we
introduce are status sets.
Definition 5.1 (status set) A status set is any set   of ground action status atoms over   . For any operator



%  	

	 	  	  ) , we denote by

     the set

      %

&

 



  ) . 1
Informally, a status set   represents information about the status of ground actions. If some atom

 


occurs in   , then this means that the status

 is true for  . For example,



 	   

  means
that action  will be taken by the agent, while action   is forbidden. Of course, not every status set is
meaningful. For example, if both     and      are in   , then   is intuitively inconsistent, since  can not
be simultaneously permitted and forbidden. In order to characterize the meaningful status sets, we introduce
the concepts of deontic and action consistency.
Definition 5.2 (deontic and action consistency) A status set   is called deontically consistent, if it satisfies
the following rules for any ground action  :
 If      , then    
 If       , then    
 If       , then   &       (i.e.,  is executable in the state   ).
A status set   is called action consistent, if   	   &    holds. 1
Besides consistency, we also wish that presence of particular atoms in   entails the presence of other
atoms in   . For example, if   is in   , then we expect that    is also in   , and if   is in   , then we
would like to have   in   . This is captured by the concept of deontic and action closure.
Definition 5.3 (deontic and action closure) The deontic closure of a status   , denoted 	 
     , is the
closure of   under the rule
If      , then      
where  is any ground action. We say that   is deontically closed, if    	 
     holds.
The action closure of a status set   , denoted  
     , is the closure of   under the rules
If      , then     
If      , then      
where  is any ground action. We say that a status   is action-closed, if     
     holds. 1
The reader will easily notice that status sets that are action-closed are also deontically closed, i.e.

 
        implies 	 
       
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
	 
       
     , for all   .
A status set   which is consistent and closed is certainly a meaningful assignment of a status to each ground
action. Notice that we may have ground actions  that do not occur anywhere within a status set – this
means that no commitment about the status of  has been made. The following definition specifies how we
may “close” up a status set under the rules expressed by an agent program  .
Definition 5.4 (Operator      
    ) Suppose  is an agent program, and   is an agent state. Then,
     
      is defined to be the set of all ground action status atoms  such that there exists a rule in 
having a ground instance of the form  /     	 	   such that
1.  
8
	
#     and   
8	
#     , and
2. every code call    

#  succeeds in   , and
3. every code call     

#  does not succeed in   , and
4. for every atom

 





#    %  ) such that



%  	  	

) , the action  is executable in
state   . 1
Note that part (4) of the above definition only applies to the “positive” modes   	  	  . It does not apply
to atoms of the form   as such actions are not executed, nor does it apply to atoms of the form  
because such actions are executed only if   is true.
Our approach is to base the semantics of agent programs on consistent and closed status sets. However,
we have to take into account the rules of the program as well as integrity constraints. This leads us to the
notion of a feasible status set.
Definition 5.5 (feasible status set) Let  be an agent program and let   be an agent state. Then, a status
set   is a feasible status set for  on   , if the following conditions hold:
     (closure under the program rules)     
        ;
    (deontic and action consistency)   is deontically and action consistent;
    (deontic and action closure)   is action closed and deontically closed;
     (state consistency)  

& 	  , where  

    

    	 

 is the state which results after
taking all actions in

    on the state   . 1
Notice that condition     is hereditary, i.e., if a status set   satisfies   	  , then any subset  !   
satisfies     as well.
In general, there are action programs that have zero, one or several feasible status sets.
Example 5.1 (Tax Audit Agent Revisited) Let us return to the Tax Example (cf. Example 4.6). Let us
consider the case where the tax database system, taxdb, contains the following relations:
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Relation returns Relation employer declarations
Name Amount
John Smith 50,000
Jane Shady 78,000
Denis Rumble 35,000
 
Name Company Amount
John Smith ABC Inc. 46,000
John Smith DEF Inc. 35,000
Jane Shady DEF Inc. 100,000
Denis Rumble ABC Inc. 34,000
  
It is easy to see that of these individuals, John Smith has declared under 70% of his income (as reported
by ABC Inc. and DEF Inc.). By the rules, it is obligatory to audit him, i.e. if we take  to be the set
of rules in Example 4.6, then     ﬂ ﬁ  -ﬁ ﬃ John Smith  is implied by the program. In the same vein,
   

ﬂ ﬁ

-ﬁ"ﬃ  Jane Shady  is true. Last but not least,     ﬂ ﬁ  -ﬁ"ﬃ  Denis Rumble  is true.
If we assume there are no integrity constraints and no action constraints, then this leads to the following
two possible feasible status sets:
    

 %   

ﬂ ﬁ

-ﬁ"ﬃ  John Smith  	     ﬂ ﬁ  -ﬁ"ﬃ  John Smith  	
   

ﬂ ﬁ

-ﬁ"ﬃ  John Smith  	    ﬂ ﬁ  -ﬁ ﬃ  Denis Rumble  	
   

ﬂ ﬁ

-ﬁ"ﬃ  Jane Shady  ) 	
     	  %   

ﬂ ﬁ

-ﬁ"ﬃ  John Smith  	

 

ﬂ ﬁ

-ﬁ"ﬃ  John Smith  	
   

ﬂ ﬁ

-ﬁ"ﬃ  John Smith  	    ﬂ ﬁ  -ﬁ ﬃ  Denis Rumble  	
   

ﬂ ﬁ

-ﬁ"ﬃ  Jane Shady  	     ﬂ ﬁ  -ﬁ ﬃ Jane Shady ) 
(Other feasible status sets exist, though.) The two feasible status sets differ on whether Jane Shady is actually
audited or not. 1
Example 5.2 The program  containing the rules
 





clearly does not have any feasible status set. 1
The following are immediate consequences of the definition of a feasible status set, which confirm that it
appropriately captures a “possible” set of actions dictated by an agent program that is consistent with the
obligations and restrictions on the agent program.
Proposition 5.1 Let   be a feasible status set. Then,
If        , then   &      ;
If       , then        ;
If      , then   &       ;
If      , then     ;
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The reader may be tempted to believe that Condition 4. in Definition 5.4 is redundant. However, as the
following agent program  amply demonstrates, this is not the case.
Example 5.3 Consider the agent program  given by:
 


Assume that  is not executable in state   . Then, under the current definition, no feasible status set  
contains    ; e.g.,    is a feasible status set. If we drop condition 4 from Definition 5.4, then no feasible
status set   exists, as    must be contained in every such   , which then violates deontic consistency. 1
5.2 Rational status sets
Intuitively, a feasible status set describes a set of status atoms that are compatible with the state of the
software, the obligations and restrictions imposed on the agent by its associated Agent Program, and the
deontic consistency requirements. Nevertheless, we note that feasible status sets may include Doing actions
that are not strictly necessary.
For example, let us return to our tax audit scenario. Our system may have the following rules.
Example 5.4 (Expanded Tax Audit Agent) For some reason, the tax agent has decided that it is obliged
to sue an unfortunate individual called Jim Black. However, there is a rule that says that if it has failed to
previously interview the person and failed to previously issue a notice to the person, then it is forbidden to
sue to the taxpayer. This can be represented as the following set of rules. These rules may be added to the
Agent Program described in Example 4.6.
 

 Jim Black 	     
 



 ! , 	   

ﬁ

ﬂ 'ﬃﬁ



	
  	 
    	


ﬁﬃﬂ ﬃ

  +ﬁ
 


	 	  	  	    
The action 	  

 ! , 	  has no preconditions and no effects on the state of the system (except to send
a message to another agent that initiates the lawsuit). This agent program has the following feasible status
sets. (We assume that the only time points we are interested in are , ! and #, !    – furthermore, for
notational simplicity, we do not explicitly list implied action status atoms of them form   and    ).
      %  

 Jim Black 	), !    	



 Jim Black 	), !    	

ﬁ

ﬂ 'ﬃ+ﬁ



	), !  	 ) 
     	  %  

 Jim Black 	), !    	



 Jim Black 	), !    	

ﬁﬃﬂ ﬃ

  +ﬁ
 
 Jim Black 	), !  	 ) 
      %  

 Jim Black 	), !    	



 Jim Black 	), !    	

ﬁﬃﬂ ﬃ

  +ﬁ
 
 Jim Black 	), !  	

ﬁ

ﬂ 'ﬃﬁ

 Jim Black 	), !  	 ) 
Here, we only show  and  atoms in the feasible status sets; each status may be completed by adding
appropriate further atoms involving other modalities.
The first status set says that to sue Jim Black at time #, !    , the tax agent must issue a notice to
him now. The second status set says that to sue Jim Black at time #, !    , the tax agent must interview
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him now. The last status set says that we should both interview him and issue a notice to him now. (The
reader can easily see how this example may be expanded to accommodate a larger time window, allowing
Jim Black some extra time to respond, etc.)
If one examines       , this is a perfectly valid feasible status set. However, it takes one action that is not
strictly necessary. To meet the obligation of suing Jim Black at time #, !    , either he should be issued a
notice , ! , or should be interviewed , ! – there is no need for both. Surely, then,       represents a case
where the agent is doing “too much” ? 1
The notion of a rational status set is postulated to accommodate this kind of reasoning. It is based on the
principle that each action which is executed should be sufficiently “grounded” or “justified” by the agent
program. That is, there should be evidence from the rules of the agent program that a certain action must be
executed. For example, it seems unacceptable that an action  is executed, if  does not occur in any rule
of the agent program at all.
This way, we also have to make sure that execution of an action must not be driven by the need to preserve
the consistency of the agent’s state. Rather, the integrity constraints should serve to prevent executions
which appear to be rational if no integrity constraints were present. This motivates the following formal
notion of groundedness.
Definition 5.6 (groundedness; rational status set) A status set   is grounded, if there exists no status set
   different from   such that       and    satisfies conditions     –     of a feasible status set.
A status set   is a rational status set, if   is a feasible status set and   is grounded. 1
Notice that if   is a feasible status set, then every       satisfies the condition     of feasibility.
Therefore, the requirement of     for    in the definition of groundedness is redundant. However, it seems
more natural to have this condition included in the definition of groundedness. Moreover, if we did not have
hereditary action consistency, then inclusion of action consistency would be indispensable.
Example 5.5 (Tax Example Continued) The program  of Example 5.4 has two rational status sets:     
and      	 . In this case, as no integrity constraints  are specified, the rational status sets happen to be the
minimal feasible status sets with respect to set inclusion. 1
Example 5.6 (Simple Driving Example) Suppose we want an agent which selects – in a simplified setting
– the driving lane for a car. The action base contains the two actions go right and drive(   ,  ). The
precondition of the former is empty, while the precondition of the latter is      ,   . The agent program
contains the following rules:
 % '  +ﬁ$$ ﬃ  
 %- +ﬁ 

  ﬁ$  ﬃ

ﬁﬂ

 

% '  ﬁ$  ﬃ 
 %- +ﬁ 

   ,          ,  

%- ﬁ 



	ﬃ

ﬁﬂ

   %- +ﬁ 

  ﬁ$  ﬃ

ﬁﬂ


Here, we suppose that there are two lanes, a left lane and a right lane. The first rule says that we must go on
the right side, and the second that we must drive on the right lane if we actually go on the right side. The
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third rule tells that it is forbidden to use a lane if it is not free, i.e., it is blocked, while the last rules says that
we go on the left lane if we can not use the right lane.
Depending on the status of the lanes (free or blocked), the program has different rational status sets.
In each of the four possible cases, the program has a unique rational status set. All of them contain
 % '  +ﬁ$$ ﬃ ,

% '  +ﬁ$$ ﬃ , and   % '  ﬁ$  ﬃ  . If the right lane is free, then it contains  %- ﬁ     +ﬁ"  ﬃ  ﬁﬂ   ,
and if the right lane is blocked but the left one is free, then it contains  %- ﬁ     	ﬃ  ﬁﬂ   . Only in
the case where both lanes are blocked, no  -atom with action drive is in the rational status set. This is
perfectly as desired. 1
Observe that the definition of groundedness does not include condition      of a feasible status set. A
moment of reflection will show that omitting this condition is indeed appropriate. Recall that the integrity
constraints must be maintained when the current agent state is changed into a new agent state. If we were to
include the condition      in groundedness, it may happen that the agent is forced to execute some actions
which the program does not mention, just in order to maintain the integrity constraints. The following
example illustrates this point.
Example 5.7 Suppose that in the Tax Audit Agent example, the table employee declarations has
attached the integrity constraint 
 which says that for each person  and company 
 , at most one re-
cord for this person and that company is filed. Furthermore, assume that actions add ed   	 
 	   and
del ed 

	 
  for adding and deleting a record from employee declarations, respectively, are avail-
able, and an agent program has the simple rule:

ﬁ--

-  
		" 	 	ﬀﬀ   
However, in the state reported in Example 5.1 there is already a record (John Smith,ABC Inc.,46,000) in
the table, and thus adding the record (John Smith,ABC Inc.,30,000) violates the integrity constraint  
 .
Therefore,
   %

ﬁ- -

- (John Smith,ABC Inc.,30,000) 	  ﬁ- -  - (John Smith,ABC Inc.,30,000) )
is not a feasible status set. However, the status set
  	  %

ﬁ--

-  
	ﬁﬂ	ﬃ" 	 	ﬀﬀ  	 ﬁ--

- (John Smith,ABC Inc.,30,000) 	

-
 
- (John Smith,ABC Inc.,46,000) 	  -   - (John Smith,ABC Inc.,46,000) )
is a feasible status set, and it is easily seen that no smaller feasible status set  

exists such that  

    	 .
The implicit execution of del ed(John Smith,ABC Inc.,46,000) may be unwanted, however, and thus  	 is
intuitively not acceptable as the “right” set of actions to take by the agent. This is expressed by the fact that
the smaller status set        	 is sound with the rules of the program, and no extra actions for maintaining
the integrity constraints should be taken by the agent.
Observe that automatic maintenance of integrity constraints is an ongoing research issues in databases,
and a simple, declarative solution to this problem is by no means clear [51]. Therefore, we do not delve into
the intricated and complex more general problem here.
The fact that the program in Example 5.6 always had a unique rational status set in each of the possible
scenarios, was not accidental. In fact, as will be shown below, positive programs enjoy the benign property
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of having a unique rational status sets, if any rational status set exists. Observe that this property does not
hold for non-positive agent programs in general.
It is possible to give a characterization of the unique rational status set in terms of a fixpoint operator, akin
to the least fixpoint of logic programs [70, 2]. For that, we define for every positive program  and agent
state   an operator     
  which maps a status set   to another status set.
Definition 5.7 (    
 Operator) Suppose  is an agent program and   an agent state. Then, for any
status set   ,
    

          
     
	 
      
 
      1
Note that as 	 
       
     , we may equivalently write this as
   
           
      
 
     
The following property of feasible status sets is easily seen.
Lemma 5.2 Let  be an agent program, let   be any agent state, and let   be any status set. If   satisfies
     and     of feasibility, then   is pre-fixpoint of     
 , i.e.,     
        .
Clearly, if the program  is positive, then     
 is a monotone operator, i.e.,       implies     

    
   

  

 , and hence, it has a least fixpoint         
  . Moreover, since    
 is in fact continuous, i.e.,
   


	

 





    

    for any chain  

  
   	  of status sets, the least fixpoint is
given by
       
  






   


	
where  
   
 
  and    
   

     
  

   

 , for all .   (see e.g. [70, 2]). We then have the following
result.
Theorem 5.3 Let  be a positive agent program, and let   be an agent state. Then,   is a rational status
set of  on   , if and only if          
  and   is a feasible status set.
Proof.     Suppose         
  a rational status set of  on   . Then,   is feasible by definition
of rational status set. By Lemma 5.2,   is a pre-fixpoint of     
 . Since     
  is monotone, it has
by the Knaster-Tarski Theorem a least pre-fixpoint, which coincides with         
   (cf. [2, 70]). Thus,
        
    . Clearly,        
  satisfies      and     ; moreover,         
  satisfies   	  , as  
satisfies   	  and this property is hereditary. By the definition of rational status set, it follows         
   
  .
  Suppose           
  is a feasible status set. Since every status set    which satisfies      –    
is a pre-fixpoint of     
  and         
   is the least prefix point,       implies       . It follows that  
is rational.
Notice that in case of a positive program,         
   always satisfies the conditions      and     of
a feasible status set (i.e., all closure conditions), and thus is a rational status set if it satisfies     and
     , i.e., the consistency criteria. The uniqueness of the rational status set is immediate from the previous
theorem.
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Corollary 5.4 Let  be a positive agent program. Then, on every agent state   , the rational status set of
 (if one exists) is unique, i.e., if  	    are rational status sets for  on   , then       .
As shown by Example 5.4, Corollary 5.4 is no longer true in the presence of negated action status atoms.
We postpone the discussion of the existence of a unique rational status set at this point, since we will intro-
duce a stronger concept than rational status sets below for which this discussion seems more appropriate.
Nonetheless, we note the following property on the existence of a (not necessarily unique) rational status
set.
Proposition 5.5 Let  be an agent program. If   , then  has a rational status set if and only if 
has a feasible status set.
Moreover, we remark at this point that the unique rational status set of a positive program (if it exists) can
be computed in polynomial time, if we adopt reasonable underlying assumptions (see Section 7.1).
5.2.1 Reading of rational status sets
We are now ready to return to the question “Exactly how should we read the atoms

 

 for   
%  	 	  	  	

) appearing in a rational status set ?” In Section 4.3, we had promised a discussion
of this issue. It appears that an interpretation:

 

  “It is the case that  is



,”
where



is the proper verb corresponding to operator

 (forbidden, permitted, etc), is not the one which
is expressed inherently by rational status sets. Rather, a status atom in a rational status set should be more
appropriately interpreted as follows:

 

  “It is derivable that  should be



.”
where “derivable” – without giving a precise definition here – means that

 

 is obtained from the rules
of the agent program and the deontic axioms, under reasonable assumptions about the status of actions; the
groundedness property of the rational status set ensures that the adopted assumptions are as conservative as
possible.
Furthermore, a literal 

 

 in a program should be interpreted as:


 

  “It is not derivable that  should be



.”
It is important to emphasize that there is no reason to view a rational status set as an ideally rational
agent’s three-valued model of a two-valued reality, in which each action is either forbidden or permitted.
For example, the agent program
 




    


   
has a unique rational status set, namely    %   ) . A possible objection against this rational status set
(which arises naturally from similar arguments in logic programming with incomplete information) is the
following.
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1.   is either forbidden or permitted.
2. In either of these two cases,  is forbidden.
3. Therefore, the rational status set    %   ) is “wrong.”
“Complete” status sets, defined in Section 5.6 remedy this problem (at a cost, as we shall see later when
complexity issues are discussed).
This brings us back to our interpretation of



. The fallacy in the above argument is the implicit
equivalence assumed to hold between the statement “   is either forbidden or permitted” and the statement
   
 
   . The latter statement is read “It is either derivable that   is permitted, or it is derivable that   is
forbidden” which is certainly very different from the former statement.
In addition, we believe that deontic logic is different from the setting of reasoning with incomplete in-
formation because the true state of affairs need not be one in which the status of every particular action is
decided. In fact, the status may be open – and it may even be impossible to refine it without arriving at
inconsistency. For example, this applies to the legal domain, which is one of the most fertile application
areas of deontic logic.
5.3 Reasonable status sets
A more serious attack against rational status sets, stemming from the authors’ background in nonmonotonic
logic programming is that for agent programs with negation, the semantics of rational status sets allows
logical contraposition of the program rules. For example, consider the following program:



  

   
This program has two rational status sets:    %



 	  

 ) , and   	  %     	    ) . The second
rational status set is obtained by applying the contrapositive of the rule:

    




However, the second rational set seems less intuitive than the first as there is no explicit rule in the above
program that justifies the derivation of this    .
This observation leads us to the following remarks. First, in the area of logic programming and knowledge
representation, the meaning of negation in rules has been extensively discussed and there is broad consensus
in that area that contraposition is a proof principle which should not be applied: rather, derivation should be
constructive from rules. These observations led to the well known stable model semantics for logic programs
due to Gelfond and Lifschitz [40] which in turn was shown to have strong equivalences with the classical
nonmonotonic reasoning paradigms such as default logic [86] and auto-epistemic logic[80] (see [41, 78]),
as well as numerical reasoning paradigms such as linear programming and integer programming [13, 14].
Second, the presence of derivation by contraposition may have a detrimental effect on the complexity of
programs, since it inherently simulates disjunction. Therefore, it is advisable to have a mechanism which
cuts down possible rational status sets in an effective and appealing way, so that negation can be used without
introducing high computational cost.
For these reasons, we introduce the concept of a reasonable status set. The reader should note that if he
really does want to use contraposition, then he should choose the rational status set approach, rather than
the reasonable status set approach.
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Definition 5.8 (reasonable status set) Let  be an agent program, let  be an agent state, and let   be a
status set.
1. If  is a positive agent program, then   is a reasonable status set for  on   , if and only if   is a
rational status set for  on   .
2. The reduct of  w.r.t.   and   , denoted by    ﬀ   	   , is the program which is obtained from the
ground instances of the rules in  over   as follows.
(a) First, remove every rule  such that  
8
	
#       ;
(b) Remove all atoms in  
8
	
#  from the remaining rules.
Then   is a reasonable status set for  w.r.t.   , if it is a reasonable status set of the program
 
ﬀ
  	    with respect to   . 1
Let us quickly revisit our Tax Audit Agent scenario to see why reasonable status sets reflect an improve-
ment on rational status sets.
Example 5.8 (Tax Audit Agent Example, Revisited) Suppose we reconsider the tax audit agent example,
as described in Examples 4.6 and 5.1. However, we merely consider the two rules listed below.
 

ﬂ -  

	

ﬂ - 

 ! ,  

 

ﬂ ﬁ

-ﬁ"ﬃ 

  ! ,  	
 . , 

  ! , 	    /   	,   	 
	ﬂ! ".    



ﬂ -  

	

ﬂ - 

 ! ,     

ﬂ -  

	

ﬂ - 

  ! ,  	
. , 

 ! , 	    /$  	,   	 
	ﬂ! ".    
The first rule above says that sending a refund to an audited person is forbidden unless the refund has
been explicitly authorized. One may think of a situation where all audit results are sent to a human being
who examines the audit result and determines whether to authorize a refund or not. In the former case,
he explicitly updates a list of people to whom refunds may be sent - this list of people is retrieved by the
refund authorized() call. The second rule says that we may send a refund to anyone who is not
explicitly forbidden from receiving a refund. Here, the preconditions of the actions send refund and
run audit are assumed to be void for the sake of simplicity.
Rational Status Sets: Consider now the case of an individual, John Doe, who has been audited, and whose
refund has been authorized by a human being. In this case, the precondition of the first rule is not true. It is
important to note that the reduct of this program does not affect the first rule, because the negation (in the
body of the first rule) is in front of a code call and not in front of an action status atom.
Now consider the second rule – we have two rational status sets – one in which John Doe’s refund is sent,
while in the other, it is forbidden. However, the latter is clearly incorrect. The reason for this is because in
rational status sets, the second rule is treated as equivalent to its converse:
 

ﬂ -  

	

ﬂ - 

  ! ,   



ﬂ -  

	

ﬂ - 

  ! ,  	
. , 

 ! , 	    /$  	,   	  	! ".     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Reasonable Status Sets: Now consider the sets     %   ﬂ -    	  ﬂ -  John Doe) ) and   	  %    ﬂ -    	  ﬂ -  John Doe) .
Assume that the only individual we are interested in for our program  is John Doe. Consider  	 . The reduct
of

w.r.t.   	 consists of the rules:
 

ﬂ -  

	

ﬂ -  John Doe)       ﬂ ﬁ  -ﬁ ﬃ John Doe)  	
 . ,  John Doe) 	    /$  	,   	 
	ﬂ! ".    



ﬂ -  

	

ﬂ -  John Doe)   . ,  John Doe) 	    /   	,   	 
	ﬂ! ".    
It is easy to see that the reduct has a unique rational status set, viz.   	 itself.
Now consider  
 . The reduct of  w.r.t.    consists of just the first rule above, from which we cannot
derive    ﬂ -    	  ﬂ -  John Doe)  because the body of that rule is not true w.r.t. the agent state. Thus, in
contrast to the rational status set semantics, the reasonable status set semantics eliminates this unintuitive
rational status set, sending John Doe his (well deserved) refund check. 1
A more simplistic example is presented below.
Example 5.9 For the program  :

   


	
the reduct of  w.r.t.    %    	    ) on agent state   is the program

   
Clearly,   is the unique reasonable status set of   ﬀ   	  
 , and hence   is a reasonable status set of  .
1
The use of reasonable status sets has also some benefits with respect to knowledge representation. For
example, the rule


  
 (4)
intuitively expresses that action  is executed by default, unless it is explicitly forbidden (provided, of
course, that its precondition succeeds). This default representation is possible because under the reasonable
status set approach, the rule itself can not be used to derive   , which is inappropriate for a default rule.
This benefit does not accrue when using rational status sets because the single rule has two rational status
sets:  
  %



 	 

) and   	  %  ) . If we adopt reasonable status sets, however, then only   
remains and  is executed. If rational status sets are used, then the decision about whether  is executed
depends on the choice between    and   	 . (Notice that if the agent would execute those actions  such that



 appears in all rational status sets, then no action is taken here. However, such an approach is not
meaningful in general, and will lead to conflicts with integrity constraints.)
The definition of reasonable status sets does not introduce a completely orthogonal type of status set.
Rather, it prunes among the rational status sets. This is shown by the following property.
Proposition 5.6 Let  be an agent program and   an agent state. Then, every reasonable status set of 
on   is a rational status set of  on   .
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Proof. In order to show that a reasonable status set   of  is a rational status of  , we have to verify (1)
that   is a feasible status set and (2) that   is grounded.
Since   is a reasonable status set of  , it is a rational status set of      ﬀ   	    , i.e., a feasible
and grounded status set of   . Since the conditions     –      of the definition of feasible status set depend
only on   and   but not on the program, this means that for showing (1) it remains to check that     
(closure under the program rules) is satisfied.
Let thus  be a ground instance of a rule from  . Suppose the body  #  of  satisfies the conditions
1.–4. of      . Then, by the definition of   ﬀ   	    , we have that the reduct of the rule  , obtained by
removing all literals of  
8
	
#  from the body, is in   . Since   is closed under the rules of   , we have
 # 

  . Thus,   is closed under the rules of  , and hence      is satisfied. As a consequence, (1) holds.
For (2), we suppose   is not grounded, i.e., that some smaller        satisfies      –     for  , and
derive a contradiction. If    satisfies      for  , then    satisfies      for   . For, if  is a rule from
  such that 1.–4. of      hold, then there is a ground rule ﬃ of  such that  is obtained from ! in the
construction of   ﬀ   	  
 and, as easily seen, 1.–4. of      hold. Since    satisfies      for  , we have
 # 

  . It follows that    satisfies      for   . Furthermore, since     and     do no depend on the
program, also     and     are satisfied for    w.r.t.   . This means that   is not a rational status set of

 , which is the desired contradiction.
Thus, (1) and (2) hold, which proves the result.
In a follow-up paper [35], we are developing implementation techniques for agent programs that imple-
ment a syntactically restricted class of agent programs called regular agent programs that are guaranteed
to have at least one reasonable status set. Existence of reasonable status sets cannot always be guaranteed
because (as we have seen), some programs may have no feasible status sets.
5.4 Violating obligations: weak rational status sets
So far, we have adopted a semantics of agent programs which followed the principle that actions which the
agent is obliged to take are actually executed, i.e., the rule
If   is true, then   is true
is strictly obeyed. This is known as regimentation [65], and reflects the ideal behavior of an agent in a
normative system.
However, the essence of deontism is in capturing what should be done in a specific situation, rather than
what finally is to be done under any circumstances [3, 79, 54]. Taking this view, the operator   is a
suggestion for what should be done; it may be well the case, that in a situation an obligation   is true,
but  is not executed as it would be impossible (due to a violation of some action constraints), or lead to
inconsistency. Such a behavior, e.g. in the legal domain, is a violation of a normative codex, which will be
sanctioned in some way.
Example 5.10 (conflicting obligations) Suppose an agent  is obliged to serve requests of other agents
  and  	 , represented by facts            and           	  , respectively, but there is an action
constraint which states that no two service requests can be satisfied simultaneously. This is scenario is
described by the program  :
  

  

    
  

  

 
	
 
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and the action constraint
 
 / %

  

    	

  

  	  )  "
The program  has no rational status set (and even no feasible status set exists). The reason is that not both
obligations can be followed without raising an inconsistency, given by a violation of the action constraint
 
 . 1
Thus, in the above example, the program is inconsistent and the agent does not take any action. In reality,
however, we would expect that the agent serves at least one of the requests, thus only violating one of
the obligations. The issue of which request the agent should select for service may depend on additional
information – e.g., priority information, or penalties for each of the requests. In absence of any further
directives, however, the agent may arbitrarily choose one of the requests.
This example and the sketched desired behavior of the agent prompts us to introduce another generaliza-
tion of our approach, to a semantics for agent programs which takes into account possible violations of the
rule
If   is true, then   is true
in order to reach a consistent status set. An important issue at this point is which obligations an agent may
violate, and how to proceed if different alternatives exist. We assume in the following that no additional
information about obligations and their violations is given, and develop our approach on this basis. Weak
rational status sets introduced below allow obligations to be “dropped” when conflicts arise. Later, Sec-
tion 5.7 discusses how to build more complex structures involving cost/benefit information on top of weak
rational status sets.
Our intent is to generalize the rational status set approach gracefully, and similarly the reasonable status
set approach. That is, in the case where a program  has a rational status set on an agent state   , then this
status set (resp., the collection of all such status sets) should be the meaning of the program. On the other
hand, if no rational status set exists, then we are looking for possible violations of obligations which make it
possible to have such a status set. In this step, we apply Occam’s Razor and violate the set of obligations as
little as possible; i.e., we adopt a status set   which is rational, if a set

 of rules    

 is disposed,
and such that no similar status set    for some disposal set

5 exists which is a proper subset of

 . We
formalize this intuition next in the concept of weak rational (resp., reasonable) status set.
Definition 5.9 (relativized action closure) Let   be a status set, and let  be a set of ground actions. Then,
the action closure of   under regimentation relativized to  , denoted  
       , is the closure of   under
the rules



   



  	 for any ground action   

 

       

 	 for any ground action   .
A set   is action closed under regimentation relativized to  , if     
       holds. 1
The following example illustrates this definition.
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Example 5.11 Suppose we have:
   %

	 )
 	  %   )
   % 

	    	

) 
Then the action closure of   under regimentation relativized to   is given by:
 
   4          %


	 

	  ) 
Note that  
   4     is constructed by only examining obligations of actions in   (in particular, action  
is not considered), and closing   under the two closure rules in the preceding definition.
On the other hand, the action closure of   under regimentation relativized to  	 is given by:
 
             %

  	    	  )  1
Notice that  
    
 ﬁ , where

 is the set of all ground actions. Using the concept of relativized
action closure, we define weak versions of feasible (resp., rational, reasonable) status sets.
Definition 5.10 (relativized status sets) Let  be a program, let  be an agent state, and let  be a set
of ground actions. Then, a status set   is  -feasible (resp.,  -rational,  -reasonable), if   satisfies the
condition of feasible (resp., rational, reasonable) status set, where the action closure  
  is replaced by the
relativized action closure  
   (but 	 
  remains unchanged). 1
Definition 5.11 (weak rational, reasonable status sets) A status set   is weak rational (resp., weak reas-
onable), if there exists an  such that   is  -rational (resp.,  -reasonable) and there are no     and   
such that     and    is an   -rational (resp.,   -reasonable) status set. 1
An immediate consequence of this definition is the following.
Corollary 5.7 Let  be an agent program. If  has a rational (resp., reasonable) status set on an agent
state   , then the weak rational (resp., weak reasonable) status sets of  on   coincide with the rational
(resp., reasonable) status sets of  on   .
Thus, the concept of weak rational (resp., reasonable) status set is a conservative extension of rational
(resp., reasonable) status set as desired.
Example 5.12 (conflicting obligations - continued) The program  has two weak rational status sets, namely

 = %   

  

    	   

  

  	  	    

  

    	    

  

  	  	

 

  

    ) 	

	 = %   

  

    	   

  

  	  	    

  

    	    

  

  	  	

 

  

  	  ) 
The set

 is a % serve    ) -rational status set, while symmetrically

	 is a % serve   	  ) -rational
status set. Both

 and  	 are also weak reasonable status sets of  . 1
As the previous example shows, even a positive agent program may have more than one weak rational
status set. Moreover, in other scenarios, no weak rational status set exists. To cure the first problem, one
could impose a total preference ordering on the weak rational status sets. The second problem needs a more
sophisticated treatment which is not straightforward; after all, the presence of some conflicts which can not
be avoided by violating obligations indicates that there is a major problem, and we must question whether
the agent program  is properly stated by the individual describing the agent.
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5.4.1 Characterization of weak rational status sets
By generalizing the definitions in Section 5.2, it is possible to characterize the weak rational status sets of a
positive agent program  using a fixpoint operator.
Definition 5.12 (operator     
    ) Suppose  is an agent program,   an agent state, and  is a set of
ground actions. Then, for any   status set   ,
    
	            
       	 
        
        1
Note that with respect to     

    , the action closure  
  is replaced by the relatived action closure
 
   ; however, 	 
     may not be dropped, since 	 
        
      in general.
Clearly, also    
   is monotone and continuous if  is positive, and hence has a least fixpoint         
    





   
  
where  
   
  
  and    
   
  
     
    

   
  
 , for all .   .
The following characterization of  -rational status sets is then obtained.
Theorem 5.8 Let  be a positive agent program, let  be a set of ground actions, and let   be an agent
state. Then, a status set   is an  -rational status set of  on  ﬀ 
 , if and only if   
       
    and  
is an  -feasible status set.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 5.3; observe that any status set    which satisfies
the conditions     and     of  -relativized feasibility, is a pre-fixpoint of     
    .
From the previous theorem, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 5.9 Let  be a positive agent program, and let   be an agent state. Then, a status set   is a
weak rational status set of  on   , if and only if          
     and   is  -feasible for some maximal
 w.r.t. inclusion.
Proof.   is weak rational, if and only if   is  -rational for some  such that for every      such
that     , no   -rational status set exists. This is equivalent to the fact that  is a maximal set of
ground actions such that some  -rational status sets exist. By Theorem 5.8, a status set   is  -rational iff
          
     and   is  -feasible; the result follows.
In general, this criterion does not enable efficient recognition of a weak rational status set (which is, in
fact, intractable). The status set  for   in the theorem is unique, and can be detailed as follows.
Definition 5.13 (      ) For any status set   , denote              %  &        ) . 1
Proposition 5.10 Let  be any agent program, and let   be any agent state. Suppose a status set   is
 -feasible for some  . Then,   is      -feasible, and        , i.e.,     is the unique maximal set of
ground actions  such that   is  -feasible.
Proof. Clearly,   is      -feasible. Suppose that     is not the unique maximal set  such that   is
 -feasible. Then, there exists a set          and a ground action           such that   is   -feasible.
From the definition of      , it follows      and     ; since the rule       applies w.r.t.   ,
it follows



  , which is a contradiction.
Thus, if   is a weak rational status set, then       is the unique maximal set such that   is  -feasible.
From Theorem 5.9, we obtain the following corollary.
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Corollary 5.11 Let    ,   	 be weak rational status set of a positive agent program  on an agent state   .
Then,           	  implies  
    	 .
As a consequence, for every choice of a maximal set of obligations which can be obeyed, the resulting
weak rational status set is uniquely determined, if  is positive. This means that the commitment to a set of
obligations does not introduce further ambiguities about the status of actions, which is a desired feature of
the semantics.
It is easy to see that the operator     
 	  is monotone in  , i.e., enjoys the following property.
Proposition 5.12 Let  be a positive agent program, let  be an agent state, and let  	  	 be sets of
ground actions such that    	 . Then, for any status set   ,     
    4          
        holds, and
        
    4           
       .
For the case where no integrity constraints are present, we obtain the following result from Theorem 5.9
and Proposition 5.10.
Theorem 5.13 Let  be a positive agent program, where     , and let   be an agent state. Then,
a status set   is a weak rational status set of  on   , if and only if #.            
   and   is  -
feasible for        , and #. .  for each ground action       , the status set  
 
    
   
	  
 is not
  -feasible, where           %  ) .
Proof.     If   is weak rational, then #.  follows from Theorem 5.9 and Proposition 5.10. Suppose for
some   in #. .  ,             
     is   -feasible. Then, by Theorem 5.8, the set     is   -rational, which
contradicts that   is a weak rational status set.
  Suppose #.  and #. .  hold. Then, by Theorem 5.8,   is  -rational. Suppose   is not a weak rational
status set; hence some      exists,     , for which some   -rational status set    exists. Since property
    of the feasibility condition is hereditary, it follows from Proposition 5.12 that for every      the
status set  

   
     
   


 
   
 satisfies     . Moreover,  

   
satisfies      and   	  . Since    , we
have that  
   
is    -feasible. Let         and set       %  ) . This raises a contradiction to #. .  .
Consequently, an   as hypothesized does not exist, which proves that   is weak rational.
For a fixed program  , this criterion implies a polynomial time algorithm for the recognition of a weak
rational status set in this case. Moreover, deciding whether some weak rational status set exists and actually
computing one is then possible in polynomial time (see Section 7.1.1).
5.5 Expressing action constraints in an agent program
As we have mentioned above, action constraints do not add to the expressive power of our framework, and
provide syntactic sugar which is however convenient. We discuss this now a little more in detail.
For every action constraint of the form
%

 
 

  	 	
  

 

 
 ) (5)
in   , include in the program  the clause
  ﬂ ﬁ

 




  


 	



	
  

	
 	 	


 
  

 
 	
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where nil is a distinguished new action which has no preconditions and empty add and delete set; moreover,
include in  the rule
   ﬂ ﬁ

  
Let 

  
 be the resulting program. Then, the following property can be established.
Proposition 5.14 Let  be an agent program, given an action base   , action constraints   , and integrity
constraints  , and let   be an agent state. Then, the rational (resp., reasonable) status sets of  on  
correspond 1-1 to the rational (resp., reasonable) status sets of       on   for action base    
    %)ﬂ ﬁ

) ,  

 , and 

  .
For feasible sets, a similar correspondence (but not 1-1) exists. Therefore, we can always eliminate action
constraints by introducing new rules in the program.
In the definition of weak action execution, a possible overlap of the add set       and the delete set
	   of two actions which should be executed is ignored. If the programmer feels unpleasant with this
situation, then (s)he may add rules to the program which take care of such a check. Namely, we add the
rules
  ﬂ ﬁ

  
 


	 
 
  	


	

 
for all 
 
         and 
 
   	   , where nil is the distinguished action from above. Then, the
joint execution of  and   is prohibited. In a similar way, we can add rules for nonground actions      
and     

	  .
Having to add such overlap rules in the program comes at the benefit of higher flexibility and better control
of overlap checking, which also leads to faster computation in general. We think that this is a big advantage
which outweighs the stricter definition.
Analogously, this applies to more complex action constraints than joint action executability. If, for ex-
ample, execution of an action   requires execution of another action  , then we can add rules

   


	
  ﬂ ﬁ

 


	 

  
Then, for every rational (resp., reasonable) status set   , it holds that       iff      . In a similar
fashion, more complex action constraints can be emulated.
5.6 Preferred and Complete Status Sets
In this section, we study what happens when we consider three classes of rational status sets.
 A rational status set   is  -preferred if there is no other rational status set whose set of forbidden
atoms is a strict subset of   ’s set of forbidden atoms. Intuitively, such status sets are permissive –
most things are allowed unless explicitly forbidden.
 A rational status set   is

-preferred if there is no other rational status set whose set of permitted
atoms is a strict subset of   ’s set of permitted atoms. Intuitively, such status sets are dictatorial –
most things are allowed unless explicitly permitted.
 The notion of a status set does not insist that for each action  , either    or   be in   . However,
for any action  , either  must be permitted or must be forbidden. Complete status sets insist that this
additional condition be satisfied.
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5.6.1 Preference
As we have briefly mentioned in the previous section, it may be desirable to use a preference policy for
cutting down of status sets. In particular, the issue whether an action should be considered forbidden or
allowed is highly relevant.
It appears that there is no straightforward solution to this problem, and that in fact different approaches to
using defaults are plausible. For example, the following two are suggestive:
 (weak preference) The first approach takes the view that an action should, if possible, be considered
as being not forbidden. According to this view, action sets are preferred in which the part of forbidden
actions is small. Note that due to the three-valued nature of the status of an action in an action
set (which can be forbidden, permitted, or neither), this does not necessarily mean that the part of
explicitly permitted actions in a preferred action set is large. This policy is thus a weak default about
the status of an action.
 (strong preference) Another approach is to enforce a deontic completion about whether actions are
permission or forbidden, and to request that in an action set, every action is either forbidden or per-
mitted, and such that permission is preferred over forbiddance. This approach requires a redefinition
of the notion of a grounded consistent action set, however (keep the permission and forbidden-parts
fixed). It amounts to a kind of strong default rule that actions which are not forbidden are explicitly
permitted.
These two approaches aim at treating forbidden actions. Of course, one could foster approaches which
symmetrically aim at permitted actions, and implement (weak or strong) default rules about such actions.
Likewise, default rules for other status operators may be designed. Which approach is in fact appropriate, or
even a mixed use of different default for different actions, may depend on the particular application domain.
In the following, we take a closer look to weak defaults rules on forbidden actions.
It would be useful if rules like



   

may be stated in an agent program, with the intuitive reading that action  is executed by default, unless it
is explicitly forbidden (provided, of course, that its precondition succeeds).
This single rule has two feasible status sets which are grounded:    %     	   ) and  	 %  ) .
Under the policy that by default, actions which are not explicitly forbidden are considered to be permitted,
  is preferred over  	 and  is executed. If no such default policy is taken, then no set is preferred over
the other, and it depends on the choice between   and  	 , whether  is executed. (If the agent executes
those actions  such that



 appears in all rational status sets, then no action is taken here.) Adopting
the view that actions should not be considered forbidden unless explicitly stated motivates the following
definition.
Definition 5.14 (  -preference) A set   of action status atoms is  -preferred, if   is a rational status set,
and there exists no other rational status set    which has a smaller forbidden part than   , i.e.,             
holds. 1
Example 5.13 For the single rule program



   

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from above, the set   %     ,    ) is the unique  -preferred status set of  .
On the other hand, the rule



   

has a unique  -preferred status set, which is the empty set. Assuming by weak default that  is not forbid-
den, we can not conclude     , though, since an assumption    is not supported. 1
Dual to  -preference, we can define preference for  . Intuitively,  -minimality amounts to a “brave”
principle from the view of action permission, while

-minimality amounts to a “cautious” one. Both  -
and  -minimality are the extremal instances of a more general preference scheme, which allows to put
individual preference on each action  from the action base.
5.6.2 Complete Status Sets
As we have encountered in the examples above, it may happen that a feasible status set leaves the issue of
whether some action  is permitted or forbidden open.
It may be desirable, however, that this issue is resolved in a status set which is acceptable for the user; that
is, either    or   is contained in the status set. This may apply to some particular actions  , as well as to
all actions in the extremal case.
Our framework for agent programs is rich enough to handle this issue in the language in a natural, simple
way. Namely, by including a rule


   

in a program, we can ensure that every feasible (and thus rational) status set includes either   or    ;
we call this rule the  

-completion rule of  . For an agent program  , we denote by   
	    the
augmentation of  by the    -completion rules for all actions  in the action base.
Call a status set    

-complete, if for every ground action  , either       , or      .
Then, we have the following immediate property.
Proposition 5.15 Let  be an agent program. Then, every feasible status set   of    
	    is    -
complete.
Example 5.14 The program
 




    


   
has a unique rational status set. However, the program    
	    has no feasible status set, and thus
also no rational status set.
This is intuitive, if we adopt the view that the status of each action being permitted or forbidden is com-
plete, since there is no way to adopt either     or    without raising an inconsistency. 1
Example 5.15 Consider the program   :



   

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Here, we have two rational status sets, namely     %



 	 

) and   	  %  ) . Both are    -
complete, and are the rational status sets of     	
 .
On the other hand, the program  	 :



   

	
has the unique rational status set    % ) , while its  

-completion has the two rational status sets    and
  	 from above. Thus, under    -completion semantics, the programs   and  	 are equivalent. 1
In fact, the following property holds.
Proposition 5.16 Let   and  	 be ground agent programs and   a state, such that  	 results by replacing
in   any literals 


 in rules bodies by 



, where



%

	  ) and

 is the deontic status opposite
to

 . Then,    	
     and    	
   	  have the same sets of feasible status sets.
Hence, under    -completion,   amounts to  and similarly   to  .
Further completion rules can be used to reach a complete state on other status information as well. For
example, a completion with respect to obligation/waiving can be reached by means of rules


  

for actions  . Such completion rules are in fact necessary, in order to ensure that the rational status sets can
be completed to a two-valued deontic “model” of the program. Applying    -completion does not suffice
for this purpose, as shown by the following example.
Example 5.16 Consider the program  :
 




   


   
The set    %   	    ) is a feasible status of    
	    . However,   can not be completed to a
deontic model of  , in which    and   are true or false, respectively, and such that the deontic axiom


 
 is satisfied. 1
5.7 Optimal Status Sets
Thus far, we have discussed the following semantics for agent programs: feasible status sets, rational status
sets, reasonable status sets, weak rational status sets,  -preferential status sets,  -preferential status sets,
and complete status sets. Let 	ﬂ be a variable over any of these semantics. 	ﬂ chooses certain feasible
status sets in keeping with the philosophical and epistemic principles underlying ﬂ .
However, in the real world, many choices are made based on the cost of a certain course of action, as well
as the benefits gained by adopting that course of action. E.g., if we consider the Supply Chain Example, it
is quite likely that Suppliers 1 and 2 charge two different prices for the item that the Plant Agent wishes to
order. Furthermore, as the two suppliers are likely to be located at different locations, transportation costs
are also likely to vary. If one supplier can supply the entire quantity required, the Plant Agent will in all
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likelihood, select the one whose total cost (cost of items plus transportation) is lower. Note that this cost is
being described in terms of the costs of the actions being executed in a status set.
However, yet another parameter that needs to be taken into account is the desirability of the final state that
results by executing the  -actions in a ﬂ -status set. For example, the time at which the supplies will
arrive at the company is certainly pertinent, but is not accounted for by the cost parameters listed above. If
Supplier 2 will provide the supplies one day before Supplier 1, then the Plant Agent may well choose to go
with Supplier 1, even if Supplier 2’s overall cost is lower.
What the preceding discussion tells us is that we would like to associate with any 	ﬂ -status set, a notion
of a cost, and that this cost must take into account, the set of  -status atoms in the status set, and the final
state that results. This motivates our definition of a cost function.
Definition 5.15 (cost function) Suppose   
	 is a body of software code, and        is the set of
all possible states associated with this body of code. Let  be the set of all actions. A cost function,    , is
a mapping from         

 to the non-negative real numbers such that:
-    	  	    	 

   	   
 

  	 	  
/
-     	       

 

  	    

  	   
/
 1
The precondition of the above implication basically reflects state independence. A cost function is state-
independent iff for any set  of actions, and any two arbitrarily chosen states   	  	 , the cost function returns
the same value for  

 ﬀ 	   and  

  	 	   . State-independence implies that the cost function’s values are
only affected by the actions taken, i.e. by the set of actions  .
The above axiom says that for  

to be a cost function, if it is state-independent, then the values it returns
must monotonically increase as the set of actions is enlarged (i.e. as more actions are taken).
One might wonder whether cost functions should satisfy the stronger condition:
       	 

    


 

  	   

  	 

 
The answer is “no” – to see why, consider the situation where executing the actions in  is cheaper than
executing the actions in   , but this is offset by the fact that the state obtained by executing the actions in  
is less desirable than the state obtained by executing the actions in  .
Alternatively, one might wonder whether cost functions should satisfy the condition:
     	  	          	

 

   	   

  	 	   
Again, the answer is no. Executing all actions in  in state   may lead to a more desirable state than doing
so in state  	 . As an example on the lighter side, consider the action enter(room). State   is empty, state
 	 % in(room,python) ) . Clearly,    	 . For most of us, executing the action enter(room) is
vastly preferable to executing the action enter(room) in state ﬀ	 .
However, even though not all cost functions should be required to satisfy   and   , there will certainly
be applications where either   and/or   are satisfied. In such cases, it may turn out to be beneficial
computationally to take advantage of properties   and   when computing optimal 	ﬂ -status sets
defined below.
Definition 5.16 (weak/strong monotonic cost functions) A cost function is said to be weakly monotonic,
if it satisfies condition   above. It is strongly monotonic, if its satisfies both conditions   and   . 1
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We are now ready to come to the definition of optimal status sets.
Definition 5.17 (Optimal 	ﬂ -status set) Suppose      	 is a body of software code, and   is
the current state. A 	ﬂ -status set

is said to be optimal with respect to cost function    iff there is no
other ﬂ -status set  such that
 

   	%


&



#)   

   	%


&




)   1
Note that the above definition induces different notions of status set, depending on what 	ﬂ is taken to
be.
6 Algorithms and Complexity Issues
In this section, we address the computational complexity of agent programs. We assume that the reader is fa-
miliar with the basic concepts of complexity theory, in particular with NP-completeness and the polynomial
hierarchy, and refer to [37, 61, 83] for background material on this subject and for concepts and notation
that we use in the remainder of this paper.
Our aim is a sharp characterization of the complexity of different computational tasks which arise in the
context of agent programs. Such a characterization is useful in many respects. First of all, it tells us whether
certain problems are tractable or intractable in the worst case. However, beyond such a coarse classification,
the precise complexity gives us a hint of which type of algorithm is appropriate for implementing solutions
to a problem, and how many sources of complexity have to be eliminated in order to ensure tractability.
In the rest of this section, we state the assumptions that we make for our analysis, and we present an
overview and a discussion of the results that we derive. The results are then established in Sections 7 and 8.
6.1 Underlying assumptions
Any reasonable measurement of the computational complexity of agent programs must be based on under-
lying assumptions. We consider here the evaluation of a fixed agent program  in the context of software
code   , an action base   , action constraints   , and integrity constraints  , each of which is fixed, over
varying states   . This corresponds to what is commonly called the data complexity of a program [104]. If
we consider varying programs where the agent state is fixed (resp., varying), we would have expression (or
program) complexity and combined complexity, which are typically one exponential higher than data com-
plexity. This also applies in many cases to the results that we derive below; such results can be established
using the complexity upgrading techniques for expression complexity described in [50].
Of course, if we use software packages      	  with high intrinsic complexity, then the evaluation
of agent programs will also be time consuming, and leaves us no chance to build efficient algorithms. We
therefore have to make some general assumptions about the software package used such that polynomial
time algorithms are not a priori excluded.
We adopt a generalized active domain assumption on objects, in the spirit of domain closure; all objects
considered for grounding the program rules, evaluation of the action preconditions, the conditions of the
actions constraints and the integrity constraints must be from  , or they must be constructible from objects
therein by operations from a fixed (finite) set in a number of steps which is bounded by some constant,
and such that each operation is efficiently executable (i.e., in polynomial time) and involves only a number
of objects bounded by some other constant. Notice that the active domain assumption is often applied
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in the domain of relational databases, and similar domain closure in the context of knowledge bases. In
our framework, creation and use of tuples of bounded arity from values existing in a database would be a
feasible object construction process, while creation of an arbitrary relation (as an object that amounts to a
set of tuples) would be not.
Under this assumption, the number of objects which may be relevant to a fixed agent program  on a
given state   is bounded by a polynomial in the number of objects in   , and each such object can be
generated in polynomial time. In particular, this also means that the number of ground rules of  which are
relevant is polynomial in the size of   , measured by the number of objects that it contains.
Let us further assume that the evaluation time of code condition calls  over a state   , for any particular
legal assignment of objects, is bounded by a polynomial in the size of   . Moreover, we assume that
given an agent state   and a set of ground actions  , the state  

which results under weakly-concurrent
execution of  on   (see Definition 4.5) is constructible in polynomial time.
As a consequence of these assumptions, the action and integrity constraints are evaluable on an agent
state   under the generalized active domain semantics in polynomial time, and the integrity constraints
on the agent state  

resulting from the execution of a set of actions  grounded in the active domain, are
checkable in polynomial time in the size of   .1
Notice that these assumptions will be met in many software packages which support the use of integrity
constraints (e.g., a relational database). If evaluation of the code condition calls or constraints were not
polynomial, then the evaluation of the agent program would not be either.
6.2 Problems Whose Complexity is Studied / Overview of Complexity Results
The complexity results we derive may be broken up into two parts. In the first part, we assume that fixed
positive agent programs are considered. In the second part, this assumption is relaxed, and general, i.e., not
necessarily positive agent programs are considered.
In this paper, we study four types of complexity problems. For each concrete semantics introduced in
the paper, we study the complexity of these four problems. This leads to Tables 1 and 2 which summarize
the results, under different assumptions on the syntax of the agent programs considered. The computational
problems that we study are listed below. Let 	ﬂ be any kind of status sets.
(consistency) Deciding the consistency of the program on a given agent state, i.e., existence of an 	ﬂ -
status set;
(recognition) the recognition of a 	ﬂ -status set;
(computation) the computation of an arbitrary 	ﬂ -status set; and
(action reasoning) reasoning about whether the agent takes an action  under 	ﬂ -status sets, both under
the
 possibility variant (decide whether  is executed according to some ﬂ -status set), and the
 certainty variant (decide whether  is executed according to every ﬂ -status set).
1This would remain true if the integrity constraints where arbitrary fixed first-order formulas (evaluated under active domain
semantics).
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The range of 	ﬂ for which these problems have been analyzed is listed in the leftmost column of Tables 1
and 2. Particular attention has been paid to the presence or absence of integrity constraints.
Table 1 specifies the complexity of the four problems that we study when positive agent programs are
considered, while Table 2 specifies their complexity when arbitrary agent programs are considered. As
Tables 1 and 2 contain many complexity classes that the casual AI researcher may not be familiar with,
we present in Figure 4 a graphical representation of these classes – the reader interested in a more detailed
discussion of these classes will find them in Section 6.3. Generally speaking, in Figure 4, we draw an arc
from complexity class C1 to complexity class C2, if the hardest problems in 
 are “easier” to solve than
the hardest problems in C2 (assuming that the classes in question do not collapse). Thus, for instance, the
existence of an edge from the class P to the class NP indicates that the hardest problems in  , which are
those complete for P, are easier to solve as compared to the hardest problems in NP, i.e., the NP-complete
problems (unless     ).
Note on Tables: The entries for decision problems in Tables 1 and 2 stand for completeness for the respect-
ive complexity classes. In case of  , hardness may implicitly be present with costly object construction
operations. However, we remark that for all problems except recognition of a feasible status set, hardness
holds even if no new objects are introduced and the agent state consists merely of a relational database.
Proof of these results are not difficult, using the well-known result that inference from a datalog program
(Horn logic program) is P-complete, cf. [28].
The entries for the computation problem are the classes F  from the literature considered e.g. in [83, 23,
24] (i.e., compute any arbitrary solution to a problem instance; see subsection 6.3 for more details). Unless
stated otherwise, they stand for completeness under an appropriate notion of polynomial time reduction
as used in [83, 23]. Observe that we have aimed at characterizing in this paper the complexity of agent
programs in terms of existing classes from the literature, rather than introducing new classes to precisely
assess the complexity of some problems.
6.2.1 Bottom Line for the Computation Problem
Of all the four problems described above, from the point of view of the IMPACT system (and in general,
for any system that attempts to determine which actions an agent must take), the most important problem,
by far, is the problem of Computation – given an agent program, a current agent state, a set of integrity
constraints and action constraints, determine a set of actions that the agent must take. This task forms the
single most important task that an agent must take, over and over again.
When considering the different semantics for agent-programs, we easily notice (by examining the column
“computation” in both Tables 1 and 2), that the easiest semantics to compute are given as follows:
 When positive agent programs with no integrity constraints are considered, the rational, weak
rational, reasonable, weak reasonable,  -preferential, and  -preferential semantics are the easiest to
compute, all falling into the same complexity class. The other semantics are harder to compute. Thus,
in this case, we have some flexibility in choosing that out of the rational, weak rational, reasonable,
weak reasonable, F-preferential, and P-preferential, that best meets the agent’s epistemic needs. Note
that different agents in IMPACT can use different semantics.
 When positive agent programs with integrity constraints are considered, the best semantics, from
the point of view of computational complexity, are the rational, reasonable, F-preferential, and P-
preferential semantics. Note that unlike the previous case, the weak rational and weak reasonable
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Table 2: Complexity of fixed agent programs with negation
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Figure 4: Decision (left) and search (right) problem complexity classes
semantics are harder to compute when integrity constraints are present.
 When arbitrary agent programs with no integrity constraints are considered, then the easiest
semantics to compute are the feasible set semantics and the reasonable status set semantics. All other
semantics are harder to compute.
 When arbitrary agent programs with integrity constraints are considered, the same continues to
be true.
In general, when considering how to compute a kind of status set, the reasonable status set semantics is
generally the easiest to compute, irrespective of whether agent programs are positive or not, and irrespective
of whether integrity constraints are present or not. As we have argued earlier on in the paper, reasonable
status sets have many nice properties which might make them epistemologically preferable to feasible status
sets and rational status sets.
6.3 Different Complexity Classes
In this subsection, we briefly describe the various complexity classes encountered earlier in this section. We
also analyze the causes for the various complexity trends we notice.
The classes that we use in our characterizations are summarized in Figure 4. An edge directed from class

  to class 
 	 indicates that all problems in 
  can be efficiently transformed into some problem in 
 	 , and
that it is strongly believed that a reduction in the other direction is not possible; i.e., the hardest problems in

	 are more difficult than the problems in 
  .
The decision classes are from the polynomial hierarchy, which is built on top of the classes  and  
(= ﬁ 	

), by allowing the use of an oracle (i.e., a subprogram) for deciding problems instantaneously. The
class 
 to which this oracle must belong is denoted in a superscript; e.g., 
'
(resp.,   
'
) is the class
of problems solvable in polynomial time on a deterministic (resp., nondeterministic) Turing machine, if an
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oracle for a problem in   may be used. For the decisional classes, the arcs in Figure 4 actually denote
inclusions, i.e., the transformation of problems in 
  to problems in 
	 is by means of the identity.
The classes for search problems, which are often also called function classes, can be found in [83, 24].
A search problem is a generalization of a decision problem, in which for every instance of the problem a
(possibly empty) set of solutions exists. To solve such a problem, an algorithm must (possibly nondetermin-
istically) compute an arbitrary solution out of this set, if it is not empty. Decision problems can be viewed as
particular search problems, in which the solution set is either empty or the singleton set % yes ) . More form-
ally, search problems in the classes from Figure 4 are solved by transducers, i.e., Turing machines equipped
with an output tape. If the machine halt in an accepting state, then the contents of the output tape is the result
of the computation. Observe that a nondeterministic machine computes a (partial) multi-valued function.
Thus, not all arcs in Figure 4 mean inclusion, i.e., trivial reducibility by the identity.
The concept of reduction among search problems   and  	 is also obtained by a proper generalization
of the respective concept for decision problems.   is (polynomial-time) reducible to  	 , if #. from every
instance  of  , an instance     of  	 is constructible in polynomial time, such that     has some
solution precisely if  has; and #. .  from every solution   of     , a solution of  can be constructed in time
polynomial in the size of   and  .
For both decision and search problem classes 
 , a problem is complete for 
 , if it belongs to 
 and is
hard for 
 , i.e., every problem in 
 reduces to it.
The search problem counterparts of the classes 
 in the polynomial hierarchy are often denoted by a
prefixed “F”; some of them appear in Figure 4. The other classes   
'

 and   

	
 

 are the search problem
counterparts of the classes 
'

 and 

	
 

 , respectively, which are not shown in the figure. These classes
contain the problems which can be solved in polynomial time on a deterministic Turing machine which has
access to an oracle in   (resp., ﬁ 	
	
), but where all queries to the oracle must be prepared before issuing
the first oracle call. Thus, the oracle calls are nonadaptive and must essentially take place in parallel; it is
commonly believed that this restricts computational power.
    // ﬂ is short for the class FNP//OptP[    ,  ] [24], which is intuitively the class of problems for
which a solution can be nondeterministically found in polynomial time for an instance  , if the optimal
value !      of an NP optimization problem on  is known, where !      must have

 ﬂ &  &  bits. E.g.,
computing a clique of largest size in a given graph is a problem in      //  . The class     // ﬂ reduces
to   
	
and roughly amounts to a randomized version of   
	


. Due to its nondeterministic nature, it
contains problems which are not known to be solvable in   
'


. The most prominent of these problems is
the computation of an arbitrary model of a propositional formula [59], which is the prototypical problem
complete for the class     . Few natural     // ﬂ -complete problems are known to date; our analysis
contributes some new such problems, which are from the realm of practice rather than artificially designed.
In the context of action programs, computing a weak rational status set for a positive program is in
    //  , since if we know the maximum size  of a set  of ground actions such that an  -rational
status   set exists, then we can nondeterministically generate such an   in polynomial time. The compu-
tation of  amounts to an NP optimization problem, and thus the overall algorithm places the problem in
FNP// ﬂ .
The class       

	
 

 [24] contains, intuitively speaking, those problems for which a solution on input  can
be found by a random polynomial time algorithm with very high probability, by using a problem in   

	
 


as single call subroutine. This class is above   

	
 


. Chen and Toda have shown that many optimization
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problems belong to this class whose solutions are the maximal solutions of an associated problem for which
solution recognition is in co-NP. Computation of an  -preferred rational and a weak rational status set
matches this scheme, which means that the problems are in       

	
 


.
The results show that the complexity of agent programs varies from polynomial up to the third level of the
polynomial hierarchy. Observe that in some cases, there are considerable complexity gaps between positive
agent programs and agent programs which use negation (e.g., for  -preferred rational status sets).
The reason for this gap are three sources of complexity, which lift the complexity of positive agent pro-
grams from  up to ﬁ 	

and  	

, respectively (in the cases of  -preferred and weak rational status sets):
1. an (in general) exponential number of candidates for a feasible (resp., weak feasible) status set;
2. a difficult recognition test, which involves groundedness; and
3. an exponential number of preferable candidates, in terms of  -preference or maximal obedience to
obligations.
These three sources of complexity act in a way orthogonally to each other; all of them have to be eliminated
to gain tractability.
For the canonical semantics of positive agent programs, the rational status set semantics, all computational
problems are polynomial. This contrasts with feasible status sets, for which except recognition, all problems
are intractable. On the other hand, under the weak status set semantics, the problems apart from action
reasoning are polynomial, if no integrity constraints are present; intractability, however, is incurred in all
problems as soon as integrity constraints may be used.
It is interesting to observe that for programs with negation, rational status sets are more expensive to
compute than reasonable status sets in general, and this is true if no integrity constraints are present, except
for consistency checking and cautious action reasoning. A similar observation applies to the  -preferred and
weak variants of rational and reasonable status sets in the general case; here, the rational variants are always
more complex than the reasonable ones. However, somewhat surprisingly, if no integrity constraints are
present, then the complexities of the rational and reasonable variants coincide! This is intuitively explained
by the fact that in absence of integrity constraints, the expensive groundedness check for rational status sets
can be surpassed in many places, by exploiting the property that in this case, every feasible status set must
contain some rational status set.
Another interesting observation is that for programs with negation, the preferential and weak variant of
rational status sets have the same complexity characteristics, and similar for reasonable status sets. These
semantics have a dual computational nature; preference effects minimization of the  -part of the status set,
while weakness effects maximization of the

-part.
Presence of integrity constraints, even of the simplest nature which is common in practice (e.g., functional
dependencies [102] in a database), can have a detrimental effect on (variants of) rational status sets and raises
the complexity by one level in the polynomial hierarchy. However, the complexity of reasonable status sets
and their variants is immune to integrity constraints except for the weak reasonable status sets on positive
programs. Intuitively, this is explained by the fact that the refutation of a candidate for a reasonable status set
basically reduces to the computation of the rational status set of a positive agent program, and there integrity
constraints do not increase the complexity. In the case of weak reasonable status sets for positive programs,
we have an increase since the weakness condition may create an exponential number of candidates if the
program is inconsistent.
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We finally remark that we have omitted here an analysis of the complexity of optimal status sets as pro-
posed in Section 5.7, in order to avoid an abundance of complexity results. Based on the results presented
above, coarse bounds are staightforward. The sources [23, 24, 59] and references therein provide suitable
complexity classes for a more accurate assessment.
7 Complexity Results and Algorithms for Agent Programs: Basic Results
This section contains the first part of the derivation of the complexity results which have been presented
in Section 6. The focus in this section is on the base case, in which we have programs without integrity
constraints (though cases where results on integrity constraints follow as immediate extensions of the no-
integrity-constraint case are also included). As the Table 1 and 2 show, in general the presence of integrity
constraints has an effect on the complexity of some problems, while it has not for others. For the latter
problems, we discuss this effect in detail in the next section. In this section, as complexity results are
discussed, we also develop algorithms for various status set computations.
7.1 Positive programs
The most natural question is whether a feasible status set exists for program  on a given state   . As
we have seen, this is not always the case. However, for fixed positive programs, we can always efficiently
find a feasible status set (so one exists), and moreover, even a rational status set, measured in the size of the
input   . This is possible using the algorithm COMPUTE-P-RSS below, where the program  and possibly
integrity and action constraints are in the background.
Algorithm COMPUTE-P-RSS
Input: agent state   (fixed positive agent program  );
Output: the unique rational status set of  , if it exists; “No”, otherwise.
Method
Step 1. Compute          
  ;
Step 2. Check whether   satisfies conditions     and      of a feasible status set;
Step 3. If   satisfies     and      , then output   ; otherwise, output “No”. Halt.
Theorem 7.1 Let  be a fixed positive agent program. Then, given an agent state   , the unique rational
status set of  on   (so it exists) is computed by COMPUTE-P-RSS in polynomial time. Moreover, if
   , then deciding whether  has some feasible status set on   as well as computing any such status
set, is possible in polynomial time using COMPUTE-P-RSS.
Proof. By Theorem 5.3 and the fact that   satisfies      and     , algorithm correctly computes the
unique rational status set of  on   .
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By the assumptions that we made at the beginning of this section, Step 1 can be done in polynomial time,
since a fixed  amounts to a ground instance which is polynomial in the size of 
 , and we can compute
          
  bottom up by evaluating the sequence  
   
 
, .  , until the fixpoint is reached.
Observe that, of course, checking     (action and deontic consistency) –or part of this criterion– in
algorithm COMPUTE-P-RSS can be done at any time while computing the sequence  
   

, and the com-
putation can be stopped as soon as an inconsistency is detected.
Step 2, i.e., checking whether   satisfies the conditions     and      is, by our assumptions, possible
in polynomial time. Therefore, for fixed  (and tacitly assumed fixed action and integrity constraints in the
background), algorithm COMPUTE-POS-RATIONAL-SS runs in polynomial time.
If   , then by Proposition 5.5,  has a feasible status set on   iff   is a feasible status set. Therefore,
deciding the existence of a feasible status set (and computing one) can be done by using COMPUTE-P-RSS
in polynomial time    .
Corollary 7.2 Let  be a fixed positive agent program. Then, given an agent state   and a status set   ,
deciding whether   is a rational status set of  on   is polynomial.
Since for every positive agent program  , the rational status set, the reasonable status set, and the preferred
one among them coincide, we have the following easy corollary.
Corollary 7.3 Let  be a fixed positive agent program. Given an agent state   , the unique  -preferred
rational (resp., reasonable) status set of  (so it exists) can be computed and recognized in polynomial time.
7.1.1 Weak rational status sets
In this subsection, we address the problem of computing a weak rational status set for a positive program.
As we have mentioned in Section 5.4, for a fixed positive agent program  , it is possible to compute a weak
rational status set on a given agent state   in polynomial time, provided that the no integrity constraints
are present.
In fact, this is possible by using the algorithm COMPUTE-WEAK-RSS below.
The next result states that this algorithm is correct and works in polynomial time.
Theorem 7.4 Given a positive program  and an agent state   , algorithm COMPUTE-P-WEAK-RSS
correctly outputs a weak rational status set of  on   (so one exists) if    . Moreover, for fixed  ,
COMPUTE-P-WEAK-RSS runs in polynomial time.
We remark that this simple algorithm can be speeded up by exploiting some further properties. In Step 5
of the algorithm, the computation of    can be done by least fixpoint iteration starting from   rather than
from the empty set (cf. Proposition 5.12).
The previous result shows that we can compute an arbitrary weak rational status set in polynomial time
under the asserted restrictions. However, this does not mean that we can decide efficiently whether a given
status set is a weak rational status set. The next result shows that this is in fact possible.
Theorem 7.5 Let  be a fixed positive agent program, and suppose   . Let  be an agent state, and
let   be a status set. Then, deciding whether   is a weak rational status set of  is polynomial.
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Algorithm COMPUTE-P-WEAK-RSS
Input: agent state   (fixed positive agent program  ;   )
Output: a weak rational status set of  on   , if one exists; “No”, otherwise.
Method
Step 1. Set  /   ,

 /  set of all ground actions, and compute   /         
    ;
Step 2. If   is not  -feasible, then output “No” and halt; otherwise, set  /       and

 / 

        ;
Step 3. If

   , then output   and halt;
Step 4. Choose some ground action  

 , and set   /     %  ) ;
Step 5. If    /          
	    is   -feasible, then set  /       ,

 / 

         , and
  /     ; continue at Step 3.
Proof. By Proposition 5.10,   must be     -feasible if it is a weak rational status set; since for any set
of ground actions  , testing  -feasibility is not harder than testing feasibility, by Proposition 7.7 we obtain
that this condition can be tested in polynomial time.
If   is     -feasible, then, since  is positive and     , by Theorem 5.13   is a weak rational status
set, iff for every ground action       , the status set         
   
	  
 is not   -feasible, where


    %

) . For each such  , this condition can be checked in polynomial time, and there are only
polynomially many such  ; hence, the required time is polynomial. Consequently, the overall recognition
test is polynomial.
We remark that algorithm COMPUTE-P-WEAK-RSS can be modified to implement the recognition test;
we omit the details, however.
Since in general, multiple weak rational status sets may exist, it appears important to know whether some
action status atom  belongs to all (resp., some) weak rational status set. This corresponds to what is known
as certainty (resp., possibility) reasoning in databases [102], and to cautious (resp., brave) reasoning in the
area of knowledge representation [47]. In particular, this question is important for an atom     , since it
tells us whether  is possibly executed by the agent (if (s)he picks nondeterministically some weak rational
status set), or executed for sure (regardless of which action set is chosen). Unfortunately, these problems are
intractable.
Theorem 7.6 Let  be a fixed positive agent program  , and suppose   . Let   be a given agent
state and let  be a given ground action atom. Then, deciding whether        holds for #.  some weak
rational status set (resp., #. .  every weak rational status set) of  on   is NP-complete (resp., co-NP-
complete).
Proof. For #.  , observe that algorithm COMPUTE-P-WEAK-RSS is nondeterministically complete, i.e.,
every weak rational status set   is produced upon proper choices in Step 4. Therefore, by checking     
  (resp.,        ) before termination, we obtain membership in    (resp., co-NP).
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For the hardness part, we present a reduction from the complement of a restricted version of the satisfiab-
ility problem (SAT) for #. .  ; a similar reduction for #.  is left as an exercise to the reader.
Suppose that    


  is conjunction of propositional clauses such that each clause 
  is a disjunction

       
 
    	
 
    
of three literals over atoms

 % 
 	 	  ) . Then, deciding whether   is satisfiable
is a well-known NP-complete problem. This remains true if we assume that for each clause 
  , either all
literals in it are positive or all are negative; this restriction is known as monotone 3SAT (M3SAT).
In our reduction, we store the formula   in a database  . For this purpose,  is supposed to have two
relations POS    	  	 	    and NEG    	 	 	    , in which the positive and negative clauses of   are stored,
and a relation VAR(V) which contains all variables. For each positive clause 
  , there exists a tuple with the
variables of 
  in POS, e.g., for         	 the tuple    	  	  	  , and likewise for the negative clauses a
tuple with the variables in NEG, e.g., for            	 the tuple    	   	  	  .
The action base   contains the actions set



 , set  

 , and  ; here, we assume that every action
has empty precondition and empty Add and Del-Set. Define now the program  as follows.
  

ﬃ 

  	    


  

ﬃ




  	    






 

ﬃ 

  	

 

ﬃ 

	  	

 

ﬃ
 


 	 POS    	  	 	 






 

ﬃ
 


 	

 

ﬃ
 

	
 	

 

ﬃ
 

  	 NEG    	  	 	   
Here, and throughout the rest of this paper, code call atoms accessing a relation in a database are for simpli-
city represented by the facts to be accessed.
On this program, we impose the following action constraint
 
 / %

ﬃ 

 	

ﬃ




 ) 
	    

 
Thus,    %  
) . Let furthermore be   .
Then, for a given database instance 	 describing a formula   , it is easily seen that every weak rational
status set of  on 	 contains


, if and only if the corresponding M3SAT instance   is a No-instance.
Since  is easily constructed, the result is proved.
Before closing this subsection, we remark that tractability of both problems can be asserted, if a total
prioritization on the weak rational status sets is used, which technically is derived from a total ordering

  

	     

 on the set of all ground actions. In this case, a positive agent program  has a
unique weak rational status set   (if one exists). This set   can be constructed by selecting in Step 4 of
algorithm COMPUTE-WEAK-RSS always the least action from

 with respect to the ordering   . Thus,
in the absence of integrity constraints, the unique weak rational status set can be computed in polynomial
time in this case.
7.2 Programs with negation
If we allow unrestricted occurrence of negated status atoms in the rule bodies, then the complexity of evaluat-
ing agents programs increases. This is not very surprising, since this way, we can express logical disjunction
of positive facts. For example, the rule
 

  

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leads to two rational status sets:     %   ) and   	  %  ) . Informally, this clause expresses under
rational status semantics the disjunction        . Notice that under the reasonable status semantics, the
above rule has only a single reasonable status set, namely    . However, if we add its contrapositive


   

	
then the resulting program has the two reasonable status sets    and   	 . Thus, in the general case, both ra-
tional and reasonable status set semantics allow for expressing disjunction, and are for this reason inherently
complex. We now analyze the precise complexity of these semantics.
7.2.1 Feasible status sets
A relevant computational problem, for any of the semantics defined above, is the test whether a given status
set is among those which are acceptable under the chosen semantics. This problem corresponds to the task
of model checking in the area of knowledge representation and reasoning, which has been addressed e.g. in
[53, 20, 69].
We note here that for feasible status sets, the recognition problem is tractable under the assumptions that
we made; this can be easily seen.
Proposition 7.7 Let  be a fixed agent program (where  may be nonempty), let   be a given state, and
let   be a status set. Then, deciding whether   is a feasible status set of  on   is possible in polynomial
time.
However, as the following result shows, the search for feasible status sets is intractable in the general case.
Theorem 7.8 Let  be a fixed agent program. Then, given an agent state  , deciding whether  has a
feasible status set is NP-complete, and computing some feasible status set is complete for     . Hardness
holds even if   .
Proof. By Proposition 7.7, we can guess and check a feasible status set of  on   in polynomial time.
Hence, the existence problem is in   , and the computation problem is in     .
To show that the existence problem is NP-hard, we describe a reduction from M3SAT. The reduction is
similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 7.6. As there, we suppose that an M3SAT instance   on variables



is stored in relations POS (positive clauses) and NEG (negative clauses), and we assume that all
variables   are stored in VAR. Moreover, we assume that  has a relation AUX(   	   ), which contains
in the initial database 	 all tuples   	  , for all variables  .
Now construct the following agent program  :
    
    



  	



	  	




 	 POS    	  	 	   
     



  	 



	  	 




 	 NEG    	  	 	 


 



    



  	 VAR 

 
The action base  contains two actions  and   , which have both empty preconditions and empty add
and delete sets. Thus, these actions do not have any effect on the state of the database. The sets   and 
of action and integrity constraints, respectively, are both assumed to be empty.
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Then, it is easy to see that  possesses a feasible status set over  , if and only if the formula   is
satisfiable; the satisfying truth assignments of   correspond naturally (but not 1-1) to the feasible status sets
of  on   . (Observe that every feasible status set must either contain        or contain      , for every
  , but not both; intuitively,        represents that   is true, while       represents that   is false.) Since
for a given formula   the database instance 	 of  is clearly constructible in polynomial time, it follows
that the decision problem is NP-hard. Moreover, by the correspondence between feasible sets status of 
and the satisfying assignments of   , it follows immediately that the feasible status set computation problem
is hard for FNP.
Observe that we can replace in the construction the positive atoms       in the rule with    in the head
by         , and we would get the same feasible status sets; moreover, the last rule could then also be
removed, and still a feasible status exists iff   is satisfiable.
This negative result raises the issue of how we can achieve tractability of programs. There are different
possibilities.
One possibility is that we identify syntactic constraints under which programs are guaranteed to be tract-
able. However, as the form of the program in the proof of the previous theorem indicates, rather strict
conditions on negation must be imposed, in order to exclude possible inconsistencies. Still, a number of
different feasible and rational status sets may exist, due to the inherent logical disjunction. In particular, the
reduction in the proof of Theorem 7.8 works for rational status sets as well.
Another possibility is that we use an alternative semantics which is more amenable to cutting disjunctive
cases. In particular, under reasonable status set semantics, the program in the proof of Theorem 7.8 either
has no reasonable status set, or a unique such status set, which can be efficiently determined in polynomial
time; notice that   %   is not contained in any reasonable status set, since there is no possibility for deriving


%  by means of the head of a program rule or by deontic closure. However, if we add the rule




     



 
to the program, then the reasonable status sets of the resulting program   coincide with the rational status
sets of  . Hence, also the computation of a reasonable status set is intractable in general. We will deal with
reasonable status set in detail in Subsection 7.2.3.
From Theorem 7.8, the following result on action reasoning on the feasible status sets is easily derived.
Theorem 7.9 Let  be a fixed agent program. Then, given an agent state  and a ground action  ,
deciding whether        for #.  every (resp., #. .  some) feasible status set   of  on   , is co-NP-
complete (resp., NP-complete).
7.2.2 Rational status sets
For the existence problem, we obtain from Proposition 5.5 and Theorem 7.8 immediately the following
result.
Theorem 7.10 Let  be a fixed agent program, and suppose   . Then, given an agent state   ,
deciding whether  has a rational status set on   is    -complete.
The condition that a feasible status set is grounded requires a minimality check. It turns out that this
minimality check is, in general, an expensive operation. In fact, the following holds.
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Theorem 7.11 Let  be a fixed agent program, and suppose    . Then, given an agent state   and a
feasible status set   for  on   , deciding whether   is grounded is co-NP-complete.
Proof. In order to refute that   is grounded, we can guess a status set    such that        and verify in
polynomial time that    satisfies the conditions      –     of a feasible status set.
To show that the problem is co-NP-hard, we use a variant of the construction in the proof of Theorem 7.8.
For the CNF formula   there, we set up the following program  :
    
        	   



  	   



	  	   



  	 POS 

 	

	 	

 
        	 



  	 



	  	 



  	 NEG 

 	

	 	

 
 



      	 VAR 

 
Here,  is a new action of the same type as  and   , i.e., it has empty precondition and empty add and delete
sets.
It is easily seen that    %    	  )  %   %   &$. 	 	), ) is a feasible status set of  . Moreover,  
is grounded, if and only if formula   is not satisfiable. This proves co-NP-hardness.
The reduction even allows to derive another result. In fact, observe that any rational status set of  is
contained in   : if        for a status set    which satisfies      –     , then clearly       holds;
otherwise, if        , then        must hold.
Assume w.l.o.g. that either   is unsatisfiable, or it has at least two satisfying assignments. Then,   is
the unique rational set of  , iff   is unsatisfiable. As a consequence, deciding whether a nonpositive agent
program has a unique rational status set is co-NP-hard as well.
The complexity of the recognition problem is an immediate consequence of the previous theorem and
Proposition 7.7.
Corollary 7.12 Let  be a fixed agent program, and suppose     . Then, given an agent state   and
a status set   , deciding whether   is a rational status set for  on  is   -   -complete.
In the absence of integrity constraints, the rational status sets coincide with the minimal feasible status
sets. Using an NP oracle, we can compute a rational status set as done in COMPUTE-RATIONAL-SS below.
This algorithm correctly outputs a rational status set (so one exists) in polynomial time modulo calls to
the oracle. Hence, the problem is in   
	
. This upper bound can be improved to     // ﬂ , since we can
nondeterministically compute a rational status set as follows.
1. Compute the smallest size  of a feasible status set   ;
2. nondeterministically generate, i.e., guess and check a feasible status set   such that &   &   , and
output it.
Step 1 amounts to an NP optimization problem, since  can be computed in a binary search on the range
of possible values, and  has in binary

 ﬂ &  &  many bits, where  is the instance size.
The time for Step 2 is also polynomial time (cf. Proposition 7.7).
Hence the overall algorithm proves that computing a rational status set is in     // ﬂ , if    . We
obtain the following result.
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Algorithm COMPUTE-RATIONAL-SS
Input: agent state   (fixed agent program  ,   );
Output: a rational status set of  , if one exists; “No”, otherwise.
Method
Step 1. Set   /  and   := set of all ground action status atoms.
Step 2. Check if   is a feasible status set; if true, then output   and halt.
Step 3. If    , then output and halt.
Step 4. Choose some atom     and query the oracle whether a feasible status set    exists such
that                 %  )  ; If the answer is “no”, then   /      %  ) ;
Step 5. set   /      %  ) and continue at Step 2.
Theorem 7.13 Let  be a fixed agent program, and suppose    . Given an agent state   , computing
any rational status set of  on   is in FNP// ﬂ and hard for both      and   
'


.
Proof. By the previous discussion, it follows that the problem is in FNP// ﬂ . Hardness for FNP follows
from the proof of Theorem 7.8.
Thus, it remains to show hardness for   
	


. We establish this by a reduction of computing a minimal
model of a propositional CNF formula   , i.e., find a model  (satisfying truth assignment to the variables),
such that no model   exists with     , where a model is identified with the set of variables which are
true in it.   
	


-hardness of this problem, even if all clauses in   have at most three literals, follows easily
from the results in [24] (Lemma 4.7).
The reduction is an extension of the one in the proof of Theorem 7.11 (note the observations on rational
status sets of the program  there, and that a rational status set always exists).
We use six further 3-ary relations 
  	 	 
  for storing the clauses which are neither positive nor neg-
ative, and add respective rules deriving    . More precisely, if we set 


 NEG and 
  POS, then the
relation 
  stores the clauses 
         	    

such that the string         	     

 of the polarities of
the literals yields . in binary, where       if   is positive, and        , if   is negative; thus, e.g. the
clause        

is stored as tuple   	  	 

 in the relation 

 
, since         # 

     .
Then, the rational status set of the resulting program   on the database for   correspond 1-1 to the
minimal models of   , if   is satisfiable, and the set   from there is the unique rational status set iff  
is unsatisfiable. Moreover, from any rational status set, the corresponding minimal model  is easily
computed.
Hence, the computation of a minimal model reduces to the computation of a rational status set. This
implies   
	


-hardness, and the theorem is proved.
An improvement of these bounds, in particular completeness for     // ﬂ , seems to be difficult to
achieve. In fact, it can be shown that computing a rational status set is polynomial time equivalent to
computing a minimal model of a CNF formula, which is not known to be complete for     // ﬂ , cf. [24].
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Action reasoning becomes harder in the brave variant if we use rational status sets instead of feasible status
sets. The reason is that we have to check groundedness of a status set, which is a source of complexity and
adds another level in the polynomial hierarchy. However, for the cautious variant, there is no complexity
increase.
Theorem 7.14 Let  be a fixed agent program  , and suppose   . Let   be a given agent state and
let  be a given ground action atom. Then, deciding whether        holds for #.  every (resp., #. . 
some) rational status set of  on   is co-NP-complete (resp., ﬁ 	
	
-complete).
Proof. For #. , observe that to disprove        for every rational status set   , we can guess a feasible
status set   such that    and verify the guess in polynomial time by Proposition 7.7. Hence, the problem
is in co-NP. Hardness follows from the reduction in the proof of Theorem 7.8; there,     belongs to
every rational status set of the constructed program  , if and only if  has no feasible status set.
#. .  . The membership part is easy: A guess for a rational status set   such that   	 !    can be verified
by Proposition 7.7 and Theorem 7.11 in polynomial time with an NP oracle.
The hardness part is shown by a reduction from a syntactical fragment of quantified Boolean formulas
which is ﬁ 	
	
-hard, and combines the reductions in the proofs of Theorems 7.8 and 7.11 in a suitable way.
Telling whether a quantified Boolean formula (QBF)         , where    



 is a CNF formula of
clauses 
              	        whose literals       are over propositional variables (atoms)     , is not
true is a well-known ﬁ 	
	
-complete problem [37]. This remains true even if each clause 
  is either positive
or negative (i.e.,   is a M3SAT instance).
We extend the database  from the proofs of Theorems 7.8 and 7.11, by adding two further relations
XVAR and YVAR for storing the variables of  and  , respectively. Construct a program  , using the
actions  	   , and  from above as follows.
    
        	   



  	   



	  	   




 	 POS    	  	 	   
        	 




 	 



	
 	 



  	 NEG    	  	 	   
 



    



  	 XVAR 

 
 



      	 YVAR 

 

    
Clearly, every feasible status set   must contain either      or     (but not both), for every    .
Moreover, if       , then



  and for all     , we have          .
Let  be a choice among the atoms      and     , for all    . Then, define
      %    	   	

)   % 

   &  

#) 
It is easy to see that    is a feasible status set, for every choice  . We claim that every rational status set  
of  must be contained in some of the   .
To see this, notice that no atoms with status  or  can be in   , since there is no possibility to derive such
an atom. For the same reason, no atoms


	 ,

  ,   and      can be in   , for every      
and     . Hence, by the observation on       and      from above,   must be a subset of some
 
 .
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It is easy to set that    is not grounded, if and only if    can be removed from it, such that     ﬃ%   	  )
contains a feasible status set. This happens to be the case if the formula       -  / is true, where   -  / is  
with  
 being replaced by true, if         , and by false, if         , for all    .
Thus, it follows that some rational status set of  contains

 , if and only if    is a rational status set
of  for some  , if and only if for some  the formula   -  / is unsatisfiable, if and only if         is not
true.
Of course, for positive agent programs, action reasoning is easier. In fact, in this case it is polynomial for
both #. and #. .  since a rational status set, if it exists, is unique.
7.2.3 Reasonable status sets
Our first result on reasonable status sets is positive: the recognition problem, even in the general setting
where we have negation and integrity constraints, is tractable.
Theorem 7.15 Let  be a fixed agent program (where  is not necessarily empty). Then, given an agent
state   and a status set   , deciding whether   is a reasonable status set of  on  is possible in
polynomial time.
Proof. Indeed, by our assumptions, the ground instance of  over the agent state is constructible in poly-
nomial time, and, moreover, the reduct   ﬀ   	   is computable in polynomial time. By Theorem 7.1,
the unique rational status set    of   ﬀ   	   is computable in polynomial time, and it remains by The-
orem 5.3 and the definition of a reasonable status set to check whether       (so    exists). Overall, this
yields a polynomial-time algorithm.
Computing a reasonable status set, however, is clearly intractable in the general case, even in the absence
of integrity constraints. We note for completeness sake the complexities of deciding the existence of a
reasonable status set and computing one, which are immediate from Proposition 7.7 and the discussion after
Theorem 7.8.
Theorem 7.16 Let  be a fixed agent program (where  is not necessarily empty). Then, given an agent
state   , deciding whether  has a reasonable status set on   is NP-complete, and computing some
reasonable status set   of  on   is complete for      . Hardness holds even if     .
It is clear in the light of this result that for nonpositive programs with no integrity constraints, action
reasoning on the reasonable status sets is intractable. However, compared to the rational status sets, the
complexity of the brave variant is lower; this is explained by the absence of an expensive groundedness test
for reasonable status sets, which allows for an efficient recognition.
Theorem 7.17 Let  be a fixed agent program  (where   is not necessarily empty). Let   be a given
agent state and let  be a given ground action atom. Then, deciding whether        holds for #.  every
(resp., #. .  some) reasonable status set of  on   is co-NP-complete (resp., NP-complete). Hardness holds
even if   .
Proof. For #.  (resp., #. . ), we can guess a reasonable status set   of  such that  in      (resp.,
 





 ) and verify the guess in polynomial time (Proposition 7.15).
Hardness for #.  and #. .  can be easily shown by modifying the reduction in the proof of Theorem 7.8 as
discussed (add                ) questioning about   , where we add in #. .  the rule    .
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7.2.4 Weak status sets
In Subsection 7.1.1, we have already considered the computation of weak rational (resp., reasonable) status
sets for positive programs. In the presence of negation, the concepts of weak rational status sets and weak
reasonable status set do no longer coincide. Also, the complexities of the different concepts of status sets
are different.
Compared to rational (resp., reasonable) status sets, we have here to deal with relativized action closure
 
   , where  is a set of ground actions; recall that  -feasibility,  -rationality etc is defined like  -
feasibility, with the only only difference that action closure is fixed to actions in  , rather than all ground
actions. The relativization to  does not affect the complexity.
Proposition 7.18 Let  be any program, and let   be an agent state. Then, given   and  , testing  -
feasibility of   (resp.,  -rationality,  -reasonability), has the same complexity as testing feasibility (resp.,
rationality, reasonability) of   .
Since under our assumptions, a weak rational (resp., weak reasonable) status set exists if and only if an  -
rational (resp.,  -reasonable) status set exists for some  , we easily obtain from the proofs of Theorems 7.8
and 7.16 the following result.
Theorem 7.19 Let  be a fixed agent program, and suppose    . Then, given an agent state   ,
deciding whether  has a weak rational (resp., reasonable) status set on   is NP-complete.
The computation of any weak rational status set can be accomplished using the algorithm COMP-WEAK-
RATIONAL-SS described below.
Algorithm COMP-WEAK-RATIONAL-SS
Input: agent state   , (fixed agent program  ,    )
Output: a weak rational status set of  on   , if one exists.
Method
1. Compute the maximum size  of a set  such that  has an  -feasible status set on   ;
2. Compute a set  such that &  &   and some  -feasible status set exists;
3. Compute the smallest size   of any  -feasible status set   ;
4. Compute an  -feasible status set   such that &   &    , and output   .
The steps 1.-4. can be done in polynomial time with the help of an NP oracle. Therefore, computing
a weak rational status set is in   
	
in the absence of integrity constraints. Notice by Proposition 5.10,
Steps 1 and 2 can be combined by computing a status set   which is     -feasible and such that &     (& is
maximal.
For weak reasonable status sets, we can apply an adapted version of COMP-WEAK-RSS, in which “  -
feasible” is replaced by “  -reasonable”; Notice that existence problem for  -feasible and  -reasonable
status sets has the same complexity.
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Thus, for both kinds of status sets, the computation problem is polynomial if an NP oracle may be con-
sulted. We can improve on this upper bound and give an exact characterization of the problem in terms of
the complexity class FNP// ﬂ , which comprises computation problems with an adjunct NP optimization
problem (see Section 6.3 and [24]).
In our case, this NP optimization problem consists in the computation of the numbers  and   , respectively.
It is possible to combine these two steps into a single NP optimization problem, such that we can generate,
given its solution, nondeterministically in polynomial time a weak rational (resp., reasonable) status set.
Theorem 7.20 Let  be a fixed agent program and suppose that    . Then, computing any weak
rational (resp., weak reasonable) status set of  on a given agent state   is complete for FNP// ﬂ .
Proof. Let

 be the set of all ground action atoms. Associate with every status set   the tuple  ﬀ 
 
&    (& 	 &

 & 
 &   & , if   is     -rational, and  	 
 

  	 otherwise, and impose on the tuples ﬀ the
usual lexicographic order. Then, the following holds: Any status set   such that  ﬀ is maximal is a weak
rational status set, if and only if  ﬀ  
 

  	 .
Given a maximal tuple ﬀ , it is clearly possible to generate a weak rational status set   nondeterministically
in polynomial time, so one exists. Moreover, the tuples  ﬀ can be easily encoded by polynomial size numbers
  ﬀ  , such that   ﬀ    
ﬀ  
 iff  ﬀ  
ﬀ  
; e.g., define  
 
. 	 '   &

 &

  .

' . Computing the
maximum   ﬀ  is an NP optimization problem, and from any  ﬀ  , the tuple  ﬀ is easily computed. Hence,
it follows that computing a weak rational status set is in      // ﬂ .
It remains to show hardness for this class. For this purpose, we reduce the computation of an  -maximal
model [23, 24] to this problem. This problem is, given a propositional CNF formula   and a subset  of the
atoms, compute the

-part of a model  of   such that    is maximal, i.e., no model   of   exists
such that

 
 


, where

is identified with the set of atoms true in it. Hardness of this problem
for     // ﬂ is shown in [23, 24].2
The reduction is as follows. Without loss of generality, we assume that   is an M3SAT instance. Indeed,
we may split larger clauses by introducing new variables, and exchange positive (resp., negative) literals in
clauses by using for each variable  a new variable  which is made equivalent to   . (All new variables do
not belong to the set  .)
The reduction is similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 7.6. We use the action base and database from
there, and introduce a further relation XVAR for storing the variables in  . Consider the following program
 :
  

ﬃ




  XVAR 



 

ﬃ 

  

 

ﬃ




 	 VAR 


 






 

ﬃ
 

  	

 

ﬃ
 

	  	

 

ﬃ 


 	 POS    	  	 	 






 

ﬃ
 


 	

 

ﬃ
 

	
 	

 

ﬃ
 

  	 NEG    	  	 	   
and impose on it the action constraint  
 :
 
 / %

ﬃ



 	

ﬃ
 

 )  VAR 

 
2In fact, the authors use in [24] a slightly stronger form of reduction among maximization problems than in [23], which requires
that the transformed instance must always have solutions; our proofs of 
	 //  hardness can be easily adapted to this stronger
reduction.
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The first rule states that every variable in  should be set to true, and the second rule together with  

effects that  is either set to true or to false, but not both.
It is easily seen that the weak rational status sets   of  on the input database 	 for an M3SAT instance
  correspond 1-1 to the  -maximal models of   , and from every such   , the  -part of the corresponding

-maximal model is easily obtained.
Since 	 is efficiently constructed from   in polynomial time, it follows that computing a weak rational
status set is hard for FNP// ﬂ .
The proof of hardness for computing a weak reasonable status set is similar (use an additional clause

 

ﬃ 
 

 

 

ﬃ
 

 	 VAR 

 ). This proves the result.
Like in the case of positive programs, recognition of a weak rational status set   is no harder than compu-
tation, even if programs are nonpositive. The recognition problem is solved by the following algorithm.
Algorithm REC-WEAK-RATIONAL
Input: status set   on agent state   (fixed agent program  	   )
Output: “Yes”, if   is a weak rational status set of  on   , “No” otherwise.
Method
1. Check whether   is     -feasible;
2. Check whether there is no     -feasible status set    such that        ;
3. Check whether there is no    such that    is      -feasible and             .
The correctness of this algorithm follows from Proposition 5.10. However, it is not clear how to implement
it in polynomial time. The next theorem establishes that such an implementation is unlikely to exist, nor that
any polynomial time algorithm for this problem is known.
Theorem 7.21 Let  be a fixed agent program and suppose that   . Then, given an agent state  
and a status set   , deciding whether   is a weak rational status set of  on  is co-NP-complete.
Proof. Algorithm REC-WEAK-RATIONAL can be easily rewritten as a nondeterministic polynomial time
algorithm for refuting that   is a weak rational status set. Hardness is immediate from the proof of The-
orem 7.11.
A weak reasonable status set can be recognized in a similar way; see algorithm REC-WEAK-REASONABLE
below. The correctness of this algorithm follows from Proposition 5.10. We obtain the following result.
Theorem 7.22 Let  be a fixed agent program (where  is arbitrary). Then, given an agent state   and
a status set   , deciding whether   is a weak reasonable status set is co-NP-complete. Hardness holds even
if    .
Proof. Clearly, algorithm REC-WEAK-REASONABLE can be turned into a NP-algorithm for showing
that   is not a weak rational status set.
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Algorithm REC-WEAK-REASONABLE
Input: agent state   , status set   (fixed agent program  )
Output: “Yes”, if   is a weak reasonable status set of  , “No” otherwise.
Method
1. check whether   is      -reasonable, and output “No” if not;
2. Check whether there is no    such that    is      -reasonable and             .
The hardness part follows by an easy modification to the proof of Theorem 7.8. Add the rules      
  



  	 VAR 

  , and replace the rule      by the rule    . Moreover, assume w.l.o.g. that the
assignment in which all variables   have value false does not satisfy   .
Then,    %    &  

)   %   	    ) is     -reasonable. It is easily seen that   is a weak
reasonable status set, if and only if   is not satisfied by any assignment which sets some variable true.
(If such an assignment exists, then the obligation    , which is violated in   , can be obeyed, and thus a
reasonable status set exists).
When we switch from rational (resp., reasonable) status sets to weak versions, the complexity of action
reasoning is partially affected in the absence of integrity constraints.
It is easy to see that for the brave variant, the complexity for the weak and the ordinary version of rational
status sets is the same. In both cases, the straightforward Guess and Check algorithm yields the same upper
bound, and the result for brave rational action reasoning has been derived without involving obligations.
For the cautious variant, we find a complexity increase, even if the complexity of the recognition problem
has not changed. The reason is that the beneficial monotonicity property of finding just some feasible status
set which does not contain the action  in question as a proof that  does not occur in all rational status sets,
can (in a suitable adaptation) no longer be exploited.
Theorem 7.23 Let  be a fixed agent program  , and suppose   . Let  be a given agent state and
let  be a given ground action atom. Then, deciding whether        holds for #. every (resp., #. . 
some) weak rational status set of  on   is  	
	
-complete (resp., ﬁ 	
	
-complete).
Proof. The proof for the brave variant is in the discussion above.
For the cautious variant, observe that a weak rational status set   such that        can be guessed
and checked with an NP oracle in polynomial time.
For the hardness part, we adapt the construction in the proof of Theorem 7.14 for a reduction from QBF
formulas
  
    , where   is in M3DNF form.
We use the action base  from there and extend it with another action   of the same type as  . Moreover,
we use the relations POS and NEG for storing the disjuncts of   as described in the proof of Theorem 8.2,
and replace VAR by the relations XVAR and YVAR for storing the variables in  and  , respectively.
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Then, we set up the following program:
  

ﬃ 

  XVAR 


  

ﬃ
 

  XVAR 



 

ﬃ 

  

 

ﬃ 
 

 	 XVAR 


   

 

ﬃ  

  	

 

ﬃ  

	  	

 

ﬃ  

  	 POS    	  	 	   
   

 

ﬃ 
 

  	

 

ﬃ 
 

	  	

 

ﬃ 
 

  	 NEG 

 	

	 	

 
 

 
     




We modify the action constraint  
 to
 


/ %

ﬃ 

 	

ﬃ 
 

 )   XVAR 

 
In the above program, the agent is informally obliged by the first two clauses to set every variable   
to both true and false, which is prohibited by  
  . The next clause forces him/her to assign each variable
in

   a truth value. By the maximality of weak rational status sets, then agent follows one of the two
obligations for each variable in  , which creates an exponential number of possibilities.
The next two clauses check whether the formula   is satisfied. If so, then    is derived. By the next
clause, the agent should take  , but if    is derived, s/he cannot execute  ; hence, s/he must violate this
obligation in that case. Thus, if for a choice  from     ﬃ   ,     ﬃ 
   , for all  

, the formula
    -

 
/
is true, then there exists a weak rational status set   such that

 

  ; conversely, if there
exists such a status set, then a truth assignment  to

exists such that     -

 
/
is true.
Consequently, deciding whether        for every weak rational status set of  on the database 	 for
  
    is  	
	
-hard.
We remark that ﬁ 	
	
-hardness of the brave variant can be obtained by adding a rule

  


and querying about  .
For action reasoning with weak reasonable status sets, we obtain similar complexity results.
Theorem 7.24 Let  be a fixed agent program. Let   be a given agent state and let  be a given ground
action atom. Then, deciding whether        holds for #.  every (resp., #. .  some) weak reasonable
status set of  on   is  	
	
-complete (resp., ﬁ 	
	
-complete). Hardness holds even if   .
Proof. A weak reasonable status set   such that        (resp.,        ) can be guessed and
checked in polynomial time with an NP oracle by Theorem 7.22.
Hardness follows for both problems by a slight extension of the construction in the proof of Theorem 7.23.
Add to the program  there the clause

 

ﬃ




  

 

ﬃ
 

 	 YVAR 


Then, the weak reasonable status sets of the resulting program   coincide with the weak rational status sets
of   , which coincide with the weak rational status sets of  . This proves the result for #. .  . For #.  , add the
rule

 

 and query about  .
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7.3 Preferred status sets
Intuitively, adding a preference on rational or reasonable status sets does increase the complexity of the
semantics. Even if we have checked that a status set   is rational (resp., reasonable), then we still have to
verify that there is no other rational (resp., reasonable) status set    which is preferred over   . This check
appears to be expensive, since we have to explore an exponential candidate space of preferred rational (resp.,
reasonable) status sets    , and the test whether    is in fact rational is expensive as well.
However, as it turns out, for rational status sets, preference does not lead to an increase in the complexity
of action reasoning if no integrity constraints are present. On the other hand, preference does increase
the complexity of action reasoning for reasonable status set. This is explained by the fact that for rational
status sets, an increase in complexity is avoided since for deciding preference, it is sufficient to consider
feasible status sets for ruling out a candidate   for a preferred rational set, and feasible status sets have
lower complexity. For reasonable status sets, a similar property does not apply, and we enface the situation
of being obliged to use reasonable status sets for eliminating a candidate.
In the rest of this paper, we focus on  -preferred status sets. Similar results can be derived for the dual

-preferred status sets by dualizing proofs.
Theorem 7.25 Let  be a fixed agent program, and suppose     . Then, given an agent state   and a
status set   , deciding whether   is a  -preferred rational status sets of  on   is co-NP-complete.
Proof. By Proposition 7.7, one can decide in polynomial time whether   is a feasible status set. Now we
exploit the following property: A feasible status set   of  is not a  -preferred rational status set of  , if
and only if there exists a feasible status set    of  such that              holds.
Therefore, we can refute that   is a  -preferred rational status set by guessing a status set    and checking
in polynomial time whether either   is not a feasible set, or whether  . is feasible and satisfies       
     . Hence, the problem is in   -   .
Hardness is an immediate consequence of the proof of Theorem 7.11, as the candidate set   defined there
satisfies       , and is thus  -preferred, if and only if it is grounded.
The computation of an  -preferred rational status set is possible using a variant of the algorithm COMPUTE-
RATIONAL-SS as follows. After Step 1, compute in a binary search the size  of the smallest possible  -part
over all feasible status sets of  on   ; then, in the remaining steps of the algorithm, constrain the oracle
query to existence of a feasible status set    ,                %  )  , such that &      (&   . This is a
polynomial algorithm using an NP oracle, and hence the problem is in   
'
.
A refined analysis unveils that the complexity of this problem is, like the one of computing a weak rational
status set, captured by the class FNP// ﬂ .
Theorem 7.26 Let  be a fixed agent program, and suppose   . Then, given an agent state   ,
computing an arbitrary  -preferred rational status set of  on  is complete for FNP//  .
Proof. The proof of membership is similar to the one of computing a weak rational status set. Indeed,
the  -preferred status sets are those status sets   for which the tuple  
ﬀ

 
&     (& 	 &   & is minimal under
lexicographic ordering, where infeasible status sets   have associated the tuple  
ﬀ

 
&

 &

 	 &

 & ,
where

 is the set of all ground action status atoms. From a minimal  
ﬀ
, a  -preferred rational status set
can be nondeterministically constructed in polynomial time. Hence, the problem is in FNP// ﬂ .
The proof of hardness is by a reduction from the problem  -maximal model in the proof of Theorem 7.20,
which is w.l.o.g. in M3SAT form.
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We modify the program in the proof of Theorem 7.8 to the following program   :
    
      



  	   



	  	   



  	 POS 

 	

	 	

 
     



  	 



	  	 



  	 NEG 

 	

	 	

 




     



  	 XVAR 

 
Here, XVAR stores the variables in  . The rational status sets of   on the database 	 for   correspond
1-1 to the models  of   such that for the  -part fixed to    , the part of the remaining variables is
minimal, i.e., to the models  such that no   exists such that         and      .
It is not hard to see that for every  -preferred rational status set   of  on 	 , the corresponding model

of   is

-maximal. (Observe also that for every  -maximal model   , there exists some  -preferred
rational status set of  such that the corresponding model   of   satisfies         .) Moreover,

is easily constructed from   . It follows that computing an arbitrary  -preferred rational status set is hard
for      // ﬂ .
For  -preferred reasonable status sets, we obtain similar results. However, we may allow the presence of
integrity constraints without a change in the complexity.
Theorem 7.27 Let  be a fixed agent program. Then, given an agent state  and a status set   , deciding
whether   is a  -preferred reasonable status set of  on   is co-NP-complete. Hardness holds even if
  .
Proof. By Proposition 7.15, we can decide in polynomial time whether   is a reasonable status set, and
check that there is no reasonable status set    such that              with the help of an NP oracle.
Hardness is shown by a proper modification of the program  in the proof of Theorem 7.11. Indeed,
replace the clause    

      with the clause   

     , replace     with    in the other
clauses, and add the following clauses:
 



    



        




     



        
Then, the set    %     &  

)   % ) is a reasonable status set of the new program  on
the database 	 . It is the (unique)  -preferred reasonable status set, if and only if the formula   is not
satisfiable. Hence, deciding whether   is a  -preferred reasonable status set is co-NP-hard.
An  -preferred reasonable status set can be computed applying an algorithm analogous to the one used
for computing a  -preferred rational status set. First, compute the minimum size  of the  -part      over
all reasonable status sets   , and then construct a reasonable status set   such that &     (&   .
This matches the solution scheme for problems in FNP//  ; we obtain the following result.
Theorem 7.28 Let  be a fixed agent program (where  is not necessarily empty). Then, given an agent
state   , computing any  -preferred reasonable status set of  on   is complete for FNP// ﬂ . Hardness
holds even if   .
Proof. The membership part is in the preceding discussion.
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The hardness part can be shown by a modification of the reduction in the proof of Theorem 7.26. Add to
the program from there the following rules:
 



    



  	 XVAR 

 
 



       

  	 YVAR 

 
   

     



  	 YVAR 

 
here, YVAR is a relation which stores the variables which are not in  , and  is a new action of the same
type as  .
It holds that the reasonable status sets of the described program  on the database 	 for   correspond 1-1
to the models of   ; moreover, the  -preferred reasonable status sets   correspond 1-1 to the  -maximal
models  of   . Since  is easily computed from   , it follows that computing an arbitrary  -preferred
reasonable status set is     // ﬂ -hard.
7.3.1 Action reasoning
Theorem 7.29 Let  be a fixed program, and suppose that   . Then, given an agent status   and an
action status atom  , deciding whether  belongs to #.  every (resp., #. .  some)  -preferred rational status
sets is  	
	
-complete (resp., ﬁ 	
	
-complete).
Proof. For the membership part, observe that a guess for a  -preferred rational status set   such that



  (resp.,     ), can be verified by checking that  is feasible,  is grounded, and that no feasible
status set    exists such that              . By Proposition 7.7, and Theorem 7.11, it follows that these
tests can be done in polynomial time with an NP oracle. Hence, the problem is in  	
	
(resp., ﬁ 	
	
).
To show hardness, we employ a slight modification of the construction in the proof of case #. .  of The-
orem 7.14. Add to the program  from there the clauses
 





  




 	 XVAR 








    



  	 XVAR 

 
where 

is a new action of the same type as  . The effect of these clauses is to include   

   in a
rational status set, if       belongs to it, and symmetrically to include  

 

 , if        occurs in it.
This way, the extended candidate set
 


     %


  &
 

 

  	 


)   % 


  &


 

   	 


)
is not a  -preferred rational status set, if and only if the formula       -  / is true.
Since any rational status set    which is  -preferred over  


must not contain

 , it follows that


is contained in some  -preferred rational status set, if and only if the formula         is false. This proves
ﬁ
	
	
-hardness of #. .  .
For #.  , we simply add a clause        to the above program, where   is another action of the type
of  . Then, every rational status set    which is  -preferred to  


contains
 
, while  


does not contain
 
. Consequently,

 occurs in all  -preferred rational status sets for  , if and only if         is true.
This proves  	
	
-hardness.
As discussed above, for reasonable status sets  -preference leads to a complexity increase, and raises it to
the level of rational status sets. However, as with the other problems on reasonable status sets, this increase
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is independent of whether integrity constraints are present or not. For rational status sets, this is not the case,
and the complexity there is higher in the general case, as we will see in Section 8.5.
Theorem 7.30 Let  be a fixed program (where  may be nonempty). Then, given an agent state   and
an action status atom  , deciding whether  belongs to #. every (resp., #. .  some)  -preferred reasonable
status set is  	
	
-complete (resp., ﬁ 	
	
-complete). Hardness holds even if    .
Proof. A  -preferred reasonable status set   such that     (resp.,     ) can be guessed and checked
in polynomial time with the help of an NP oracle (Proposition 7.15, Theorem 7.27).
For the hardness we employ a reduction from a variant of Quantified Booleans Formulas, described in
Lemma 8.14: decide whether a formula               is true, knowing that for every  , the assign-
ment   satisfies the formula.
We extend the reduction in the proof of Theorem 7.8 in the same way as we have extended the one in the
proof of Theorem 7.14 for the proof of Theorem 7.29. We then have the program  :
    
    




 	



	
 	



  	 POS    	  	 	   
     



  	 



	  	 




 	 NEG    	  	 	   
 



    



 




     



 
 




   



  	 XVAR 

 





    



  	 XVAR 

 
The asserted property of   implies that for each choice from        and         , for all     , we
have a status set   

containing all atoms       , for all      , such that   

is a reasonable status set of
 .
Now, if we add the rule

    



  	 YVAR 

 
where  is a fresh action of the same type as   , then  is contained in every  -preferred reasonable status
set of  , if and only if           is true. This proves  	
	
-hardness of #.  . For #. .  , add another rule


 
 

 
where
 
is another fresh action of the type of   . Then,
  belongs to some  -preferred reasonable status set
of  , if and only if          is false. This proves the theorem.
8 Complexity Impact of Integrity Constraints
So far, we have focused in our complexity analysis mainly on agent programs where in the background no
integrity constraints were present. We say mainly, since for positive programs and reasonable status sets,
most results that have been derived in Section 6 do allow for integrity constraints, and fortunately establish
tractability for a number of important computation problems.
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However, in the presence of negation, we have excluded integrity constraints. The reason is that in some
cases, the presence or absence of integrity constraints makes a difference to the intrinsic complexity of a
problem, while in other cases, there is no difference. A systematic treatment of this issue is suggestive;
therefore, we analyze in this section the effects of integrity constraints on the complexity of agent programs.
An overview of the effects and a discussion is given in Section 6.2. In the rest of this section, we develop
the technical results.
8.1 Feasible status sets
As shown in the previous section, finding a rational or feasible status set of a positive agent program is
polynomial, if no integrity constraints are present. While adding integrity constraints preserves polynomial
time computability of rational status sets, it leads to intractability for feasible status sets. In fact, already for
a software package    	 which is a simple relational database  in which tuples may be inserted or
deleted from tables, we face intractability if the integrity constraints include functional dependencies (FDs
for short) on the tables. Notice that FDs are one of the most basic and important type of dependencies in
databases [102].3
Theorem 8.1 Let  be a fixed agent program, where   ma y be nonempty. Then, deciding whether 
has a feasible status set on a given agent state   is    -complete, and computing an arbitrary feasible
status set is     -complete. Hardness holds even if  is positive and  holds functional dependencies of
a relational database  .
Proof. The problem is in NP, since a feasible status set   can be guessed and checked in polynomial time,
according to our assumptions (cf. Proposition 7.7).
We show the hardness part for the particular restriction by a reduction from the set splitting problem [37].
Given a collection    %    	 	  

) of sets over a finite set   , decide whether there exists a partitioning
(or coloring)  
  	 
	  of   such that every       , .   	 	  , meets each of 
  and 
 	 in at least one
element.
We construct from   an instance of the feasible status set test as follows. The database  has four relations:
COLL      	   , SPLIT    	 
 ! %!   , A1      	  	  and A2      	 	   . Intuitively, the collection  
is stored in COLL by tuples #. 	   for every      and       ; the table SPLIT is used for placing each
element     in 
  or 
	 (i.e., coloring it), which is indicated by tuples   	   and   	 	   ; the tables A1
and A2 hold the occurrences of elements in sets, where each set has some label.
The action base  contains ﬁﬁ$ﬂ  	   and ﬃ ﬁ$      	   , which have empty precondition and
the following Add- and Del-Sets:
assign:   ﬁﬁ$ﬂ 

	    % SPLIT   	   ) ,
	
# ﬁﬁ"ﬂ

	    % A1    	

	   , A2   	

	   ) ;
trigger:  #ﬃ +ﬁ"    

	    % A1 

	  	  , A2 

	  	 ) , 	 #ﬃ +ﬁ" 

  

	    .
The program  has the single rule

#ﬃ +ﬁ" 

  

	     

	  
3A functional dependency is a constraint  	 
  on a relation  , where  is an argument of  and
  
4

6 is a subset of arguments of  ; it holds, if any two tuples in  which agree on the ar-
guments in  agree also on  . In our framework,  can be expressed as an integrity constraint e.g. as follows:
ﬀﬂﬁﬃ
! #"
%$'&)(#&%*'+
ﬂ,%-/.0ﬀﬂﬁ%1
2 3"
%$3&)(#&)*'+
ﬂ,%-4-/.5ﬁ%6
 7
6

ﬁ#8
 7
64.:999!.5ﬁ%6
 73;

ﬁ<8
 7';=
ﬁﬃ
 >

ﬁ%1
 >
.
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Let 	 be the database instance such that COLL contains the collection   , SPLIT is empty, and A1 (resp.
A2) holds for each tuple   	   in COLL a tuple   	  	   (resp.   	  	   ). Moreover, suppose that the integrity
constraints  on  consist of the following FDs: the FD  


 !%!  on ASSIGN, and the FD       
on A1 and A2.
Intuitively, the program forces the agent to add for every occurrence of an element in a set       ,
represented by a tuple #. 	   in COLL, a tuple #. 	  	  to both A1 and A2. This triggers a violation of the FD
   

  on A1 and A2. This violation must be cured by executing ﬁﬁ$ﬂ   	  and ﬁﬁ$ﬂ  	 	  
actions for some   	  	 which occur in the set    ; by the FD    
 !#!  on SPLIT,   must be different
from  	 .
Hence, it is easy to see that  has a feasible status set on 	 , if and only if   is colorable by some coloring
 
  	 
	  . Since a coloring  
  	 
	  is easily constructed from any feasible status set   , the result follows.
This result is quite negative, since it tells that already for very simple programs and very basic constraints,
computing a feasible set is a hard problem. The reason is that the agent program  we have constructed in
the reduction does not say anything about how and when to use the assign action, which does not show
up in the program. If we had rules which tell the agent under which conditions a particular assign action
should be taken or must not be taken, such a situation would hardly arise. However, since the program
is underconstrained in that respect, an exponentiality of possibilities exists which must be explored by the
agent.
The previous theorem shows that we benefit from using rational status sets instead of feasible status
sets on positive programs in different respects. First, on the semantical side, we have a unique rational
status set (if one exists) compared to a possible exponential number of feasible status sets, and second,
on the computational side, we can compute the unique rational status set on an agent state in polynomial
time, compared to the intractability of computing any feasible status set. Unfortunately, in the presence of
negation, like on the semantical side, also on the computational side the appealing properties of rational
status sets vanish.
8.2 Rational status sets
In the presence of integrity constraints, the complexity of rational status sets increases. The reason is that
due to the integrity constraints   , a feasible set   may no longer necessarily contain a rational status set;
deciding this problem is intractable.
Theorem 8.2 Let  be a fixed agent program (not necessarily positive), suppose  holds functional de-
pendencies on a relational database  . Let   be an agent state, and let   be a feasible status set for  on
 ﬀ 
 . Then, deciding whether   contains some rational status set (resp.,   is rational) is   -   -hard, even
if   contains a single FD.
Proof. We prove this by a reduction from the M3DNF problem, which is a restriction of the DNF TAU-
TOLOGY problem (cf. [37]): Given a propositional formula     

	
 in DNF, where the 	  ’s are
conjunctions of literals on a set of propositional variables   %   	 	  ) , decide whether   is a tauto-
logy. M3DNF is the restriction in which each 	  has three literals, and such that the literals of 	  are either
all positive or all negative. For convenience, we allow repetition of the same literal in the same disjunct.
The database  contains three relations: POS  
 	 	 	 

 and NEG    	  	 	 

 for storing the positive and
the negative disjuncts of   , respectively, and a relation VAR    	ﬂ  	  	   , which contains for each
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pair of variable a    and a value   % 	  ) precisely one tuple. That is, the FD   	    	      is
a constraint on VAR.
The initial database 	 contains the following tuples. For each positive disjunct 	    4       
from   , the tuple   4 	    	    is in POS, and for each negative disjunct 	     4            the
tuple   4 	    	    is in NEG. Moreover, for each propositional variables     , the tuples  		  and
  	  	  are in VAR.
The action base contains the three actions ﬁ  ,   ﬃ   	   and ﬁ- -ﬃ '  ﬁ   	  	  , which have empty
preconditions and the following add and delete sets:
all:     ﬁ    	
# ﬁ    ;
set 

	  :     

ﬃ

	    , 	
# 

ﬃ

	    % VAR 

	  	  ) ;
addto var 

	  	  :   ﬁ- -ﬃ '  ﬁ 

	  	   % VAR 

	  	  ) , 	 

	  	   .
The program  is as follows:

 

ﬃ

	   

 ﬁ

 	 VAR 

	  	  

 ﬁ

 

 

ﬃ

	  	

 

ﬃ

	   	 VAR 

	  	  

 ﬁ

  

 

ﬃ

	  	 

 

ﬃ 

	   	 VAR 

	  	  

 ﬁ

 

 

ﬃ

	  	

 

ﬃ  	  	

 

ﬃ 	  	 POS   	  	  

 ﬁ

 

 

ﬃ

	   	

 

ﬃ  	   	

 

ﬃ 	   	 NEG   	  	  

 ﬁ- -ﬃ '  ﬁ 

	  	    VAR 

	  	  
Suppose that   holds the single FD  	    	      on VAR. Let   be the smallest status set   which
is closed under 	 
  and  
  and has the Do-Set

     % ﬁ

)   %

ﬃ  

	  	ﬁ--ﬃ '  ﬁ   

	  	   & 



	 

% 	  ) ) 
Then, it can be checked that   is a feasible status set of  on the initial database 	 .
We note that any feasible status set        must not contain   ﬁ   , and must contain exactly
one of

 

ﬃ  	  ,

 

ﬃ  	   , for every  

; but, any such    does never satisfy the FD
 	  ﬃ 	 

  on VAR, since either the tuples   	  	  ,  	  	   are in VAR, or the tuples   		  ,
  		   , and therefore the FD  	  ﬃ 	      is violated on VAR.
It holds that   contains some rational status set (resp., that   is rational), if and only if formula   is a
tautology. The result follows.
For the recognition problem, we thus obtain by Theorem 8.2 and Proposition 7.7 easily the following
result.
Theorem 8.3 Let  be a fixed agent program. Then, given an agent state  and a status set   , deciding
whether   is a rational status set of  on   , is co-NP-complete. Hardness holds even if  is positive.
The computation problem for rational status sets is harder than for feasible status sets, and is beyond the
polynomial time closure of NP.
Theorem 8.4 Let  be a fixed agent program. Then, given an agent state   , deciding whether  has a
rational status set on   is ﬁ 	
	
-complete, and computing any rational status set is   ﬁ 	
	
-complete.
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Proof. The problems are in ﬁ 	
	
and   ﬁ 	
	
, respectively, since a rational status set   can be guessed an
verified in polynomial time with the help of an NP oracle (cf. Theorem 8.3).
To show that the problems are hard for ﬁ 	
	
and   ﬁ 	
	
, respectively, we extend the construction in the proof
of Theorem 8.2, such that we encode the problem of computing, given a QBF         , an assignment  to
the  -variables such that      -    / is valid, where   -    / is the application of  to the  -variables
in   .
We use an additional relation YVAR for storing the  -variables, and add the rule

 

ﬃ   	    

 

ﬃ  	 
This rule enforces a choice between     ﬃ   	  and     ﬃ    	   , for all      ; each such choice
 generates a candidate    for a rational status set.
It holds that every rational status set of  on 	 must be of the form    , for some choice  ; moreover,
the rational status sets of  on 	 correspond to the sets    such that the formula      -   / is valid.
Therefore, deciding whether  has a rational status set on 	 is ﬁ 	
	
-hard, and computing any rational status
set is hard for   ﬁ 	
	
. The result follows.
For action reasoning, we obtain from the preceding theorem easily the following result.
Theorem 8.5 Let  be a fixed agent program. Then, given an agent state   and a ground action  ,
deciding        holds for #.  every (resp., #. . some) rational status set of  on   is #.  	
	
-complete
(resp., #. . ﬁ 	
	
-complete).
Proof. Membership is immediate from Theorem 8.3: A guess for a rational status set   such that  

    (resp.,        ) can be verified with an   oracle.
For the hardness parts, observe that all       for every rational status set of the program  in the
proof of Theorem 8.4; thus, by querying about all, hardness for #.  holds. For #. .  , query about  , where
 is a fresh action which does not occur in  .
8.3 Reasonable status sets
For reasonable status sets, we find in all cases better computational properties than for rational status sets.
This is explained by the fact that the criterion for a reasonable status set is much stronger than the one for a
rational status set.
Indeed, this criterion is so strong, such that the presence of integrity constraints has no effect on tractability
vs intractability issue of recognizing a reasonable status set. In both cases, a reasonable status set can be
recognized in polynomial time (Proposition 7.15). Therefore, the same complexity results hold for programs
with and without integrity constraints. (see Section 7.2.3).
8.4 Weak status sets
8.4.1 Positive programs
The recognition problem is no longer known to be polynomial if no integrity constraints are present in
general. This is a consequence of the proof of the previous theorem.
Theorem 8.6 Let  be a fixed positive agent program. Let   be an agent state, and let   be a status set.
Then, deciding whether   is a weak rational status set of  is   -    -complete.
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Proof. To show that   is not a weak rational status set, we can proceed as follows. Check whether   is
not     -rational; if this is not the case (i.e.,   is      -rational), then guess some status set    such that   
is      -rational and             . Since checking  -rationality is polynomial if  is positive, it follows
membership in   -   .
For the hardness part, we can establish a reduction from the M3SAT problem similar to the one in the
proof of Theorem 7.6.
As there, we suppose that an M3SAT instance   is stored in relations POS (positive clauses) and NEG
(negative clauses), and we assume that all variables are stored in VAR. Moreover, there is a relation AUX(  	    ),
which contains in the initial database 	 all tuples    	  , for all variables   .
The action base  contains set



 and set     , which have both empty precondition, and both
the add sets % AUX   	   ) and the delete sets % AUX   	  ) . Further,  contains an action  with empty
precondition and empty add and delete sets. Define the program  as follows.
  

ﬃ  

  	    


  

ﬃ 
 

  	    






 

ﬃ 

  	

 

ﬃ 

	  	

 

ﬃ
 


 	 POS    	  	 	 






 

ﬃ




  	

 

ﬃ




	  	

 

ﬃ





 	 NEG 

 	

	 	



 


In addition, we have the action constraint
 
 / %

ﬃ
 

 	

ﬃ




 )  	    


(this action constraint can be easily represented by additional positive rules in  ; see Section 5.5). Moreover,
 contains the FD  

ﬃ on AUX. Clearly, the initial 	 satisfies this FD.
Then, for a given initial database 	 , the status set
   %   

ﬃ    	   

ﬃ


   	   

ﬃ
    	   

ﬃ


   & 


)   % 

)
is an %  ) -set feasible status set. Moreover, it holds that   is a weak rational status set, if and only if there
exists no status set    such that    is      -feasible and       %  ) . Observe that any such    must
contain

 

ﬃ     or

 

ﬃ


   , for every  

, and thus corresponds to a truth assignment;
indeed, taking set 0     or set 1     for any   adds the tuples    	   to AUX1, for all variables   .
Thus,   is a weak rational status set, iff   is a No-instance; Since the database 	 is easily constructed
from   , the result follows.
As we have seen in Section 7.1.1, a weak rational (resp., reasonable) status set of a fixed positive agent
program can be computed in polynomial time using the algorithm COMPUTE-WEAK-RSS. Unfortunately,
a similar polynomial algorithm in the presence of integrity constraints is unlikely to exist. This is a con-
sequence of the following result.
Theorem 8.7 Let  be a fixed positive agent program. Given an agent state   , deciding whether  has a
weak rational status set on   is NP-complete.
Proof. The problem is in   , since we can guess a set  of ground actions, compute           
    
and check whether   is  -feasible in polynomial time. If such a set  exists, then  has some weak rational
status set on   .
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NP-hardness can be shown by a slight extension to the reduction in the proof of Theorem 8.6. Without
loss of generality, the M3SAT formula   from the reduction there is only satisfiable if a designated variable
  is set to true. Thus, if we add the rule    ﬃ 
    to the program  , then the resulting program has
a weak rational status set if and only if   is satisfiable.
For the computation problem, we have the algorithm COMPUTE-PIC-WEAK-RATIONAL-SS below, which
makes use of an NP oracle.
Algorithm COMPUTE-PIC-WEAK-RATIONAL-SS
Input: agent state   (fixed positive agent program  ;  is arbitrary)
Output: a weak rational status set of  on   , if one exists; “No”, otherwise.
Method
Step 1. Set   
  /  ,

 := set of all ground actions.
Step 2. Query the oracle whether some     
  exists such that             
    is      -
feasible.
Step 3. If the answer is “yes”, then let   /          
  6  and set 
 
/      ,

 / 

   	
 
; otherwise, if   
   , then output “No” and halt.
Step 4. If

   , then output   and halt.
Step 5. choose some  

 , and set   
  /  
 
 #%

) ,

 / 

   %

) ; continue at Step 2.
This algorithm computes a weak rational status set in polynomial time modulo calls to the NP oracle.
Therefore, the problem is in   
'
. Observe that in case    , the NP-oracle can be replaced by a
polynomial time algorithm, such that we obtain an overall polynomial algorithm similar to COMPUTE-
WEAK-RSS.
Like in other cases, the   
'
upper bound for the computation problem can also be lowered to     // ﬂ
in this case.
Theorem 8.8 Let  be a fixed positive agent program. Then, computing a weak rational status set is in
FNP// ﬂ and hard for both      and   
	


.
Proof. For computing a weak rational status set, we can proceed as follows. First, compute the maximum
size   &    (& over all status sets   such that   is      -rational; then, generate nondeterministically a
status set   which is     -rational and such that &    (&   , and output this set (so one exists).
The correctness of this algorithm follows from Proposition 5.10. Moreover, checking whether   is      -
rational is polynomial if  is positive, as follows from Propositions 7.18 and 7.2. Consequently, computing
a weak rational status set is in     // ﬂ in this case.     -hardness follows from the proof of Theorem 8.7;
the weak rational status sets of the program from the proof of this theorem correspond to the satisfying
assignments of an M3SAT instance, whose computation is easily seen to be FNP-complete by the FNP-
completeness of SAT.
For the proof of   
'


-hardness, we use the fact that given instances  	 	  of any arbitrary fixed
  -    -complete problem  , computing the binary string       where     if   is a Yes-instance
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of  and  
  otherwise, is   
'


-hard (this is easily seen).
We choose for this problem the recognition of a weak rational status set   of a fixed positive agent program
 , which is co-NP-complete by Theorem 8.6.
We may assume that  is the program from the proof of this result, and   the status set constructed over
the database 	 constructed for a formula   . We observe that  has weak rational status set on  , and that
  is the unique weak rational status set, iff the formula   is unsatisfiable. Thus, from any arbitrary weak
rational status set    of  over 	 , it is immediate whether   is weak rational or not.
Consequently, computing weak rational status sets    	 	    of  over given databases 	  	 	 	  is
  
	


-hard.
It remains to show that the computation of    	 	    can be reduced to the computation of a single weak
rational status set   of a fixed program   over a database 	  .
For thus purpose, we merge the databases 	  into a single database. This is accomplished by tagging each
tuple in 	  with . , i.e., add a new attribute  in each relation, and each tuple obtains value . on it;  is
added on the left hand side of each functional dependency. Moreover, an additional argument  for the tag
is introduced in each action, and all literals in a rule have the same fresh variable  in the tag position.
Then, the resulting program   has some weak rational status set   on the union 	  of the tagged 	  ’s,
and from any such   weak rational status sets    	 	    of  on each 	  are easily obtained in polynomial
time. On the other hand, 	  is polynomial-time constructible from 	  	 	 	  .
We finally address the problem of action reasoning.
Theorem 8.9 Let  be a fixed positive agent program  . Let   be a given agent state and let  be a given
ground action atom. Then, deciding whether        holds for #.  every (resp., #. .  some) weak rational
status set of  on   is  	
	
-complete (resp.,   -complete).
Proof. The membership part of #. .  is easy from Theorem 8.6. A guess for a weak rational status set  
such that  

    can be verified with an NP oracle in polynomial time.
For the membership part of #.  , observe that under the assumptions, if   is an  rational status set, then
any   -rational status set    such that      satisfies        . Therefore, it suffices to guess a status set  
such that   is     -rational and        ; the guess can be verified in polynomial time.
Hardness for #.  follows from Theorem 7.6. The hardness part for #. .  can be shown by a suitable extension
of the construction in the proof of Theorem 8.6, such that validity of a quantified Boolean formula        ,
can be decided, where   is in M3SAT form.
Assume without loss of generality that no clause of   has all its variables from  , and that   can only be
satisfied if a particular variable     is set to true. We introduce two new relations YVAR for storing the
variables in  (VAR stores     ) and AUX1    	  ﬃ  , on which also the FD    ﬃ applies. Store
in the database 	 for each variable     a tuple   	  in AUX, and for each   a tuple    	  in AUX1.
The delete sets of   ﬃ     and   ﬃ
    are augmented by AUX   	  . Moreover, we introduce a new
action add to aux1    , which has empty precondition, empty delete set, and add set % AUX1   	  ) .
Finally, add to the program  in the proof of Theorem 8.6 the following rule:

 ﬁ- - ﬃ ' ﬁ
 
    YVAR   
These modifications have the following effect. The added rules enforces that for each variable      , the
tuple  $ 	   is added to AUX1, and either   ﬃ   $  or   ﬃ 
  $  must be executed, in order to maintain the
FD 

   on AUX1. Thus, every weak rational status set of the constructed program on 	 contains
either

 

ﬃ

  

 or

 

ﬃ
   

 , for each      .
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On the other hand, for each such choice  , which embodies a truth assignment to  , by the assumption on
  a weak rational status set exists; if all obligations   ﬃ    ,   ﬃ 
    ,  

are violated, then we obtain
a respective  -feasible status set    , and therefore, since the program is positive, a weak rational status set
        exists. It holds that    is weak rational, iff      -   / is unsatisfiable.
By our assumptions, it follows that   ﬃ 
     

    for every weak rational status set   of the program
on 	 , iff formula   is valid. This proves the hardness part for #. .  and the result.
8.4.2 Programs with negation
Let us now consider programs with negation. In this case, weak rational and weak reasonable status sets are
no longer identical in all cases.
Weak reasonable status sets. For weak reasonable status sets, we can observe that integrity constraints
do not add on the complexity; under both presence and absence of integrity constraints, we obtain the same
results for the worst case complexity. In particular, all the general upper bounds that we have derived for
weak reasonable status sets in Section 7.2.4, apply to programs with integrity constraints as well. It thus
remains to consider weak rational status sets.
Weak rational status sets. The existence problem of an  -rational status set has the same complexity
as the existence problem of a rational status set (Proposition 7.18). Since a weak rational status set exists
if and only if an  -rational status set exists for some  , we obtain from Theorem 8.4 resp. its proof the
following result.
Theorem 8.10 Let  be a fixed agent program. Then, given an agent state   , deciding whether  has a
weak rational status set on  is ﬁ 	
	
-complete.
For the computation of a weak rational status set, we can use a modified version of the algorithm COMPUTE-
WEAK-RATIONAL-SS, by replacing  -feasible sets with  -rational sets. This increases the complexity, as
we have to replace the NP oracle by a ﬁ 	
	
oracle. We thus obtain that the problem belongs to   

	
 
. A
slightly better upper bound can be given.
Theorem 8.11 Let  be a fixed agent program. Then, computing any weak rational status set of  on a
given agent state   is in   

	
 
    "  

	
 

 and hard for both   ﬁ 	
	
and   

	
 


.
Proof. Membership in   

	
  was discussed above. Membership in    "  

	
 

 can be established using
results from [24]. In fact, the computation of a weak rational status set in the most general setting can
be easily expressed as a maximization problem (MAXP) as defined in [24], such that the instance-solution
relation is co-NP-decidable; for such problems,       

	
 

 is an upper bound.
Hardness for   ﬁ 	
	
is immediate from the proof of Theorem 8.4 (existence of a rational status set), since 
does not occur in the program constructed. Hardness for   

	
 

 can be established as follows. Let  be any
ﬁ
	
	
-complete problem. Then, computing, given instances   	 	   of  , the binary string       
where  
  if  is a Yest-instance and     otherwise, is easily seen to be hard for   

	
 


.
From the proof of Theorem 8.4, we know that deciding whether a fixed agent program  , in which 
does not occur, has a rational status set on a given database 	 is ﬁ 	
	
complete. Thus, for given databases
	  	 	 	  , computing the string  is   

	
 


-hard.
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The different instances can be combined into a single instance of a new fixed program as follows. Take a
fresh action  , which does not occur in  such that       is void and        	      . Add the
atom

 in the body of each rule in  , and add the rule    . Then the resulting program 

has some
weak rational status set   on each 	  , and for any such   it holds        iff 

has a rational status set
on 	  .
The databases 	  can be merged into a single database 	  for a new fixed program   , in the same
way as described in the proof of Theorem 8.8, by tagging the databases 	  with . and taking their union.
This program   has some weak rational status set   on 	  ; moreover, for every such   , it holds that

#. 


    iff  has a rational status set on 	  ; thus, from an   the string binary string  is easily
computed.
Since the database 	  is polynomial-time constructible from 	  	 	 	  , it follows that computing a
weak rational status set is hard for   

	
 


.
Next we consider the recognition problem. Here, the complexity increases if integrity constraints are
allowed; the benign property that a  -feasible status set is  -rational, if no smaller  -feasible status set
exists is no longer valid.
Theorem 8.12 Let  be a fixed agent program. Then, given an agent state   and a status set   , deciding
whether   is a weak rational status set of  on   is  	
	
-complete.
Proof. For the membership part, consider the following algorithm for showing that   is not a weak
rational status set. First, check whether   is not an     -rational status set. If   is found     -rational,
then guess  

     and    and check whether    is   -rational. Since Checking  -rationality of   is in
  -   , this is an ﬁ 	
	
algorithm for refuting   as a weak rational status set; this proves the membership.
For the hardness part, we adapt the construction in the proof of Theorem 8.2 for QBF formulas        ,
by adding the    quantifier block.
We use the database  , the actions base   , and the integrity constraints as there, but add to  another
relation YVAR for storing the  -variables (the  -variables are in VAR) and introduce another action  ,
which has empty precondition and empty add and delete sets.
We add the following clauses in the program:
 

 
  

ﬃ  	   YVAR   
  

ﬃ  	    YVAR   

 

ﬃ   	  	 



 	 

 

ﬃ  	   	 YVAR   



 

 

ﬃ  	  	 YVAR  



 

 

ﬃ  	   	 YVAR  
and we set up the action constraint
 
 / %

ﬃ  	  	

ﬃ   	   )  YVAR    
(The use of  
 can be surpassed, but is convenient.) Let the resulting program be   .
These rules state that the agent is obliged to execute  and to set every variable  ﬂ   to true and false,
which however is prohibited by  
 . Moreover, each    must have assigned a value if  is executed, and
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if some variable receives a value, then  is executed; consequently. if  is executed, then every   gets
precisely one value, and if  is not executed, then no    gets a value.
Let  

be the status sets defined by
 

     % 

	 

)     

ﬃ   	  	   

ﬃ
  	   &  

 	 

% 	  ) ) 	
where   is the status set from the proof of Theorem 8.2.
Then,  

is an     -rational status set, in which all the obligations from the newly added rules are viol-
ated.
It holds that  

is the (unique) weak rational status set of  iff         is true.
    Suppose  

is weak rational. Then, it is impossible for any choice  from   ﬃ  	  ,   ﬃ  	   ,
 

 , to find an  -rational status set where the obligation followed in  correspond to  .
In particular, the status set
    

  %

 

ﬃ   	  &

ﬃ   	 

 )   %


)
is not weak rational. It holds that    is       -feasible; hence, there must exist some truth assignment  to

such that   -  

 	    
/
is false, where   is the truth assignment to  such that          ﬃ  	     .
Hence, 
  
   is true.
  Suppose         is true. Consider any weak rational status set   of   . Then, either #.     
   

 , or #. .      defines a choice  from   ﬃ  	  ,   ﬃ  	   ,     , and     .
Assume #. .  and consider the following two cases:
(1)   ﬁ      . Then, exactly on of the actions   ﬃ   	  ,   ﬃ  	   must be in   , for every    .
But then, executing

    violates the integrity constraints   , which contradicts that   is a weak rational
status set.
(2)   ﬁ      . Then, for some truth assignment  to  , we have that   -     	     / is false, for
  defined as previously. Consequently, there is an     -feasible status set    such that        , which
contradicts      -rationality of   .
Hence, case #. .  is impossible, and case #.  applies to   . Consequently,  

is a weak rational status set. It
can be seen that     

must hold. This proves the result.
The last result that we turn to in this subsection is action reasoning under weak rational status sets. Here
we face the full complexity of all conditions that we have imposed on acceptable status sets.
Theorem 8.13 Let  be a fixed agent program  . Let   be a given agent state and let  be a given ground
action atom. Then, deciding whether        holds for #.  every (resp., #. .  some) weak rational status
set of  on   is  	

-complete (resp., ﬁ 	

-complete).
Proof. The membership part is routine: A guess for a weak rational status set   such that     (resp.,


  ) can be verified with an ﬁ 	
	
oracle in polynomial time (Theorem 8.12).
For the hardness part, we extend the construction in the proof of Theorem 8.12 to QBF formulas          ,
by adding another quantifier block.
For that, we introduce a new relation ZVAR for storing the variables in  , and add the following clauses
to the program:
  

ﬃ 	   ZVAR   	
  

ﬃ 	    ZVAR   	

 

ﬃ  	  	  

 

ﬃ  	   	 ZVAR 


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denote this program by    . Moreover, we add another action constraint
 


/ %

ﬃ 	  	

ﬃ
 	   )  ZVAR   
Similar as the rules for the variables in  , these rules force the agent to make a choice  from     ﬃ  	  ,

 

ﬃ  	   , for all    , in every weak rational status set. Upon such a choice, the program    behaves
like the program   .
For any such  , it holds that a weak rational status set   implementing this  satisfies      , iff
 
 

  -    
/
is true, where   is the truth assignment to the  -variables according to  .
It holds that        for every weak rational status set of    , iff          is true.
This proves  	

-hardness of #.  . For #. .  , we add the rule

   




in the program, where   is a fresh action.
Then, it holds a status set   such that         is a weak rational status set of the resulting program


, iff         %


	 

) is a weak rational status set of     .
Hence,   

    for some weak rational status set of 

, iff  is not a cautious consequence of     .
This proves ﬁ 	

-hardness of #. .  , and completes the proof of the theorem.
8.5 Preferred status sets
Let us now consider the effect of integrity constraints on  -preferred status sets. It appears that for ra-
tional status sets, we have a complexity increase, while for reasonable status sets, the complexity remains
unchanged (see Section 7.3).
We start with the recognition problem for  -preferred rational status sets. In the presence of integrity
constraints, this problem migrates to the next level of the polynomial hierarchy. For the proof of this result,
we use the following convenient lemma.
Notation. Let   be propositional formula, and let   
 
be a choice from the subsets of a set  of variables.
Then,   -   
/ denotes the formula obtained by substituting in   the value true for every     which is
in  , and the value false for every     which is not in  .
Lemma 8.14 Let               be a QBF such that    is in DNF. Then, a formula           , where
  is in M3DNF (see proof of Theorem 8.2 for M3DNF) can be constructed in polynomial time, such that
   for    , the formula     -  / is true;
    




 
     

   holds.
Proof. See Appendix B.
Theorem 8.15 Let  be a fixed agent program. Then, given an agent state   and a status set   , deciding
whether   is a  -preferred rational status set of  on   is  	
	
-complete. Hardness holds even if   holds
functional dependencies on a relational database.
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Proof. Checking whether   is a rational status set can be done with a call to an NP oracle (Theorem 8.3),
and a rational status set    such that              can be guessed an checked in polynomial time with an
NP oracle; hence, showing that   is not a  -preferred rational status set is in ﬁ 	
	
.
The proof of hardness is an extension to the proof of Theorem 8.2. We encode the        QBF problem,
by adding an alternate block of quantifiers in the construction.
For convenience, we may start from the formula
 
 

   as in Lemma 8.14, and encode the failure of
condition (2) of it; this is a  	
	
-hard problem.
As in the construction of the proof of Theorem 8.2, we assume that database tables POS     	   	
    and NEG    	    	     contain the positive and negative disjuncts of    , respectively, and
that the table VAR    	    	  	   	    contains all variables, but now has an additional tag (    ),
which indicates whether a variable is from  (value 0) or from  (value 1).
Thus,  holds two FDs on VAR:   	    	      and       .
The action base   is the same, with the only differences that addto var has a fourth parameter  ,
and that occurrence of VAR   	  	  has to be replaced by VAR   	  		   .
Modify and extend the program  to a program  as follows. First, the occurrences of every atom
VAR 

	  	  have to be replaced by VAR   	  	 	  , and ﬁ- -ﬃ '  ﬁ   	  	   is uniformly replaced by
ﬁ- -ﬃ '  ﬁ 

	  	  	  . Then, add the rules
     

ﬃ

	       

ﬃ

	  	 VAR 

	  		  
  

 

ﬃ

	    

 

ﬃ

	  	 VAR 

	  		  
For each choice   
 
from the subsets of  , we obtain a candidate    which is a feasible status set of   .
This candidate is the deontic and action closure of the set
%

 

ﬃ $ 	   & $

#)   %

 

ﬃ $ 	  	  

ﬃ  $ 	   & $

    ) 	
where   is the feasible status set from the construction in the proof of Theorem 8.2.
For the assignment   ,    has a “maximal”  -part on the     ﬃ

	   atoms over all  ; this is also
the maximal  -part possible for any rational status set of   . Moreover, by Lemma 8.14 and the construction
of   , this     is a rational status set.
We claim that      is  -preferred, if and only if          is false.
(   ) Suppose     is  -preferred. Then, no rational status set    exists such that              . In particular,
no candidate set    for some    

can amount to a rational status set. Similar as in the proof of
Theorem 8.2, we conclude that the formula      -    / must be false. Hence, the formula           
is false.
(  ) Suppose     is not  -preferred. Then, there exists a rational set    such that              .
The clause    ensures that there is at most one of

 

ﬃ   	  and     ﬃ  	   in    , for every
 

 ; moreover, by the clause (2), precisely one of them is in    . This    amounts to a choice  from the
subsets of  such that    , given by     iff     ﬃ  	       , for every     .
The program   , under    and choice  , basically reduces to a program  for a formula     -    / .
Notice that by the rationality of    , no atoms for status  or  are in    , and neither atoms   for
irrelevant actions  . Moreover, rationality of    implies that the formula     -   
/
must evaluate to true.
This means that
 
   

   is true.
Since the recognition of  -preferred rational status sets is gets more complex in the presence of integrity
constraints, also the complexity of computing such a status set increases; the increase is one level in the
polynomial hierarchy.
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Theorem 8.16 Let  be a fixed agent program. Then, given an agent state  , computing any  -preferred
rational status set of  on   (so one exists), is in   
 	
 
       
 	
 

 and hard for both   ﬁ 	
	
and   
 	
 


.
Proof. We can use the same algorithm as for the computation where   , in which we have to replace
the NP-oracle by a ﬁ 	
	
-oracle. This proves membership in   

	
 
. Membership in       
 	
 

 follows from
the fact that computing a  -preferred rational status set can be easily expressed as a maximization problem
(MAXP) as defined in [24], whose instance-solution relation is co-NP-decidable; as mentioned previously,
      

	
 

 is an upper bound for such problems.
Hardness for   ﬁ 	
	
is immediate from the proof of Theorem 8.4 (compute a rational status set), since each
rational status set of the program  constructed there is  -preferred. The lower bound of hardness for
  
 	
 

 can be shown following the line of the proof of Theorem 8.11, where we reduce the computation of
the binary string  for instances   	 	  of the ﬁ 	
	
-complete complement of the recognition problem for
 -preferred rational status sets.
We may suppose that the program is   from the proof of Theorem 8.15, and that the set   to check over
database 	 is the set     , which is rational and has the maximal  -part over all rational status sets. Similar
as in the proof of Theorem 8.11, we tag databases 	  by introducing a new column  in each table which
is added on the left hand side of FDs, and we add for the tag a variable  to each action scheme. Then, the
 -preferred rational status sets S of the obtained program    over the union 	 of all tagged databases 	  ,
are given by the union of the  -preferred rational status sets    of    over each tagged database 	  . Hence,
from any  -preferred status set   of   , the desired string  can be efficiently computed. Moreover, 	 is
constructible in polynomial time from ﬀ 	 	  . It follows that computing a  -preferred rational status set
is   

	
 


-hard, which proves the result.
The last result of this subsection concerns action reasoning for  -preferred rational status sets. It shows
that this task has the highest complexity of all the problems considered, and is located at the third level of
the polynomial hierarchy.
Theorem 8.17 Let  be a fixed program. Then, deciding whether an action status atom  belongs to some
(resp., all)  -preferred rational status sets is ﬁ 	

-complete (resp.,  	

-complete).
Proof. The membership part is similar as in the case where no integrity are present (Theorem 7.29), with
the difference that we need a ﬁ 	
	
oracle instead of a    oracle for checking whether an status set is an
 -preferred rational status set.
The hardness part is an extension of the construction in the proof of Theorem 8.15.
We add another block of quantifiers   in front of the formula   ; Lemma 8.14 generalizes to the case
where free variables occur in    .
The action base and the database is the same, and field    has value 2 for identifying the  variables.
We add to the program   the following clauses:
  

ﬃ 

	       

ﬃ

	  	 VAR 

	  		  
  

ﬃ 

	      

ﬃ

	   	 VAR 

	  		  

 

ﬃ 

	    

 

ﬃ

	  	 VAR 

	  		  
These clauses effect a choice  of a subset of  , which is passed to the rest of the program, similar as the
rules for a choice from the subsets of  ; however, here the choice entails that the  -parts of candidates
corresponding to different choices  and   are incomparable.
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Furthermore, if we add to the program a rule



    

ﬃ

	  	 VAR 

	  		   	
where  is some new action without effects, then



 is contained in every  -preferred rational status
set of the resulting program    , if and only if the formula                 is true. To see this, notice
that this rule can be applied in a  -preferred rational status set   , if and only if   does not contain for all
variables     the atoms        	   .     is contained in all candidate  -preferred rational status
sets, and is dispensable if and only if the formula             is true.
If we add a rule

  



 	
to    , where   is an action of the same type as  , then

   belongs to some  -preferred status set of
the obtained program     , if and only if the formula              is false. Indeed, it is not hard to
see that a status set   such that

   	   

  is a  -preferred status set of     , if and only if the set
 

     %

   	     ) is a  -preferred status set of    such that        .
This implies  	

-hardness (resp. ﬁ 	

-hardness), and completes the proof of the theorem.
9 Relation to Logic Programming
Thus far in this paper, we have introduced several semantics for agent programs. In this section, we will show
that these semantics for agent programs are specifically tied to well known semantics for logic programs.
In particular, we will show that three major semantics for logic programs may be “embedded” within the
concept of agent programs.
 First, we will exhibit a transformation, called
 
, that takes an arbitrary logic program  as input,
and produces as output, an agent program, and an empty set of action constraints and an empty set of
integrity constraints. We will show that the (Herbrand) models of  are in a 1-1 correspondence with
the feasible status sets of
 


 , if they are projected to their  -parts.
 Second, we will show that the minimal Herbrand models of  are in a 1-1 correspondence with the
rational status sets of
 


 . This automatically implies, by results of Marek and Subrahmanian
[77], the existence of a 1-1 correspondence between supported models of  , rational status sets of
 


 , weak extensions of a default theory associated with  as defined by [77], and expansions
of an auto-epistemic theory associated with  [77]. Similar equivalences also exist between rational
status sets and disjunctive logic programs [71].
 Third, we show that the stable models of  are in a 1-1 correspondence with the reasonable status sets
of
 


 . As a consequence of known results due to Marek and Truszczyn´ski [78], it follows im-
mediately that there is a 1-1 correspondence between reasonable status sets and extensions of default
logic theories associated with  .
Throughout this section, we assume the reader is familiar with standard logic program terminology as
described by Lloyd [70] and nonmonotonic logic programming terminology [78].
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9.1 Feasible Status Sets and Models of Logic Programs
In this subsection, we describe a transformation
 
that takes as input, a logic program

, and produces as
output:
 An action base, all of whose actions have an empty precondition, add list and delete set,
 An agent program
 


 ,
 An empty set of action constraints and an empty set of integrity constraints.
As all components other than the agent program produced by
 


 are empty, we will abuse notation
slightly and use
 


 to denote the agent program produced by
 
.
For each ground instance of a rule  in  of the form
   	 	   	     	 	    
insert the rule
  %         	 	   

 	         	 	         (6)
in
 


 . Here, the atoms  ,  , and    of  are viewed as actions with description   	  	   , i.e., they have
no precondition and their add and delete sets are both empty. It is important to note that the only types of
status atoms that occur in
 


 are of the form    
  .
Example 9.1 Consider the logic program containing the two rules:
 
   	    
The
 


 is the agent program:
  %  
        % 	        
We observe that the logic program has three models. These are given by:

  %  	  )

	  %  	   )


 %  	  	   )
 


 happens to have more than three feasible status sets. These are given by:
  %  %  	     ) 

	  %  %  	     	

%  ) 


 %  %  	     	

   ) 


 %  %  	     	

%  	

   ) 


 %  %  	      ) 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    %  % 	      	

% ) 
   %  % 	      	

    ) 
    %  % 	      	

% 	

    ) 
   %  % 	     	      ) 
 

 %  % 	     	      	

%  ) 
   %  % 	     	      	

   ) 
  	  %  % 	     	      	

    ) 
    %  % 	     	      	

%  	

   ) 
    %  % 	     	      	

%  	

    ) 
    %  % 	     	      	

   	

    ) 
     %  % 	     	      	

%  	

   	

    ) 
Many further feasible status sets exist, if we take atoms with the other modalities  ,  and  into account.
However, when we examine the above sixteen and all other feasible status sets, and if we ignore the 
atoms in them, we find only three feasible status sets, viz.  	   and   . The reader will easily note
that the feasible status sets  	 	   	   reflect different ways of determining which actions that are permitted
in   should actually be done. The same observation holds with regard to   and the feasible status sets

 
	   	    . Likewise, the feasible status sets  

	 	   are derived from   in the same way.
The reader will note that in this example,   	  	 	 

stand in one one correspondence to the projections
of   	 	     with respect to the modality   ,i.e.

 	

	 	

 stand in one one correspondence with   	  
and 

. 1
The following result shows, conclusively, that this is no accident.
Proposition 9.1 There exists a 1-1 correspondence between the models of  and the   -projection of the
feasible status sets of      , i.e.
1. If  is a model of the program  , then   %  % &    ) is a feasible status set of      .
2. If  is a feasible status set of      , then    %  &
  %    ,  occurs in  ) is a model of  .
Proof. (1) Suppose  is a model of the program  . To show that   is a feasible status set of     ,
we need to show that  satisfies conditions     –      in the definition of a feasible status set.
     Suppose  is a ground instance of a rule in
 


 whose body is true w.r.t.   . Rule  must
be one of the form         	 	    	       	 	     . Then       	 	        and
%       	 	       )     . By definition of  , it follows that %   	 	

) 

. By
definition of  we have %   	 	   )     . As  is a model of  ,    , and hence, by
definition of  ,   %   .
Thus,  satisfies condition      in the definition of feasible status set.
    It is easy to see that the conditions defining deontic and action consistency (Definition 5.2) are sat-
isfied. The reason is that by definition,   only contains atoms of the form,    
  and hence, the
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first two bullets of Definition 5.2 are immediately true. The third bullet of Definition 5.2 is satisfied
because all actions in
 


 have an empty precondition, and hence, the consequent of the implica-
tion in the third bullet is immediately true. The action consistency requirement is satisfied trivially as
 


 contains no action constraints.
    The deontic and action closure requirements stated in Definition 5.3 are trivially satisfied because  
contains no status atoms of the form   
  or

 
  .
     As
 


 contains no integrity constraints, it follows immediately that the state consistency require-
ment is satisfied by   .
This completes the proof of (1) of the theorem.
(2) Suppose  is a feasible status set of      and   satisfies the body of a ground instance,  , of a rule
in

. Let rule  be of the form
    	 	   	     	 	    
As %   	 	   ) 

 , we must, by definition, have %   $  	 	      ) 

 . As %   	 	    )


   , we must, by definition, have   %       	 	       )   . By construction of
 


 ,
we have the rule
  %         	 	   

 	         	 	        
in
 


 . As  is a feasible status set, it must satisfy axiom      . Hence,   %    , which implies that



 . This completes the proof.
9.2 Rational Status Sets and Minimal Models of Logic Programs
If we return to Example 9.1, we will notice that the logic program  shown there has two minimal Herbrand
models, corresponding to   	  	 respectively, and the feasible status sets,   	   correspond to the rational
status sets of
 


 . Intuitively, minimal Herbrand models of a logic program select models of  that are
inclusion-minimal, while rational status sets select feasible status sets that are also inclusion-minimal. As
there is a 1-1 correspondence between models of  and the   -parts of the feasible status sets of
 


 ,
it follows immediately that the inclusion minimal elements should also be in 1-1 correspondence. The
following result is in fact an immediate corollary of Proposition 9.1 and establishes this 1-1 correspondence.
Proposition 9.2 There exists a 1-1 correspondence between the minimal models of  and the rational status
sets of      , i.e.
1. If  is a minimal model of the program  , then   %  %  &    ) is a rational status set of
 

 .
2. If  is a rational status set of      , then    %  &   %   ,  occurs in  ) is a minimal model
of  .
When taken in conjunction with results of Lobo and Subrahmanian [72], the above result implies that there
exists a translation  (given in [72]) such that the rational status sets of      correspond exactly to the
extensions of a pre-requisite free normal default theory     .
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9.3 Reasonable Status Sets and Stable Semantics
In this section, we show that the reasonable status sets of
 


 correspond to the stable models of  .
Before stating this main result formally, let us return to the case of Example 9.1.
Example 9.2 It is easy to see that the logic program  of Example 9.1 has exactly one stable model, viz.

 . It is easy to see that
 


 program has a unique reasonable status set, viz. ,    %  % 	     ) . As
Proposition 9.3 below will show, this is not an accident. 1
The following result explicitly states this.
Proposition 9.3 There exists a 1-1 correspondence between the stable models of  and the reasonable
status sets of      , i.e.
1. If  is a stable model of the program  , then    %  %  &    ) is a reasonable status set of
 


 .
2. If  is a reasonable status set of     , then    %  &
  %    ,  occurs in  ) is a stable model
of  .
Proof. We show part (1). Part (2) is proved by an analogous (and somewhat simpler) reasoning. Suppose

is a stable model of  . Then let
 
( 


 


 	   be the agent program obtained as the reduct of
 


 w.r.t.  and the empty object state. To show that   is a reasonable status set of      , we need
to show that   is a rational status set of
 
. For this we need to show that each of conditions     –      is
true for   with respect to
 
, and that   is an inclusion-minimal set satisfying this condition.
     Consider a rule in
 
having a ground instance,  , of the form
  %      

 	 	     
such that %      	 	   

 )  . By definition, % ﬂ 	 	 

)

. As  
 
, there must exist
a rule in
 


 having a ground instance, ! , of the form
  %         	 	   

 	         	 	        
such that %       	 	       )     . This means that there is a rule in

having a ground
instance,  , of the form
    	 	 

	     	 	   

such that %   	 	    ) 

 . Thus as

satisfies the body of   and as

is a stable model of 
(and hence a model of  ),    which implies that   %    and this concludes this part of our
proof.
    The first bullet in the definition of deontic consistency is immediately satisfied as   contains no
status atoms of the form   
  . The second bullet in the definition of deontic consistency is im-
mediately satisfied as  contains no status atoms of the form   
  . The third in the definition
of deontic consistency is immediately satisfied as all actions have an empty precondition, which is
immediately satisfied. The action consistency requirement is immediately satisfied as the set   of
action constraints produced by   is empty.
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     is deontically closed because, by definition,   contains no status atoms of the form   
  .  
is action-closed because  contains no status atoms of the form   
  	   
  .
      satisfies the state consistency property because the set  of integrity constraints produced by
 
is empty.
At this point, we have shown that   is a feasible status set of
 
. To establish that it is a rational status
set of
 
, we need to show that it is inclusion-minimal. Suppose not. Then there exists a set       such
that   is a feasible status set of
 
. Let     %  &   %     ) . It is straightforward to show that    is a stable
model of  . But then     

, which is a contradiction, as no stable model of any logic program can be a
strict subset of another stable model [77].
It is important to observe that by this correspondence, we obtain alternative proofs for the complexity
results on reasonable status sets in the previous section. This is because the complexity results known for
non-monotonic logic programs with stable model semantics [47, 48, 49] directly imply the above results.
9.4 Discussion
Thus far, in this section, we have shown that given any logic program

, we can convert

into an agent
program ,
 


 , (together with associated action base and empty sets of integrity constraints and action
constraints) such that:
1. The   -parts of feasible status sets are in 1-1 correspondence with the models of  ;
2. Rational status sets are in 1-1 correspondence with the minimal models of  ;
3. Reasonable status sets are in 1-1 correspondence with the stable models of  .
The above results, when taken in conjunction with known results linking logic programs and nonmonotonic
reasoning, provide connections with well known nonmonotonic logics as well. For example, the following
results are well known:
 Marek and Truszczynski [78] prove 1-1 correspondences between stable models of logic programs
and extensions of default logic theories.
 Marek and Subrahmanian [77] and Marek and Truszczynski [78] prove 1-1 correspondences between
stable models of logic programs and appropriate types of expansions of auto-epistemic theories.
 Lobo and Subrahmanian [72] prove 1-1 correspondences between minimal models of logic programs,
and extensions of prerequisite-free normal default logic theories.
 Ben-Eliyahu and Dechter [15] have proved that stable models and minimal models of logic programs
may be viewed as models of a suitable logical theory.
An important topic that we have not addressed (due to space restrictions) is whether there exists a trans-
formation  that takes as input, an agent state, action base, an agent program, a set of integrity constraints,
and a set of action constraints, and produces as output a logic program such that the above equivalences
hold. This is somewhat complicated to do because the use of arbitrary agent states over arbitrary data struc-
tures means that classical model semantics, minimal model semantics, and stable semantics cannot be used
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directly. Rather, the notion of models over arbitrary data structures introduced by Lu et al. [74] must be
used. For this reason, we defer this to further work.
However, we remark that for feasible and rational status sets, no 1-1 correspondence to the models and
minimal models, respectively, of a polynomial-time constructible logic program similar as above is pos-
sible in general: An agent program may lack a feasible or rational status set (even in absence of integrity
constraints), while a logic program always has some model and minimal model; recall that existence of a
feasible as well as a rational status set for an agent program was shown to be   -hard, even for agent pro-
grams without integrity constraints. Furthermore, since computing a model (resp., minimal model) of a logic
program is in      (resp.,     // ﬂ ), it is not possible to polynomially reduce the   ﬁ 	
	
-hard computation
of a rational status set of a general agent program to the computation of a model (resp., minimal model) of
a polynomial time-constructible logic program, unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses. In particular, no
polynomial-time constructible logic program exists whose minimal models correspond 1-1 to the rational
status sets of a general agent program. Observe that from the complexity side, a 1-1 correspondency between
reasonable status sets of an agent program and the stable models of a polynomial-time constructible logic
program is not excluded; in fact, a rather natural translation seems feasible.
10 Supply Chain Example, Revisited
In this section, we briefly revisit the supply chain example introduced towards the beginning of this paper,
and see how this example works.
 The Plant Agent, located at a factor in Forth Worth, monitors the status of its inventory. For example,
Figure 1 shows that the plant has in its inventory, 200 copies of Item1. Likewise, there are two
supplier agents, associated with vendors who supply parts to the factory. These supply agents are
located in Palo Alto and Washington, respectively. Their inventories show 500 and 300 copies of
Item1, respectively. The two supplier agents and the plant agent are all built on top of Microsoft
Access.
 When the inventory for the plant agent falls below a threshold, the plant agent initiates an attempt to
procure the relevant parts. In the example, it attempts to procure Item1. It is important to note that
dropping of inventory levels triggers this action.
 The first action taken by the Plant Agent is to send messages to the two supply agents. Figure 5
shows various messages that are interchanged during the evolution of the supply chain example. The
reader should note that sending a message is an action. Determining what message to send is also
an action. For example, the first two rows of Figure 5 shows the Plant Agent sending the message
QuantityRequest(Item1) to both supplier agent 1 and 2.
 The supplier agents, on receiving this message, take actions. They determine the amount of Item1
they have in stock by executing a query on the Access database, and send a response such as Quant-
ityAvailable(SupplierAgent1,Item1,500).
 Once the Plant Agent has received affirmative responses from the Supply Agents, it contacts the
Shipping Agent in order to schedule shipment of the items.
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Figure 5: Messages Exchanged by Agents in Supply Chain Example
 The shipping agent comprises the flight agent and the truck agent. The task of the flight agent is to
determine if there is an airport “near” the origin and destination of the shipment. In our implementa-
tion, “near” is defined as a range query on top of ESRI’s MapObject geographic information system.
If the origin and the destination are very “near” then we merely truck the shipment. Otherwise, if an
airport exists “near” both the origin and the destination, then we merely truck it to the airport, fly it
to an airport near the destination, and truck it from there to the destination. Otherwise, the shipping
agent decides to truck it all the way from the origin to the destination. (Note that more sophisticated
shipping strategies are possible, but in fact, this simple strategy is the one used by some of the large
transportation logistics companies).
 Figure 5 shows several messages exchanged between the shipping agent, the flight agent, and the truck
agent, coordinating this task.
 At the end of this process, the shipping agent produces a simple map, visualizing the shipment of the
items from the Supplier location to the destination. Figure 6(a),(b),(c) shows such a visualization. In
particular, Figure 6(a) shows the original flight path from San Francisco to Dallas. Figure 6(b) shows
how our demonstration allows zooming, so that the truck route from Palo Alto to San Francisco airport
is visualized, and Figure 6(c) shows the truck route from Dallas to the final destination, Forth Worth.
This visualization is produced by the shipping agent by invoking appropriate code calls in the ESRI
MapObjects system.
11 Related Work
During the last few years, there has been an explosion in the area of agent based research. Of this plethora
of research, the work reported in this paper is perhaps closest to that of the group in CWI, Amsterdam,
working on deontic logics for agent based programming [55, 31, 56] Below, we review the work on agents
in a variety of arenas.
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(a) Flight from San Francisco to Dallas (b) Truck route from Palo Alto to San Francisco
(c) Truck route from Dallas to Forth Worth
Figure 6: Maps Produced by Shipping Agent in Supply Chain Example
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Agent Programming. Shoham [97] was perhaps the first to propose an explicit programming language for
agents, based on object oriented concepts, and based on the concept of an agent state. In Shoham’s approach,
an “agent is an entity whose state is viewed as consisting of mental components such as beliefs, capabilities,
choices, and commitments” [97]. He proposes a language, Agent-0, for agent programming, that provides
a mechanism to express actions, time, and obligations. Agent-0 is a simple, yet powerful language. There
are several differences between our approach and Shoham’s. First, our language builds on top of arbitrary
data structures, whereas Shoham’s language is more or less logical (though it uses a LISP-like syntax). For
us, states are instantiations of data structures managed by the program code associated with agents, while
for Shoham, the agent state consists of beliefs, capabilities, choices and commitments. This allows Shoham
to focus on reasoning about beliefs (e.g. agent A knows that agent B knows that agent A has no money),
whereas our focus is on decision making on top of arbitrary data structures. Clearly both paradigms are
needed for successfully building an agent.
Closely related to Shoham’s work is that of Hindriks et al. [55] where an agent programming language
based on BDI-agents is presented (BDI stands for “Belief, Desires, Intentionality”). They proceed upon
the assumptions that an agent language must have the ability for updating beliefs, goals and for practical
reasoning. (finding means to achieve goals). Hindriks et al. [55] argue that “Now, to program an agent is to
specify its initial mental state, the semantics of the basic actions the agent can perform, and to write a set of
practical reasoning rules” [55, p.211].
In our framework, as decision layers can (in principle) be embedded on top of arbitrary pieces of software
code, representations of beliefs, goals, such as those developed by researchers in “reasoning about beliefs”
can be easily incorporated as modules into those data structures, though we have not focused on this part.
We do not insist that all agents have an a priori goal. For instance, consider an ACCESS database agent.
This agent has no real goal that requires AI planning, unless one considers the fact that it should respond to
user queries as a goal. Practical reasoning is achieved in our system because each agent processes an explicit
call through a method used to process that call. Hindriks et al. [55] argue that “Now, to program an agent is
to specify its initial mental state, the semantics of the basic actions the agent can perform, and to write a set
of practical reasoning rules” [55, p.211]. In contrast to their framework, for us, an initial state is any set of
(instantiated) data types – they assume this is a set of logical atoms. Likewise, practical reasoning rules for
us are implemented as methods (or code-calls), but the decision about which of these actions is to be taken
is represented through rules.
ConGolog [45] is a logic programming language for concurrent execution of actions. ConGolog creates
static plans from a set of goals and primitive actions. ConGolog is built on the framework of Cohen and
Levesque [25] who develop a logic of rational agents based intentionality using speech acts as a starting
point. Their work has subsequently been used for a variety of other multiagent frameworks – we do not go
into these extensions here, as they are not directly related to our effort.
In general, the approach in this paper builds upon the approaches of [97] and [55] in the following sense:
first, we agree with these earlier approaches that the behavior of agents should be encoded through an agent
program, and second, that actions taken by agents should modify agent states. However, we differ from
these approaches in the following sense. First, our notion of an agent state is built on top of arbitrary data
structures, rather than on top of states represented in logic. As a consequence, our approach complements
the work of [97, 55] where they focus on logical representations of agent state, describing beliefs, capabil-
ities, commitments, and goals. In addition, [97] describes temporal action scheduling which our language
does not currently support, though ongoing work will extend it to do so [35]. If these modes of reasoning can
be expressed as data structures, then the notion of agent proposed in our paper can benefit from the contri-
butions in [97, 55]. Second, we propose a set of increasingly more satisfying declarative (epistemic) formal
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semantics for our work – [55] proposes an elegant proof theoretic operational semantics. Our semantics
has the advantage of being neatly related to existing well-understood semantics for logic programs. Third,
we analyze the tradeoffs between the adopting an epistemically satisfying semantics, and the computational
complexity of these semantics. The complexity results also contain algorithmic approaches to computing
these semantics.
Deontic Logic. In many applications (e.g. the tax application, and various legal applications), the admin-
istrators of an application have certain legal obligations (that is, they are required to take certain actions),
as well as certain restrictions (that is, they are forbidden to take certain actions) if certain conditions are
true. However, not all actions are either forbidden or obligatory. The vast majority of actions fall within a
“gray” area – they are permitted, but neither obligatory or forbidden. To date, no active database system has
provided a formal semantics for obligatory, permitted, and forbidden actions. In this paper, we have done
so, building on top of classical deontic logic syntax [3, 79].
We have added to deontic logic as well in several ways: first, we have introduced the Do operator which
standard deontic logic does not contain. Second, classical deontic logic does not account for interference
between multiple actions (i.e., do actions  	   have mutually inconsistent effects, or can actions  	   be
simultaneously executed), while our framework takes into account, both effects of actions, and provides
different notions of concurrent executability. Third, our framework also allows nonmonotonic inference
through the negation operator in rule bodies – this nonmonotonic negation operator does not occur in clas-
sical deontic logic model theory. The need for non-monotonic operators has been well argued by Reiter [86].
Last, but not least, the semantics of classical deontic logic is given in terms of a classical Hintikka-Kripke
style model theory. Due to the introduction of the new features described above, and due to the fact that
most deontic logic model theory leads to one or another deontic paradox, we chose to develop an altern-
ative semantics that incorporates nonmonotonicity, concurrent actions, and the  operator proposing the
concepts of feasible, rational and reasonable status sets, and their variants, through which many desirable
deontic desiderata (e.g. regimentation, relaxing obligations when the cannot be satisfied)) can be incorpor-
ated. Precisely how various other deontic assumptions can be captured within our semantics remains to be
worked out.
The approach of Hindriks et al. [55] is based on such logics and has already been discussed earlier.
Dignum and Conte [31] have used deontic logic extensively to develop methods for goal formation – in our
framework, goal formation is one of several actions that an agent can take. Thus, we can specifically gain
from the work of Dignum and Conte [31], through explicitly plugging-in such a framework as an action
called form-goals implemented through the elegant work they report.
Agent Decision Making. There has been a significant amount of work on agent decision making. Ro-
senschein [88] was perhaps the first to say that agents act according to states, and which actions they take
are determined by rules of the form “When P is true of the state of the environment, then the agent should
take action A.” As the reader can easily see, our framework builds upon this intuitive idea, though (i) our
notion of state is defined very generally and (ii) agent programs have a richer set of rules than those listed
above. Rosenschein and Kaelbling [89] extend this framework to provide a basis for such actions in terms
of situated automata theory.
Bratman et al. [18] define the IRMA system which uses similar ideas to generate plans. In their framework,
different possible courses of actions (Plans) are generated, based on the agent’s intentions. These plans are
then evaluated to determine which ones are consistent and optimal with respect to achieving these intentions.
Verharen et al. [105] present a language-action approach to agent decision making, which has some sim-
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ilarities to our effort. However, they do not develop any formal semantics for their work, and their language
for agent programs uses a linguistic rather than a logical approach. Schoppers and Shapiro [92] describe
techniques to design agents that optimize objective functions - such objective functions are similar to the
cost functions we have described.
One effort that is close to ours is Singh’s approach [98]. Like us, he is concerned about heterogeneity
in agents, and he develops a theory of agent interactions through workflow diagrams. Intuitively, in this
framework, an agent is viewed as a finite state automaton – as is well known, finite state automata can
be easily encoded in logic. This makes our framework somewhat more general than Singh’s, instead of
explicitly encoding automata (hard to do when an agent has hundreds of ground actions it can take). Sycara
and Zeng [101] provide a coordinated search methodology for multiple agents. Haddadi [52] develops a
declarative theory of interactions, as do Rao and Georgeff [84], and Coradeschi and Karlson [27] who build
agents for air traffic simulation.
There has been extensive work on negotiation in multiagent systems, based on the initial idea of contract
nets, due to Smith and Davis [99]. In this paradigm, an agent seeking a service invites bids from other
agents, and selects the bid that most closely matches its own. Schwartz and Kraus [93] present a model of
agent decision making where one agent invites bids (this is an action !) and others evaluate the bids (another
action) and respond; this kind of behavior is encodable through agent programs together with underlying
data structures. This body of work is complementary to ours: an agent negotiates by taking certain actions
in accordance with its negotiation strategy, while we provide the “hooks” to include such actions within our
framework, but do not explicitly study how the negotiation actions are performed, as this has been well done
by others [99, 93].
Coalition formation mechanisms where agents dynamically team up with other agents has been intensely
studied by many researchers [94, 91, 111]. Determining which agents to team with is a sort of decision
making capability. Inverno et al. [58] present a framework for dMARS based on the BDI model. Like us,
they assume a state space, and the fact that actions cause state transitions. Labrou and Finin [68] develop
the semantics of KQML, but do not explicitly present an action language.
Reasoning About Actions. Several works [42, 8, 9, 10] have addressed the problem of modeling the logic
of actions by means of logic programming languages. In this section, we briefly address these, one by one.
Gelfond and Lifschitz[42] propose a logic programming language called A using which, users may express
knowledge about actions and their effects. This framework was later extended by Baral, Gelfond and others
in a series of elegant papers [9, 10, 6, 7]. The language A allows users to make statements of the form
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Intuitively, the first statement says that executing actions   	  	 

makes  true (afterwards). Likewise,
the second statement says  was true in the initial state, and the third statement describes the effect of  on
 if certain preconditions are satisfied.
The key differences between our approach, and this genre of work are the following. (1) First and fore-
most, our approach applies to heterogeneous data sources, while this body of work assumes all data is stored
in the form of logical atoms. (2) Second, the modalities for determining what is permitted, what is forbid-
den, what is obligatory, what is done, are not treated in the above body of work. (2) Third, in our approach,
we use the semantics to determine which set of firable actions (in a state) must actually be fired, and this
policy of choosing such sets of actions in accordance with the policies expressed in an agent program and
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the underlying integrity constraints is different from what is done in [42, 9, 10, 6, 7].
Collaborative Problem Solving. There has also been extensive work on collaborative problem solving
and negotiation in multiagent systems (e.g., [26, 60, 64, 87, 107]). As our approach allows arbitrary de-
cisions, and as negotiation is one form of decision making, our work provides a framework within which
various negotiation strategies described in the literature can be encoded. Agents can collaborate if they wish,
but again, collaboration is an explicit action, and the rules governing such collaborations can be encoded as
rules within agent programs.
Agent Architectures. For an excellent anthology of classic works on agent systems, see [57]. There
have been numerous proposals for agentization in the literature (e.g., [38, 46, 16]) which have been broadly
classified by Genesereth and Ketchpel [43] into four categories: in the first category, each agent has an
associated “transducer” that converts all incoming messages and requests into a form that is intelligible to
the agent. This is clearly not what happens in IMPACT – as noted in [43], the transducer has to anticipate
what other agents will send us and translate that – something which is clearly difficult to do. The second
approach is based on wrappers which “inject code into a program to allow it to communicate” [43, p.51]. The
IMPACT architecture provides a language (the service description language) for expressing such wrappers,
together with accompanying algorithms. The third approach described in [43] is to completely rewrite the
code implementing an agent which is obviously a very expensive alternative. Last but not least, there is the
mediation approach proposed by Wiederhold [108], which assumes that all agents will communicate with a
mediator which in turn may send messages to other agents. In contrast, our framework allows point to point
communication between agents without having to go through a mediator. Of course, none of these efforts
explicitly address agent decision making in heterogeneous environments, which is the focus of our effort.
Matchmaking. First, there has been substantial work on matchmaking, in which agents advertise their
services, and matchmakers match an agent requesting a service with one (or more) that provides it. Kuokka
and Harada [66] present the SHADE and COINS systems for matchmaking. Decker, Sycara, and Willi-
amson [30] present matchmakers that store capability advertisements of different agents. Arisha et al. [5]
present a theoretical foundation for matchmaking as well. This paper, in contrast, merely focuses on how an
agent makes decisions, rather than determining how one agent “matches” up with another.
Relationship to Heterogeneous Data Integration in the Database Community. There is now a great
deal of work in mediated systems techniques. In this paragraph, we merely explain the relationship between
code call conditions and existing work on data and software integration.
For example, there have been several efforts to integrate multiple relational DBMSs [29, 81] and rela-
tional DBMSs, object-oriented DBMSs and/or file systems [39, 63, 95]. However, to date, the semantics
of mediators that take actions has not been explored. The work in this paper builds upon mediation efforts
reported upon in our HERMES effort described previously in [19, 74, 74, 100, 76]. The Stanford TSIMMIS
project [22] effort aimed at integrating a wide variety of heterogeneous databases, together with a free text
indexing system. In contrast, HERMES integrated arbitrary software packages such as an Army Terrain
Route Planning System, Jim Hendler’s UM Nonlin nonlinear planning system, a face recognition system, a
video reasoning system, and various mathematical programming software packages are integrated currently
into Hermes. As a consequence, TSIMMIS was able to take advantage of its focus on integrating databases
to perform some optimizations which HERMES was unable to incorporate, but conversely, HERMES was
able to access many data sources that TSIMMIS could not. Query optimization methods applicable to both
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TSIMMIS and HERMES were studied in [1]. The SIMS system[4] at USC uses a LISP-like syntax to in-
tegrate multiple databases as well. It is closely related to the HERMES effort. HERMES used minimalistic
versions of logic to integrate data and software, while SIMS used a somewhat richer language. As a con-
sequence, HERMES was able to take advantage of very efficient caching and query optimization methods
[73, 1], but may have not been able to easily express some of the more sophisticated reasoning tasks desired
by the authors of SIMS. Other important later directions on mediation include the InfoSleuth effort [12]
system, at MCC.
12 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have argued the following two simple points:
(I) Agents in the real world manipulate not just logical formulas, but complex data types, that vary from
one application to another.
(II) Agents must be able to act in accordance with a specific, declarative action policy that governs their
actions. It must be possible to build such a declarative policy on top of the existing data structures
that the agent’s implemented imperative software code manipulates.
Towards this end, we have developed the concept of an agent state, that can consist of instantiations of
arbitrary data structures. We then develop the concept of an agent program, building on top of work in
deontic logic. Agent programs allow the designer of an agent to specify how an agent should act, and take
into account the following aspects. What is the agent obliged to do? What is the agent permitted to do? What
is the agent forbidden from doing? and so on. We have developed a theoretical framework within which
agent programs can be built on top of arbitrary pieces of software code, and we have developed a series of
successively more refined declarative semantics for agent programs. As the declarative semantics for agent
programs become intuitively more appealing, they (with some exceptions) also become computationally
more complex. We have developed results showing the relationship between the declarative semantics and
computational complexity. Our complexity results also, for the most part, include algorithms to compute the
relevant semantical structures.
Our semantical results are closely related to other research in the field of artificial intelligence. In par-
ticular, we have demonstrated that three well-known semantics for logic programs, namely the model se-
mantics, minimal model semantics, and the stable model semantics, are captured within our agent program
framework. These semantics are well-known to correspond to certain fragments of advanced knowledge
representation frameworks such as default logic and circumscription.
Last, but not least, we have developed a simulation of the working of our agent framework in the area
of supply chain management. In the simulation, we have built several agents on top of legacy commercial
software including Microsoft Access database agents, and ESRI MapObject agents as well.
Our current and ongoing efforts focus on the following subjects:
 We are extending the semantical framework described here to accommodate the following types of
reasoning not currently included: (a) reasoning about uncertain agent states, (b) reasoning about
temporal actions, where an agent makes decisions on taking an action in the future, (c) reasoning about
other agent’s reasoning. All of these modes of reasoning are well recognized in the AI community,
and expanding our semantical framework to accommodate these modes of reasoning is an important
semantical issue.
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 We are currently developing a compiler for agent programs – in particular, in a future paper [35], we
will report upon a class of agent programs called regular agent programs that are guaranteed to pos-
sess reasonable status sets – regularity of agent programs is a syntactically easily verifiable property,
and regular agent programs possess many nice computational properties. The paper [35] will report
upon several experiments evaluating the ease of computing the several diverse semantics described
in this paper. This implementation builds upon our existing HERMES Heterogeneous Reasoning and
Mediator System, reported on in [19, 76, 100].
 We are studying the problem of whether all agent programs (under different semantics) can be embed-
ded into logic programs. In other words, is there a translation  that takes as input, an agent program
 , and produces as output, a logic program     such that there is a one one correspondence between
appropriate status sets of  and appropriate models of     ?
 Suppose we choose to use 	ﬂ -status set semantics for agent programs, where 	ﬂ is any of the
semantics introduced in this paper. At any given point  in time, the agent program has a 	ﬂ -status
set,    that it acts on. When new events occur (e.g. new messages arrive), these events may be viewed
as updates to the current agent state. We would like to incrementally compute a new status set    


from    , the object state immediately after the  -actions in    are executed, and the updates. We
are developing algorithms for this task.
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A Appendix: Complexity of   - and  -Concurrent Executability
We assume that we have a set of feasible execution triples    to be executed on a given state   , such that
following operations are possible in polynomial time:
1. testing whether the grounded precondition        " for any triple   .   	 	      is satisfied
in an agent state;
2. determining all objects in solutions of       " and in 	
#     " on an agent state, as well
as insertion/deletion of objects from an agent state;
3. construction of any object that may be involved in the state evolving from execution of    on  
under any permutation  .
Such a setting applies e.g. in the case where the agent state is a relational database maintained under active
domain semantics.
Theorem A.1 Let     %    	  	    , . . . ,    	  	 ﬃ  ) be a given set of feasible execution triples   	  	   
on a given agent state   . Then, under the previous assumptions, testing whether    is   -concurrently
executable is NP-complete.
Proof. The problem is NP, since we can guess an appropriate permutation  and check in polyno-
mial time whether    is  -feasible. Indeed, by our assumptions we can always evaluate the precondition

 

  

ﬀ
ﬂﬁ
 ﬀ
$ﬁ

$ﬁ
 in polynomial time on  

, and we can construct the state    

in polynomial time
from  

, for all .  	 	), 
  ; overall, this is possible in polynomial time.
To show NP-hardness, we provide a reduction from monotone 3SAT (M3SAT) [37] to the   -concurrent
execution problem, for a setting where the software code   provides access to a relational database  and
an agent state   is a relational database instance 	 .
Let  be an instance of M3SAT, consisting of clauses 
  	 	 
  over variables  	 	  , such that
each 
  is either positive or negative.
The database  has four relations: VAL    	    , which stores a Boolean value for each variable;
SV     , which intuitively holds the variables which have assigned a value; SAT  
  which intuitively
stores the clauses which are satisfied; the 0-ary relation INIT.
The initial database 	  holds all possible tuples, in particular, both tuples   	  and   	   are in VAL
for every atom  . This will ensure that every execution triple in    is feasible.
The execution triples in    are designed such that a feasible schedule must have the following phases:
Initialization. An action init must be executed here, which clears all relations except VAL.
Choice. In this phase, for each atom   a truth value is chosen by removing from VAL either   	  (which
sets  to 1), or   	   (which sets  to 0).
Checking. In this phase, it is checked for every single clause 
  independently whether 
  is satisfied.
Success. In this phase, the single tests for the 
  are combined; if the result is positive, i.e., the assignment
selected in the choice phase satisfies every 
 , then a success action    is executed which enables to
gracefully execute the remaining actions.
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Clearance. In this phase, which is entered only if the Success phase had a positive result, all remaining
actions which have not been executed so far are taken. Moreover, we add an action which completely
clears the database, such that every feasible permutation  leads to the empty database.
The actions and their descriptions are given in the following table:
Phase Action Precondition
Init init INIT
Choice   	
 VAL 
+

 VAL 	
+ 


 
	
 VAL 
+

 VAL 	
+ 


Checking ﬀ ﬁ SV 	ﬂﬃ
 
4 4 4
 SV 	ﬂ"!
#%$
'&
 (
Success  )  SAT 
)
ﬃ*
#
4 464
 SAT 
),+


Clearance .-/).0

Phase Action Add Set Delete Set
Init 12#1 
 3 SV(V), SAT(C), INIT 4
Choice     	

3
SV 5
 4
3
INIT, VAL 
+,


4
 
	

3
SV 5
 4
3
INIT, VAL 
+


4
Checking ﬀ ﬁ
3
SAT 
)*&


4
3
INIT 4
Success  ) 
3
VAL ﬂ
& + 


, VAL ﬂ
& +,


67+   + 
4
3
INIT 4
Clearance .-/).0

all relations
Here        	      	   if the ' -th literal of clause 
  is    , and               	  if it is     .
Observe that all variables in the preconditions of the above actions  are action parameters. Thus,  is void
in every solution of

 


 

  , and thus for every    

 and  at most one feasible triple     

 	 	  
may exist, in which  is void; we hene write simply      for this triple. Let the set    be as follows:
    %

ﬃ


   	

ﬃ   &   .  , )  
% 




 
&ﬃ  .   	   '# )   %ﬁﬃﬂ ﬁ ﬃ 	)

ﬁ  	"ﬁﬃ ) 
Notice the following observations on a feasible permutation  for    :

ﬁﬃﬂ ﬁ ﬃ must be executed first, i.e.,  ﬀ
 ﬁ
 ﬁﬃﬂ ﬁ ﬃ , and   ﬁ  must be executed as the last action.
 Clause checking can only be done after some choice action   ﬃ98    ,   % 	  ) , has occurred, for
every . 	 	), .
 In the choice phase, execution of at most one of the actions   ﬃ 
    ,   ﬃ    is possible, for every
.   	 	), .
 Success is only possible, if for each clause 
  at least one action    


 has been executed.
 After the Success phase, first every remaining action   ﬃ:8    can be executed, then all remaining
actions        are possible, and finally   ﬁ  can be done.
It holds that    is   -concurrently executable, i.e., there exists some permutation  such that    is  -
feasible, if and only if  is a Yes-Instance of M3SAT.
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Remark. The construction can be extended so to obtain a fixed action base  such that the set    in
the construction is an instance of  , by adding further relations to the schema describing the clauses in  .
Moreover, strict typing of the values occurring in the relations is possible.
Theorem A.2 Let     %    	  	    , . . . ,    	  	 ﬃ  ) be a given set of feasible execution triples   	  	   
on a given agent state   . Then, under the previous assumptions, testing whether    is  -concurrently
executable is co-NP-complete.
Proof. The problem is in co-NP, since we can guess permutations  and   such that either    -  / 


 ﬁ
	  	

ﬀ
 ﬁ
or    -  
/



 

 ﬁ
,  ,


 

 ﬁ
not feasible, or    -  / and    -   / yield a different result.
By our assumptions, the guess for  and   can be verified in polynomial time (cf. Proof of Theorem A.1).
To show that the problem is co-NP-hard, we consider the case where   is a relational database  and an
agent state   is a relational database instance 	 .
We reduce the complement of M3SAT to  -concurrent executability checking. Let  be an instance of
M3SAT, consisting of at least one positive clause and at least one negative clause. Here, each clause is
supposed to have three (not necessarily different) literals.
Let   be the instance of  which results if every positive clause is made negative and vice versa, and if
every atom  is replaced by  

 . Clearly,   is a Yes-instance if and only if  is a Yes-instance, if and only
if      is satisfied by some truth assignment to   	 	  	  in which   has the opposite value to the value
of  

 , for every .   	 	), .
The relational database  we construct has four relations: POS    	 	 	 

 and NEG    	 	 	 

 , which
serve for storing the positive and negative clauses of      , respectively; VAL   	   , which stores a
truth value assignment to the variables, s.t. variable   is true if  	    VAL, and  is false if   	  
VAL, for every .   	 	  , ; and, a 0-ary relation UNSAT.
The initial database 	 contains the relations POS and NEG storing the clauses of      , the relation VAL
which holds the tuples    	  and  

 	   , for every .   	 	), and the relation UNSAT is empty.
The action base contains the actions    ﬁ ﬃ+   	   and   ﬁ  , where
switch:

  
 
ﬁ ﬃ+  

	    ,
    
 
ﬁ"ﬃ+ 


	    % VAL 

	   	 VAL   	  ) ,
	  
 
ﬁ ﬃ+ 

	    % VAL 

	  	 VAL 

	   ) ;
eval:

 

 ﬁ

 = % 
ﬃ
+


+

1

POS   ﬃ
+


+

1

  VAL   ﬃ
+ 

# VAL  

+ 

# VAL  
1
+ 


NEG   ﬃ
+


+

1

  VAL   ﬃ
+

# VAL  

+

# VAL  
1
+


4
+
   

 ﬁ

  % UNSAT ) ,
	 

 ﬁ

   .
Observe that like in the proof of Theorem A.1, all unbound variables in preconditions of actions are action
parameters; we thus write analogously     

  for     

 	 	   where  is void.
The set    of execution triples is
    %
 
ﬁ"ﬃ+   

	 



 &ﬃ  .  , )   %

 ﬁ

) 
Intuitively, a switch action    ﬁ"ﬃ+     	  

  flips the value of  from 0 to 1 and the value from  

 from
1 to 0. The   ﬁ  action checks whether for the truth assignment to   	 	  	  given in the database, there
is some positive clause and some negative clause which are both violated.
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For any permutation  on    , the actions   
ﬁ
scheduled before  
$ﬁ


 ﬁ
 flip the values of some
variables; notice that flipping   is simultaneously done with flipping  

 . The precondition      ﬁ   is
true, precisely if there exists some positive clause

and some negative clause   in      which are both
violated; this is equivalent to the property that the current assignment   stored in 	 does not satisfy  .
To see this, if

is from  , then  is not satisfied by   , and if  is from 7 , then there is a corresponding
negative clause  

 in  such that  

 is not satisfied. On the other hand, if   does not satisfy  , then
there exists either a positive clause


 or a negative clause     which is not satisfied, and thus the
corresponding negative clause        (resp. positive clause        ) is not satisfied by   ; this means

 

 ﬁ

 is true.
Clearly, all actions in    are executable on the initial database 	  , and every feasible permutation    -  /
yields the same resulting database. Hence, it follows that    is  -concurrently executable, if and only if 
is a Yes-Instance. This proves the result.
Remark. We can derive    from a simple fixed program, if we store the pairs  	 

 in a separate relation.
result extends to the data complexity of an tion set.
Remark A.1 The  -concurrent execution problem in the above database setting is polynomial, if the pre-
condition is a conjunction of literals and there are no free (existential) variables in it. Then, the con-
dition amounts to the following property. Let    be a set of action execution triples, and denote by

  

 (resp.,       ) the positive (resp., negated) ground atoms in the precondition of  . Moreover,
let       and 	
#    be the ground instances of the atoms in     and 	     over the database,
respectively.
#. 
  

 



   , for every          ;
#. .  	
# 

  

               , for every          ;
#. . .    

 
	
# 

  , for every      .
(Condition #. . .  is actually not needed, but avoids philosophical problems.) An alternative, less conservative
approach would be to limit change by  to the atoms not in      
	
#    .
B Appendix: QBF
Lemma 8.14 Let              be a QBF such that   is in DNF. Then, a formula           , where
  is in M3DNF (see proof of Theorem 8.2 for M3DNF) can be constructed in polynomial time, such that
   for    , the formula     -  / is true;
    




 
     

   holds.
(As a remark to the interested reader,       is, strictly speaking, a second-order generalized quantifier.)
Proof. Without loss of generality,    is already monotone. Suppose    %    	   	 	 	    ) and let
    %  

) . Consider the formula
 


      #  

       


 
   (7)
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This formula is clearly equivalent to    . Construct next the formula
 
 

-    #  

    
 
#            	 
 
#  	      	     
 
#                
 
#         
/
 
  	
(8)
where   %   	 	   ) . The formula (8) is equivalent to (7). Indeed, observe that the subformula -    /
of (8), denoted by     , is equivalent to             . To see this, suppose first     is true. Then,
for every .  	 	), consider a value assignment   to  such that     , for every '   . , and     ,
for all ' . . Then,

- 
/

  . Hence, the only-if direction holds. Suppose now that   

       
is true. Towards a contradiction, suppose  -  / is false for some value assignment  to  . Hence, by the
first disjunct in    is false in  , which means by the second that  	 is false in  , . . . , that   is false in  .
However, the last disjunct in  is        . Thus, this disjunct is true, which is a contradiction.
By elementary quantifier pulling, formula (8) is equivalent to the formula
 
    

 

 
  	 (9)
and    

 
 5-   
/
is true. By using further universally quantified variables    %  

	 	 


) , we
obtain
 
       

- 

         



 
 

#           



 

- 

 
/
 
 
/ (10)
where   -     
/
means the obvious substitution of   literals for  literals such that the formula is monotone
(observe that   resp.    are for convenience replicated in disjuncts). Clearly, (10) is equivalent to (9). This
proves the lemma.
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C Appendix: Table of Notation Used in the Paper
In the following tables, all numbers refer to Definition numbers, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
Notation Location Description
  Sec. 1 beginning Software Code
 Sec. 1 beginning Set of data types for software code  
 Sec. 1 beginning Set of predefined functions for software code  
  Sec. 1 beginning Agent State


  Sec. 1 beginning Object type
    Sec. 3.1 beginning Variable symbols ranging over 
	  
Sec. 3.1 beginning Path variable
  / 	%- 
 	 	-   3.2 Code call
cc 3.2 Code call
in(X,cc) 3.2 Code call atom
  	 	( 	( 	 	  3.3 Code call condition operators
 3.3 Code call condition
  !   	 
 3.5 Set of code call solutions
   !  	 
 3.5 Set of all objects in a code call solution
 After 3.5 Inserts objects in a state
ﬁ!ﬂ  After 3.5 Deletes objects from a state

  
8 3.6 Integrity constraint
 &  
 3.7 Integrity constraint satisfaction
 3.7 Finite collection of integrity constraints
 4.1 Action
  	 	   4.1 Action schema

 

 4.1 Precondition for action 
   

 4.1 Add list for action 
	 

 4.1 Delete list for action 
 	  -Executability 4.3 Action execution under substitutions
 

  

 	 

 4.3 Set of all  	  making an action      executable
      	   4.5 Weak-concurrent execution
  -concurrently executable 4.6 Sequential-concurrent execution
 -concurrently executable 4.7 Full-concurrent execution
 
 4.8 Action constraint
  	 

&   
 4.9 Action constraint satisfaction
 
 4.10 Agent is permitted to take action 

 4.10 Agent is forbidden to take action 

 4.10 Agent is obliged to take action 

 4.10 Obligation to take action  is waived

 4.10 Agent does take action 
   	 	   3 Action rule
 4.12 Agent program
(continued next page)
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Notation Location Description
  #  para before Ex. 4.7 Head of rule 
 #  para before Ex. 4.7 Body of rule 


#  para before Ex. 4.7 Negative literals in the body of rule 
 #  para before Ex. 4.7 Positive literals in the body of rule 
 

#  para before Ex. 4.7 Atoms of the negative literals of rule 
 #  8
	 	  #   para before Ex. 4.7 Body of rule  restricted to action status atoms
 #   para before Ex. 4.7 Body of rule  restricted to code call atoms


#  8	 para before Ex. 4.7 Negative literals in the body of rule 
restricted to action status atoms


#   para before Ex. 4.7 Negative literals in the body of rule 
restricted to code call atoms
 #  8	 para before Ex. 4.7 Positive literals in the body of rule 
restricted to action status atoms
 #   para before Ex. 4.7 Positive literals in the body of rule 
restricted to code call atoms
 

#  8
	 para before Ex. 4.7 Negations of atoms in   #  8
	
 

# 
 para before Ex. 4.7 Negations of atoms in   #  
	 
     5.3 Deontic closure
 
     5.3 Action closure
      
     5.4 Application of program rules
   
  5.7 Fixpoint operator
 
 

    5.9 Relativized action closure
 -feasible,  -rational, 5.10 Relativized status sets
 -reasonable
   
    5.12 Relativized fixpoint operator
     5.13
     -feasible 5.10
 -preferred Sec.5.6 beginning Preferred set



-completion 5.6.2    -completion rule of 
  

	
   Sec. 5.6.2 beginning Augmentation of 



-complete 5.6.2
	ﬂ 5.7 Semantics variable
 

5.15 Cost function
